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PREFACE

The work presented in this thesis has been carried out by the author as a full

time research scholar in the Departmentgof Physics, Cochin University of Science

and Technology during the period 1996-2002.

Studies on pulse propagation in single mode optical fibers have attracted in

terest from a wide area of science and technology as they have laid down the

foundation for an in-depth understanding of the underlying physical principles,

especially in the field of optical telecommunications. The foremost among them

is discovery of the optical soliton which is considered to be one of the most signif

icant events of the twentieth century owing to its fantastic ability to propagate

undistorted over long distances and to remain unaflected after collision with each

other. To exploit the important propertia of optical solitons, innovative mathe

matical models which take into account proper physical properties of the single

mode optical fibers demand special attention. This thesis contains a theoretical

analysis of the studies on soliton pulse propagation in single mode optical fibers.

The thesis is arranged as follows:

In chapter one, a general introduction underlying the fimdamental linear and

nonlinear electrical properties of single mode optical fibers is presented. A deriva

tion of the model equation for the slowly varying electric field envelope of the light

wave in single mode optical fibers, basic theoretical and engineering concepts of

optical solitons in single mode optical fibers are also presented in this chapter.

For the higher order scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation which dacribes

pulse propagation in a single mode optical fiber in the femto second regime,



exact solutions in the form of solitary waves and periodic solutions are presented

in chapter two by using travelling wave method.

When breakup of continuous wave and quasi-continuous wave radiates into

a train of pico second and femto second pulses in the normal dispersion regime

for an elliptically birefringent single mode optical fiber, higher-order nonlinear

effects such as self-steepening, self-induced Raman scattering and higher order

dispersion effects such as third and fourth order dispersion play a decisive role in

ultra short pulse generation. In chapter three the conditions for the occurrence of

cross phase modulational instability, which occur as a result of a group velocity

mismatch between the linearly polarized eigen states in the normal dispersion

regime for an elliptically birefringent single mode optical fiber modelled by the

coupled higher order nonlinear Schrodinger equation which includes all the above

mentioned higher order dispersion and nonlinear effects, are obtained both ana

lytically and numerically. In this case, different scenario for generation of ultra

short pulses of various pulse widths, governed by the respective modulational in

stability conditions on including the higher order dispersive and nonlinear effects

of the single mode optical fiber are discussed in detail.

A different phenomenon of modulational instability known as polarization

modulation instability which involves a change of the polarization state of an

incident pump wave as it traverses the circular birefringent optical fiber is dis

cussed in detail in chapter four. The governing equation in this case pertains to

generation of ultra short pulses of the order of 500 fs and above and hence is

modelled by the the coupled higher order nonlinear Schrodinger equation which

includes only the fourth order dispersion coelficient. Due to polarization modu

lation instability, the incident pump wave which is polarized on one axis of the

fiber, would generate orthogonally polarized Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands
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and the unstable power gain is obtained. It is observed that the pa.ra.metric gain

curve virtually remains the same whenever the pump is rotated from the slow

axis by a few degrees for both the regimes but when oriented close to the fast

axis, the parametric gain curve is found to vary considerably for various values

of the power thereby confirming the fact that the slow and the fast axes of a

polarization preserving fiber are not equivalent when one considers the influence

of the fourth order dispersion effects.

Chapter five deals with the case of soliton pulse compression in a single mode

fiber with variable dispersion (decreasing dispersion) supporting both monomode

and orthogonally polarized modes and with inline phase modulation and has been

shown that there is exact balancing between the efl’ective gain and the effecting

phase modulation and as a result arrive at exact soliton solutions for the various

dispersion profiles.

To make the soliton based communication systems highly competitive and

economical when compared to the conventional systems, attenuation in a fiber

must be avoided. In this context, erbium doped silica fibers play a prominent role

in not only minimising the attenuation but also achieving the goal of all optical

transmission. Chapter six concerns with the coherent soliton pulse propagation in

an erbium doped fiber system associated with the self—induced transperancy phe

nomenon and which is characterized by the nonlinear Schrodinger-Maxwell-Bloch

equations. The Lax pair for the system is determined. Now using the method of

Darboux-Backlund transformation, soliton solutions are generated which throw

light on the ultra-short pulse propagation through the erbium doped silica fibers

with higher order dispersion, self-steepening and self—induced transparency ef

fects.

Chapter seven deals with the overall conclusions presented in the thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Studies on pulse propagation in single mode optical fibers have attracted interest

from a wide area of science and technology as they have laid down the foundation

for an in—depth understanding of the underlying physical principles, especially

in the field of optical communications [1]-[4]. Of the various types of nonlinear

pulses propagating in a single mode optical fiber, the discovery of the optical soli

ton pulse is considered to be one of the most significant events of the twentieth

century owing to its fantastic ability to propagate undistorted over long distances

and to remain unaffected after collision with each other  An optical soliton

pulse manifests as a result of an interplay between the dispersive and nonlinear

effects in optical fibers [5, 6]. The advent of high intense laser sourca and optical

fibers having very low fiber loss have further paved the way for efficient and fast

transmission of ultrashort soliton pulses through single mode optical fibers that

form the basis of high speed communication systems [7, 8]. Generation of ultra

short soliton pulses have been experimentally achieved on employing dispersion

flattened fibers and fiber grating compressors [9, 10]. Recent developments in the



design of directional couplers, optical fiber Kerr gate, etc., have made possible

the realization of extremely efiicient optical switching devices by making use of

the properties of inelastic collision of optical solitons [11, 12]. The important

properties of the erbium doped optical fiber amplifiers such as high gain, low

noise, wide band-width, polarization insensitive gain and high saturation output

power have made them a competitive contender in the field of high speed opti

cal communication [13]. It is no wonder that the erbium doped fiber amplifiers

have been chosen as trans-ocean-cable network that connect all the major cities

in the world. Here too the underlying phenomenon is based on optical solitons.

Another interesting and useful application of the soliton formation capability of

optical fibers is the development of soliton lasers [14]-[17]. These achievements

have instigated extensive research in order to exploit the important properties of

optical solitons and thus have paved the way for the need of innovative mathe

matical models which take into account of the proper physical properti$ of the

single mode optical fibers.

This chapter is arranged as follows: In Sec.1.2, the characteristic properties of

a single—mode optical fiber is dealt. Section 1.3 deals with the electric properties

of the dielectric fiber. The master equation for information transfer in optical

fibers is derived in Sec.1.4 and in Sec.1.5 the exact soliton solutions pertaining

to the master equation are obtained.

1.2 Fiber characteristics

Depending on the number of modes that a fiber can support, fibers are generally

classified as single mode and multi mode fibers [18]. A single mode fiber has

only the fundamental transverse electric HE11 mode whereas a multi mode fiber



can support any number of modes. Further, depending on their refractive index

profiles, both the single and multi mode fibers can be classified as step—index and

graded-index fibers. As their name suggest, for a step-index fiber, the refractive

index profile has the shape of a step whereas that for a graded index fiber has a

parabolic shape [18] and is portrayed in Fig.(1.1).

71(1)

711

712

z
(3)

n1

712

(E

(b)

Fig. 1.1: Refractive index profiles for the (a) step index fiber; (b) graded index fiber. In both
cases, n1 is the refractive index of the core and 11.; that of the cladding with n1 slightly greater
than n2.

A step—index single mode fiber (Fig.(1.2(a))) is a silica glass thread consti

tuting of a central core of doped silica (SiO2) surrounded by a cladding layer of

pure silica. Its refractive index profile has a step shape, hence its name. The

core radius is only of the order of several microns. The working principle of the

optical fiber is based on the total internal refiection of light [18]. In order to

enable this, the refractive index of the cladding (n2) is arranged to be slightly
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Fig. 1.2: (a) Cross- section of a step index fiber; (b) Light guidance taking place through the
phenomenon of total internal rcflcction.

lower than that of the core (111). As a. result, when light is directed into the core,

it always gets reflected by the cladding wall, allowing it to propagate through the

fiber core (Fig.(1.2(b))).

The step-index fiber is generally characterized by two main parameters, namely

the numerical aperture given by NA = y/7121) — 113 [18] which represents the ca



pacity of the fiber to accept light and the normalized frequency V defined by

V = kg a \/nf — 11% [18] which determines the number of modes supported by

the fiber. kg is the propagation constant and ‘a’, the core radius. For a single

mode fiber, V < 2.4 whereas for a multi mode fiber, V > 2.4 [18]

1.3 Electric properties of the dielectric fiber

A single mode fiber can be deciphered thoroughly by a knowledge of its linear

and nonlinear properties which are discussed below in detail.

1.3.1 Fiber linear properties

Two main phenomena are to be taken into account regarding the description of

the linear properties of a single mode fiber, namely i) fiber attenuation and ii)

dispersion.

i) Fiber attenuation

The loss of energy in an optical fiber can be accounted either due to absorption

or due to scattering. Absorption generally arises from the pure material forming

the fiber, known as the intrinsic absorption [1] and also from the impurities such

as Fe“ or OH‘ ions resulting from the production process, known as extrinsic

absorption [19]. Another main factor that influences the fiber loss is scattering

loss [19]. The loss due to scattering can further be distinguished into Rayleigh

scattering loss [19], which is caused by the variations in the refractive index of the

transmission medium over distances shorter than the wavelength and extrinsic

scattering loss, that which is due to imperfections in the fiber or in the protective

jacket. Scattering is the only type of loss in current commercially available fibers.
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Fig. 1.3: Typical attenuation spectrum of an optical fiber [After Ref. [18]].

Figure 1.3 shows a plot of fiber attenuation versus wavelength for a commercially

available fiber. The attenuation appears to be very close to the Rayleigh lower

limit in the operating region. The presence of residual OH ' absorption limits the

signal transmission to three transmission windows, namely, 0.85 pm, 1.3 pm and

1.55 pm. The fiber exhibits a minimum loss of about 0.2 dB/km near 1.55 urn

which is due to Rayleigh scattering [19].

ii) Dispersion

Dispersion in a single mode optical fiber is generally characterized by its group

velocity dispersion (GVD) [20]-[24] and its polarization mode dispersion (PMD)

[25]-[29].



When a pulse propagates along the length of the fiber, its frequency compo

nents have different group velocities so that the pulse broadens during its prop

agation along the fiber. This spreading of the group velocity is known as GVD

or chromatic dispersion [1, 4]. GVD essentially consists of two contributions, one

due to the material of the fiber and the other due to the waveguide structure. Ma

terial dispersion [4] originates from the intrinsic properties of the fiber material,

mainly from interaction of the light wave electric field with the bound electrons

of the dielectric and can be described by the frequency dependence of the linear

index of refraction no  The resonance of bound electrons with the light wave

frequency forms the major contributing factor to no  Away from resonances,

where the absorption rather than dispersion dominates, no (w) can be expressed
n A .w .= 1 + J J 3

as "0 (W)  wg _ W2
quencies and their strengths. As regards the waveguide dispersion [1], it depends

where wj and A7‘ are respectively the resonant fre

on guided propagation and is present even if material dispersion vanishes. The

waveguide dispersion produces a positive GVD and the material dispersion pro

duces a negative GVD at larger wavelengths  The total dispersion is the sum

of material and waveguide dispersions. Due to GVD, the instantaneous frequency

of the pulse is found to vary with time and such a pulse is referred to as a chirped

pulse [1, 4]. For a given fiber, the temporal broadening and chirping of the pulse

are determined by the group delay parameter (dispersion coefficient) D [4] defined

as D = —2T7[;ck", where k” is the GVD coefficient. D is measured by the delay

of arrival tirlle in picoseconds of two light pulses with the wavelength separation

of one nanometer over a distance of a kilometer. D < 0 refers to the normal

dispersion regime [4] and D > 0 refers to the anomalous dispersion regime  In

the normal dispersion regime, the instantaneous frequency within the dispersed

pulse increases with time  Thus the leading edge of the pulse is red shifted



(b)

Fig. 1.4: Typical chirping caused in (a) the anomalous dispersion regime and (b) the normal
dispersion regime when an unchirped pulse propagates through the fiber. The chirp is of
opposite sign in the two cases.

and the trailing edge of the pulse is blue shifted. In the anomalous dispersion

regime, as the instantaneous frequency decreases with time, the leading edge of

the pulse is blue shifted and the trailing edge of the pulse is red shifted  Figure

1.4 depicts the typical chirping caused in the anomalous and normal dispersion

regimes.

It is possible for a single mode fiber to support two degenerate modes that are

polarized in two orthogonal directions. Under ideal conditions of perfect cylin

drical geometry and isotropic material, a mode excited with its polarization in

one direction would not couple to the mode in the orthogonal direction. How



ever small deviation from cylindrical geometry or small fluctuations in material

anisotropy result in mixing up of the two polarization states and the mode de

generacy is thus broken. As a result, the mode—propagation constant k becomes

slightly different for the modes polarized in orthogonal directions which is re

ferred to as modal birefringence [25]. Due to modal birefringence, a group delay

is induced between the two modes. As a result, the pulse broadens [25]. This

pulse broadening is measured by a quantity called the differential group delay and

the difference in dispersion between the two modes is called the PMD [25]-[29].

1.3.2 Fiber nonlinear properties

Fiber nonlinear properties are either due to changes in the refractive index with

optical power or due to scattering phenomenon. The main nonlinear effects in a

single mode optical fiber are i) Kerr effect [30]-[34], ii) Raman scattering [35]-[39],

iii)Brillouin scattering [40, 41, 42] and iv) four wave mixing [43, 44].

i)Kerr effect

The origin of nonlinear response is related to non-harmonic motion of bound

electrons under the influence of an applied field. Hence, the induced polarization

P resulting from the electric dipoles is given by [1, 4]:

P = eo(x(1)-E + )5”) : EE + x(3)§EEE + . .

where so is the vacuum permittivity and X”), the j"‘ order susceptibility tensor

of rank j+1. The linear susceptibility tensor X“) determines the linear refrac

tive index no and the attenuation coefficient 1. As silica glass has an inversion

symmetry at the molecular level, even powered terms in E do not appear in the

expression for P  As a consequence, the nonlinear behavior of the fiber is
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mainly due to the third order susceptibility tensor X“) [1, 4]. In particular, the

real part of x“) is responsible for Kerr effect [1, 4], while the imaginary part for

the Raman cffcct  A light wave with fiequency w sees nonlinear response of

the X9) term through the interaction of w, —w and w components. This response

contributes to the nonlinear modification of index of refraction n (w, |E|2) given

by [1]:

n (w, IEIZ) = no (W) + n2 (w) IEIZ.

where the Kerr coefficient n; (w) is related to x(3l through the relation [1]

3

"2 (W) = 173

Depending on the shape of the input signal, the Kerr nonlinearity manifests

itself by different effects, such as self-phase modulation (SPM) [45]-[49], cross

phase modulation  [50]-[53], modulational instability (MI) [54]-[58], etc.

SPM in a single mode optical fiber occurs when the refractive index of a light

wave depends on the intensity of that light wave  As a. result, when the optical

signal is intensity modulated, the resulting nonlinear phase-shift gives rise to a.

spurious phase-modulation. SPM leads to spectral broadening of optical pulses

[45]. When a complex signal is put into a fiber, the time—dependent nonlinear

phase-shift might result in a chirp in the transmitted field. This SPM-induced

chirp will combine with the linear chirp resulting from GVD. Thus the effect of

the interaction between SPM and GVD depends on the sign of the GVD coeffi

cient [45]. Thus in the anomalous dispersion regime, where the fiber dispersion

coefficient is negative, the linear and nonlinear chirps are of opposite signs as a

rsult of which the pulse broadening is reduced. At a certain stage, these two

effects balance exactly, thereby leading to a. stable soliton pulse [45]. XPM is

always accompanied by SPM and occurs when the efl"ective refractive index of
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a light wave depends not only on the intensity of that wave but also on the in

tensity of other copropagating waves in the optical fiber [50]. XPM is effective

only when the interactive signals are superimposed in time. MI phenomena are

also generated by the interplay between Kerr effect and GVD [54]. MI requires

anomalous dispersion for the single-beam case and manifests itself as break—up

of continuous wave or quasi-continuous wave radiation into a train of ultrashort

pulses leading to an exponential growth or attenuation of the side bands with re

spect to the carrier of a modulated signal propagating through the fiber [54]. In

the case of birefringent optical fibers MI can occur even in the nonnal dispersion

regime [57].

ii)Raman scattering

When a light wave is incident in a fiber at the carrier frequency mo in the pres

ence of some resonance level wing of the fiber material, the incident light results

in the downshift of the carrier frequency resulting in an entirely new frequency

UJ0 — wg, known as the mode frequency. Such a process is known as Raman effect

[1]. The principle of Raman scattering is that a lower wavelength pump-laser

light travelling down an optical fiber along with the signal, scatters off atoms in

the fiber, loses some energy to the atoms, and then continues its journey with

the same wavelength as the signal. Therefore the signal has additional photons

representing it and, hence, is amplified. This new photon can now be joined by

many more from the pump, which continue to be scattered as they travel down

the fiber in a cascading process. When the frequency beating between the inci

dent and scattered waves collectively enhance the optical photon, the scattering

process is stimulated and the amplitude of the scattered wave grows exponentially

in the direction of propagation, a phenomenon known as the stimulated Raman
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scattering (SRS) [37]. Raman gain, resulting from SRS, depends on the fre

quency separation between the pump and the Stoka modes, becomes zero when

the frequency separation is zero and increases with frequency separation. As a

result, the corresponding Raman gain spectrum spans over an extremely broad

frequency range wider than about 20 T Hz [35]. Raman amplification [1, 2], one

of the effects due to Raman scattering, aims to boost the power of signals. It is

usually accomplished as “distributed amplification” i.e., it happens throughout

the length of the actual transmission fiber. So into the sa.rne fiber that is carry

ing the signal, one can add a high-power pump wavelength (say of a few watts

power), which will amplify the signal along many kilometers of fiber until the

pump signal eventually fades away.

ii) Brillouin scattering

In Brillouin scattering, part of the energy of the electric field is transferred to the

acoustic phonons [40]. At high power levels, it can induce stimulated effects and

the intensity of the scattered light grows exponentially once the incident power

exceeds a threshold value. The Brillouin-generated phonons are coherent, giving

rise to a macroscopic acoustic wave in the fiber.

iv) Four wave mixing

Let wl, (U2 and (U3 be the frequencies of three waves incident in an optical fiber.

The third order nonlinearity of the fiber, which is more predominant, would lead

to the generation of a nonlinear polarization at a frequency, say u.24 given by

w4 = Lug + £4.13 — ml. This nonlinear polarization can, under some circumstances,

lead to the generation of electromagnetic waves at the new frequency m4. This

phenomenon is referred to as four wave mixing [43].
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1.4 Master equation for information transfer in

optical fibers

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation that describes the behavior of solitons in

optical fibers is derived starting from first principles, i.e., Ma.xwell’s equations

in isotropic, dispersive and nonlinear dielectric material [60, 61]. The refractive

index of the fiber is assumed to be axis symmetric such that only the fundamen

tal HE11 mode is supported by the fiber [61]. The axis symmetry means that

there is a one parameter family of such modes, parameterized by the direction

of polarization, i.e., the ratio of the strengths in the transverse fields in, say

the a: and y directions and with the direction of propagation along the z axis.

Moreover, the fiber is assumed to be polarization preserving also. With these as

sumptions, the derivation of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation is outlined below

in the following stages. First, starting from the Maxwe1l’s equations, the basic

propagation equation for pulse propagation in a single mode weakly guided fiber

is determined. Considering quasi monochromatic approximation, an expression

for the slowly varying electric field envelope is developed in the second stage. In

the third stage, the linear and nonlinear polarization components are determined

upto 0  Using the asymptotic expansion, the scalar nonlinear Schrodinger

equation is derived in the fourth stage and finally correction terms are discussed.

i) Maxwell’s equations

Let E and H respectively, be the electric and magnetic field vectors and D and

B, the corresponding flux densities. The current density vector J I and the charge

density pf represent the sources of electromagnetic field. Due to the absence of
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free charges in an optical fiber, J f = 0 and p; = O[l]. Since the magnetic

properties in silica can be ignored, the permeability is given by pg, namely the

one for free space. The Maxwell’s equations are [61]:

V x E = -26%,

V X B = #0 1
V - D = 0 and

V - B = 0. (1.4.1)
The flux densities D and B are related to the electric and magnetic field vectors

E and H respective1y,via the relations [61]:

= EoE+P and

where P is the induced electric polarization. As silica exhibits linear and nonlin

ear response with retardation, the dielectric polarization P (r, t) is expressed as

the sum of linear part PL (:2, y,z,t) and nonlinear part PNL (:r, y, z, t) such that

[1, 61]:

P (:r, y, z, t) = PL (:r, y, z,t) + Pm, (a:, y,z,t). (1.4.3)

Both PL (:5, y, z, t) and PNL (17, y, z, t) are in turn related to the electric field via

the relation [60, 61]:

+00

PL($a'!Jazat) = 50/X(1)(t"f)‘E($1y.Z,7/) at’ and
-00

+00 +00 +00

PNL ($,y,Z, = 80! [ [X(3) (t—t1,t-t2,t—t3) (I,y,Z,t1)
-oo—ao-no

E (:c, y, 2, t2) E (12, y, z,t3)dt1dt2dt3, (1.4.4)
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where X“) and X”) are the linear and third order nonlinear susceptibility tensors

respectively, having the dependence of the spatial coordinates r of the material

and having the form [61]:

(X(1).E)1. = ZX¢jEj and
J’

<x(3’EEEE) = Ex,-J-HE,-E,,E,, (1.4.5)I" jkl
where 2' = cc, y,z. Silica, being centro symmetric, does not exhibit the second

order nonlinear efiect [61]. For a weakly guided mode, V - E =0. Hence from

Eqs. (1.4.l), (1.4.2) and (14.3), a relation of the form 2

1 62E _ 1 <62PL + a—°-PM)
2 —: _

VE (Fat? c250 82‘? 6t’ (1.4.6)

where PL and PNL are given by Eq.(1.4.4).

ii) Quasi-monochromatic approximation

In order to derive the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, the quasi- monochromatic

approximation is considered i.e., the waveform is assumed to have a slowly varying

envelope, or in the frequency domain, has a narrow spectrum with respect to its

carrier frequency [61]. This approximation leads to slow variation of the light

wave envelope with respect to time and distance [61]. The nonlinear Schrdidinger

equation is derived as the equation that describes long range evolution of the

slowly varying envelope [61]. In the slowly varying envelope approximation, the

electric field vector E (:5, y, z, t) can be written in the form [61]:

E (:13, y, z, t) = U (:13, y, wo) Aexp  (koz — wgt)) + c.c., (1.4.7)

where c.c denotes the complex conjugate. Lug and k0 E k(wo) represent the

angular frequency and wave number of the carrier wave respectively and A is the
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slowly varying wave envelope. U(:c,y,wo) is a. column vector representing the

mode distribution over a cross-section in the fiber geometry. If E(:1:, y, z,w) is

the Fourier transform (F.T of the electric field vector E (a:, y, z, t) , both of them

are related to each other via the transformation:

+cn

E (as, y, z, t) = % / E(a:,y,z,w) exp (—iwt) dw, (1.4.8)

and Mo
E (:c, y, z,w) = / E (as, y, z, t) exp (iwt) dt. (1.4.9)

On substituting Eq.(1.4.7) in Eq.(l.4.9), the electric field in the frequency domain

has the form :

E (:5, y, z,u.:) = 21115 (in — mo) AU (2, y, we) exp (ikgz) + c.c. (1.4.10)

As long as the wave happens to be monochromatic, the wave envelope A

remains a constant with rapect to z and t, i.e., the spectnun is given by the

delta function standing at the frequency w = :l:wo. However, as a result of the

quasi-monochromatic approximation, the envelope A acquires a sufficiently slow

variation in time domain, whereas in frequency domain, it exhibits sufficiently

small spectral broadening over the bandwidth Aw in the vicinity of :l:u.2o. A small

parameter 5 ~ Au.)/we is introduced as a factor characterizing the small scale of

spectral broadening. Long range evolution of the envelope A is described in a

small scale coordinate system given by Z = 52. As a consequence of the long

term amplitude modulation, E (:5, y, z, w) now has the form [6l]:

E (:5, y, 2, cu) = ;l(Z,w — wo) U (:5, y, mo) exp (ilcoz) + c.c. (1.4.11)
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The inverse Fourier transform (I.F.T.) of Eq.(l.4.11) yields:

+0-o

E<x,y.z,t) = § / fi<z,y,z,w>exp<—iwt) aw,
+001 ..

= 2—7r A(Z,w—w0)U(:c,y,wo)exp  (kgz —wt))dw+c.c.,
—oo

= (2i7T/;l(Z,w—wo)exp(-i(w—w0)t) d(w—uJo)
U (:13, y,wo) exp (i (koz — wot)) + c.c. (1.4.12)

Let 59 E to — wo and T = Et. Also let A(Z, T; 5) be the I.F.T. of .Z(Z,Q;E),

which is of the form :

+00

A(Z,T;e) = % / _Z(z,s2;s)exp(—m:r) dQ. (14.13)

Using these in Eq.(1.4.12), the expression for E (z,y, z, t) simplifies to the form:

E (:c, y, z, t) = 5A (Z, T; 5) U (x, y,wo) exp  (koz — w0t)) + c.c. (1.4.14)

From Eq.(1.4.13), the following relation is obtained :

+00. 3 " " ,,~ .
(15%) A(Z, T; 5) = :7 / Q A(Z,Q;5)exp(—zQT) dfl, (1.4.15)

wheren=1,2,...

iii) Linear and nonlinear polarization

The linear and nonlinear polarization vectors can be rewritten in the form [61]:

+00

PL (36.1/,z,t) =50/X0) ($,y,t-t')E(:v,y,z,t') dt’,



+oo +o-o +oo

PNL(-’13,y.Z.t) = 50‘/f/X(3)($a1/:t‘t1at‘t2,t-ta)
-00 -X -1

(E($a.7J.Z.t1) ' E ($1 y1zat2))

E (:3, y, 2, t3) dt1dt2dt3, (1.4.16)

where

X“) (x,y,t - t’) 5 XS,’ (r,y.t - t’) ‘ and
X”) (as, y,t - t1,t — t2, t — :3) 2 X9“, (:c,y,t - t1,t — t2, t — :3) .(1.4.17)

On substituting Eq.(1.4.16) into Eq.(1.4.6), it ta.k$ the form [61]:
+00

V213 —  _ L:  f X“) <z,y,t- t')E<m.y,z,t'> at’
+00 +00 +oo

f  (:cyy1t—t11t_t21t-t3) (E(I)y)z1t1)'E($Iyvzyt2»—X -1 -1

E (27, y, Z, ta) Clt1Clt2Clt3J ) .
(1.4.18)

In order to study the behavior of the electric field in the vicinity of the stationary

state (i.e.,e = 0), an asymptotic expansion of E is considered with respect to E.‘

and is given by [61] :

E = E0 + eE1 + e’E2 + . . .. (1.4.19)

Considering right hand side of Eq.(l.4.18), the O (8) contribution in the linea.r

polarization vector P L and its Fourier transform yields the following expression

[51]

+15’ ,
F-T- gt-2 [x”’(I.y.t-t’)Eo(I,y.z,t’) dt )=-I
— m2)?” (2, y, w) K(Z, cu — wo) U (as, y, we) exp (ikgz) + c.c., (1.4.20)
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+oo

where ,f(1)(a:,y,w) = f 3(0) (:r,y,t) exp (iwt) dt. The inverse Fourier tra.nsform
—oc

of Eq.(1.4.20) results in [61]:
+oo

/X0)(13,!/,t—t')Eo(17,y,Z,t') dt' =
-30

+00

—  / [(wo + eQ)2 if“) (:c, y, can + 69) .4 (Z, 50) exp (—ieQT) J d9)
-30

E
at2

U (:3, y, wo) exp (i (koz — wot)) + c.c., (1.4.21)

where the transformations 59 E w — too and T = at are used in the above

equation. Equation (1.4.21) can be further simplified to the form [61]:
+00

$ /X“)(a:,y,t—t’)E0(:r,y,z,t') dt’ =
—X . 6 21 . a

— 5 (mo + 15%) X“) (a:,y,w0 + 25%) A(Z,T;e) U(a:,y,w0)

exp (i (koz — wot)) + c.c., (1.4.22)
where the relation given by Eq.(1.4.15) is considered. Now it can be easily verified

that the higher order terms of P L have a similar form to Eq.(1.4.22).The nonlinear

contribution of the polarization vector appears only at 53. Once again considering

right hand side of Eq.(1.4.18), the 53 contribution in the nonlinear polarization

vector P N L and its Fourier transform yields the following expression [61]:

F1(I)yaz) =
oo+oo+oo+00 +1 3 . 1

—  /exp(2wt) dt/ / / [(14.21 +LaJ2+l4J3)2X(3) (:c,y, w1,w2,w3)—oo —-oo 00

(E0 (may: Z10-)1) ' E0 (ma yazaf-32)) E0 (Iayu 2: W3) exp  (“)1 + W2 +

dLL)1CluJ2dl4)3 + c.c. , (1.4.23)
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where

+uo +oo +oo

F1(:c,y,z)EF.T.(5%[///{X(3)($»y:t‘t1,t-t2,t‘t3)
—X —X -00

(E0 (39 y) z1tl.)' E0 ($1 ya 2:  EU (I! ya Z1 t3) }  ) 
Now :

E0 (a:, y, z, w.-) = Z(Z, w.- — mo) U (:z:, y, mo) exp (ikoz) + c.c, (1.425)

where i = 1, 2, 3. Substitution of Eq.(1.4.25) into Eq.(1.4.23) yields a relation of

the form [61]:

F1($ayaz) =
+00 +00 +09

‘ / / / [5 (W ‘(W1+°-’2 +0-’3)) (“J1 +012 +°v’3)2 55(3) ($21/1 U-’1.U-12.013)--I -00 -X

{ (Z,w1 — wo) U (:12, y, we) exp (ikoz) + cc) - (/Al(Z, Lug — Lug) U (a:, y,wo)

exp (ikoz) + c.c)} (}l(Z, UJ3 — wo) U (:c, y, we) exp (ikoz) + c.c)]

Cl1.IJ1Cl.L4J2d£4J3 + c.c. (1.426)
On expanding the right hand side of Eq.(1.4.26), three terms proportional to each

of exp (ikoz) and exp (—ikoz) and one term proportional to each of exp (3ikoz)

and exp (—3z'kgz) are obtained. Thus all together eight terms are obtained. In

this case, only those terms which are proportional to exp (ztikgz) are of interest

[61]. This is due to the fact that only these terms give rise to a resonant long

distance effect. The coefiicient of exp (—ikoz) is simply obtained by taking the

complex conjugate of exp (ikoz). For example, one of the terms proportional to



exp (dzikoz) has the form [61]:

+00 +00 +30

*(§1?)2./ff‘(6(“"(W1+w2+w3))(w1+w2+w3)23Z(3)($,y, w1aW2»w3)
—oo —oo -00

(U (:3: yawo) ' U (‘I1 ya (#0)) U‘ (:31 ya —(‘‘')0)  W1 — W0) L‘-)2 _ (‘(0)

X‘ (Z, —w3 — mo) exp (ikoz) J dw1duJ2duJ3 + c.c. (1.427)

Taylor expansion in the vicinity of wl = Lug, cu; = mg and (a3 = —wo in Eq.(1.4.27)

yields :

+00 +00 +00

_  / / X [6 (w — (w1 + LL72 + uJ3)) (u.2§+2wo (wl — wo)2+2wo (wg — wg)2
-oo —oo —oo .. 5 ..

+ 2‘'‘-’0 (“J3 + “((3)2 + ‘ ‘   (:2! ya W07“-(01 _w0) + $7  (‘T7 ya w01w01 -0-(0)116 .. (9
(wl — wo)+$2 [X(3) (1-,y, wo,w0, —w0)] ((1)2 — u.Io)+5w—3

(‘Ti y! ‘-00:00: —w0)]

(W3 +w0) + ' ' '5  ($1 ya“-)0) ' U (:33 ya‘-'-(0)) U‘ (139: —(-‘'}0) “J1 " W0)

.3 (Z, (4)2 — wo) E‘ (Z, —w3 — wo) exp (z'koz)]dw1dw2dw3. (1.428)

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq.(1.4.28) yields :

— <2i7r)4 7°exp (—z'wt) dw ‘+/mexp (z' (w — (wl + UJ2 + w3)) t’) dt’-1 —X
+00 +00 +00

/ / / { (U (x,y,wo) - U (x,y,wo)) U’ (:3, y, —wo) ;Z(Z,w1 — wg) zZ(Z,w2 — wo)
—oo —oo —oo

/\a, , ., 3 ..
A (Z, -013 — wo)3XP(1koZ) W3 (X63) ($, 24» Wu,‘-do, —wo)+$ [Xm (-‘Cay; 010,0-’o.—0Jo)]1.. 3 ..
(W1 — 0-’o)+5; [X(3) ($41, 0Jo,<-do. -0-’o)] (W2 — wo)+(7 [Xm (139. 010,600, —wo)]3

(0.13 + (410) + . . . > }dU.)1duJ2duJ3.



Equation (1.429) further simplifies to [61]:

+00 +00 +00 +00 +00

//{(U(95ay,wo)'U($:y.wo))U'(35=y»‘wo)Z(Z»W1-010)-1 -I -1 -X -I
A.

K(Z, W2 - W0) A‘ (Z, -013 — 010) exp (“Coll W3 (553) (3: ya 010,00, ‘(#0)6 6
+51 [i(3)($1y1 wmwo, -0-’o)] (W1 - wo)+a-W [$113) (fly, W0,“-’o, -Noll (W2 - W0)6 . 1
+ a [$613) (3,-,y, wo,uJo, —uJo)] ((4.13 +0.10) + . .  exp(—zw (t — t3

exp (-i (0)1 + (4.12 + £4.23)
Further, it can be noted that integration over an in Eq.(1.4.30) can be Written as

+00

/ exp (-22.2 (t — t’)) dw = 21:5 (t — t’), (1.431)
-00

and thus the integration over t’ is equivalent to replacing t’ with t. It is also

convenient to write exp (-i (cu; + w; + (.03) t’) in the following form 2

exp (—i (wl + (U2 + wg) t’) = exp (—z'u.:ot') exp (—z'Q1T') exp (—i§22T')

exp (-'iQ3T') , (1.4.32)
where EQ1 .=_ wl — mg, 592 E (U2 - we and 593 5 (U3 + wo. Considering terms

only up to the leading order in Eq.(1.4.30), i.e., considering only the efl'ect due

to w§f(3) (:5, y, wo, wo, -wo) in Eq.(1.4.30), the following form is given as [61]:

3

- (5) exp <2’ (/€02 — wot» waszm (2, y, wmwo, -010) (U (2. mo) 'U(-T.1J.wo))+00 +00
U'(:c.y,—wo)[Z(Z,s91)exp(-i91T)d91/51'(Z.e92)exp(-i92T)d02
+00

/ Z (Z, -593) exp (—z'Q3T) dQ3. (1.4.33)-1
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Substitution of Eq.(1.4.13) to Eq.(1.4.33) further reduces it to the form 2

— 53 exp  (koz — Wot» “-’§5(~(3) (3: 3!: 010,010: —W0) (U (9«'/.1/a‘-'10) ' U (97: .71» ‘-00))

U‘ (:1:, y, —wo) A2 (Z, T; 5) A‘ (Z, T; 5). (1.4.34)

Equation (1.4.34) is only one of the six terms of the nonlinear polarization pro

portional to exp (zlzikoz) obtained, starting from the simplification of Eq.(1.4.26).

The other five terms can be simplified by a similar procedure. The final form of

the nonlinear polarization proportional to exp (:|:z'koz) is thus obtained as [61]:

- 53mg (exp  (kgz — w0t)) A2 (Z, T; 5) A‘ (Z, T; 5) + exp (—i (koz — u.zot))

<24‘ (Z. T; 6))2 A (Z, T; 6) ) (W) (I: y. wo,wo. —wo) (U (x, 11,020) - U (I,y,wo))

U‘ (93, y, -010) + 55(3) (:8, ya wo, -wo. wo) (U (I, y,wo) - U‘ (L y.wo)) U (93, y, -020)

+  (‘Ta ya “J0: _L‘-)0: W0) (U‘ (‘T1 ya“-)0) ' U (‘T9 ya“-)0» U ($1 ya -‘-‘-)0)) ' A2A‘

(14.35)

iv) Asymptotic expansion

Equation (1.4.18) can be rewritten in the form [61]:
+00 +oo +001 1 62

V2E_Z§F2(:E9?/azat) = c—2¥l:f/‘f{X(3)(xsyat_t1at_t2at_t3)
—oo —oo -00

(E (1% ya 2: t1) ‘ E (I) y: Z:  E (‘Ta ya 29 t3) 1
(1.4.36)

where: +x I I I
F2(:z:,y,z,t) E W+¥[/{x(1)(a:,y,t—t)E(1:,y,z,t)}dt].

—oo
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A

Asymptotic expansions of E and 37 are considered separately with respect to E

and are given by [61]:

E = Eo+eE1+s’E2+... and
59A aA aA 26A
-6—Z- Z871-l-E-872-l-E T3+..., (1.437)

where multiple scales with respect to z are introduced in the form [61]:

Z1 E 52, Z2 5 52.2, . . ., Zn E 5"z, (1.4.38)

n being a positive integer. As the next step, Eq.(1.4.37) and Eq.(1.4.38) are

substituted into Eq.(1.4.36) and analyzed for each 5". It can be noted from

Eq.(1.4.36) that the lowest order 5 simply gives the guiding mode of optical wave

packets [61]. At the second lowest order 52, Eq.(1.4.36) gives rise to the long

term behavior of the guided wave propagation along 2 with the group velocity of

i where kg E % . In order to represent the linear response of the electrickf, aw w___w0
field, a linear symmetric operator E is introduced which is a. matrix having the

form [61]:

32 _ 3
L11 ‘— axay —Zk%

I3 (3, —a—,2"k, -11») E _ 62 L22 41:3 , (1.4.39)61 311 82:63; By
—zk3 —ik:3 L63 By 33

where

L22 = —a:—k”+( )2,
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Equation (1.4.36) can be written in terms of the linear operator E and is given

by [61]:

+®

f(a3:E,a3y,ik,—iw)E V2E—-c13<%:%+%[/{x”)(a:,y,t-t’)

E(a:,y,z,t’)}dt’]> '°°
+00 +00 +oo

= %%[/fI{XW(z,y,t—t1,t—t2,t—t3)
—oo —oo —oo

(E ($1 ya zat1)' E ($1 ya 21 t?» E (I: ya 2: t3) } dt1dt2dt3]

(1.4.4o)

The mode distribution function U (:5, y, we) is actually the solution that is to be

determined from the relation [61]:

A 6 0 . .
L (67, 5y—,zk, —zw) U(:c,y,wo) = 0. (1.4.41)

For a finite discrete set of values of k: = k.~ (cu), (i = 1...N), Eq.(1.4.41) yield

non trivial solutions U; (:c, y,wo),  = 1, 2,3) , that decay to zero as

2:2 + y2 —> oo. U (r, y,wo) is given by the column vector [61]:

U1 (3: ya wfl)

U(:z:, y, (.20) E U2 (;,;,y,u_,0) . (1.4.42)
U3 (may) ‘'30)

The dispersion relation D  ,k,uJ) is then determined by the relation [61]:

D ([U] , k,w) E (U, EU) = o, (1.443)

where the inner product between two complex column vectors, say a and b is

given by the Fredholm alternative theorem extended over a. surface say dS and
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are given by [61]:
+oo

(a, b) = / (a’{b1 + a;b2 + agbg) dS. (1.444)

From Eq.( 1.4.43), the dispersion relation is given by [61]:

2

(3)2 Ton” (.'c,y,w) |U|2 dS — To SE3 +  U ds0 —oo -00 3-'3 311k2 = W (1.4.45)
I |U|2dS

5 contribution from Eq.(1.4.40) results in the transverse structure which is of the

form [61]: A 8 (9 . .
L (a—$,a—y,1k,—zw) E0 — 0. (1.4.46)

The form for E0 which satisfies Eq.(1.4.46) is given by [61]:

E0 = Uexp (i (koz — w0t)) + c.c. (1.4.47)

Before studying the 52 contribution of Eq.(1.4.40), the following parameters are

defined for convenience [61]:

_ 6X 2. E,
= 2
_ ay,

K—Ko 2 i(k—ko),

‘ Eazl 8Z2
(2-90 E —i(w—wo),

_ E1_ OT,
£1 E f.(X,Y,Ko,S2o),A _ aiL2 = w ’

K=Kn
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A _ ai
L3 = a—Q ,

Q=Qn

L22 =  1
0K2

K=K0

(1.4.48)

A 6 3 . 3 3
and so on. The linear symmetric operator L(E,a—y,2k + 5871- + 52% +

. . . , -10 + 6%) is expanded in a Taylor series, to give 2

A 8 (9 . 8 2 6 . 6 _
L<&,6—y,2k+Ea7;+E 'a‘Z;‘l‘...,—Z(.l./+5611) _A A 6 A 6 A 8 1A 62
L1+ L2  + L3  + L2 (5252:) + 51422

+2L33 (5 61,2) -l-L23 <8 aZ1aT +.... (1.4.49)
As a next step, differentiation with respect to u.) of the dispersion relation given by

Eq.(1.4.43) is carried out to obtain the certain inner products. Since Eq.(1.4.43)

holds for all cu, the following result is obtained [61]:

dD dU A AdU df.
E _  LU> + <U, L3;> + <U, $U> _ 0. (1.450)A d A AdU

As L is a self-adjoint operator, <d—E—, LU> = <U, LE> . Hence from Eq.(1.4.50),
the following relation is obtained to be [61]:

a‘U A df.2 — LU U —U = . . .<du, >+< ,dw> 0 (1451)
But, from the dispersion relation given by Eq.(1.4.43), <d—U,f.U> = 0. Nowdo.)

from Eq.(1.4.48),

af. d(2'k)
6(2'k) dw km
ikgfq — ii3. (1.452)

d_L
dw

km!-In
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Substituting this relation in Eq.(1.4.51) yields :

<U, f.3U> = /cg, <U,f.2U>. (1.4.53)

52 contribution from Eq.(1.4.40) results in the linear propagation equation for

wave packets and is given by [61]:

A 3 3 . 3 3 . 3
L(%,5-3;,1,k+€3Z+€2%+...,-1LU+Ea7,)€E1=0. (1.454)

Using Eq.(1.4.49), Eq.(1.4.54) simplifies to the form :

£1 (sE1>+e‘*’ (EU (as, y, 010)  + f43U (ac. 11,010)  exp <2" (koz — UJot))+°-C- = 0.
(14.55)

Let E1 = eU1 exp (i (koz — uJot)) +c.c. Hence Eq.(1.4.55) takes the form :A A 8A A 3A
F1 E L1U1 = — (L2U (z, y, we) 671- + L3U (x, y,wo)  . (1.4.56)

Solvability condition of E1 requires that the transverse solution of Eq.(1.4.41) be

a smooth solution vanishing at the boundary 12 + 3/2 —+ 00 which is satisfied by

the Fredholm alternative theorem. Hence for Eq.(1.4.56), Fredholm alternative

theorem thereby demands [61]:

A 0A A aA
(U,F1) = (U, —L2U> 52-1 + <U, —L3U> fi = 0. (14.57)

But from Eq.(1.4.53),

A 0A 6A
<U, —L2U> (71 + Ic;,3T—) = 0. (1.4.58)

But <U, —f.2U> = —2iko (U, U) 75 0. Hence from Eq.(1.4.58),

6A aA_
—+kf,fi_621 0. (1.4.59)
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Equation (1.4.59) represents the propagation of a wave packet at the group ve

locity of P1‘; [61]. Substitution of Eq.(1.4.59) into Eq.(1.4.56) yields :

F1 = (IZ,k3—IC3) U‘?fiA,

= (—if2k{, +if3) U 0%) ,

U—-. (1.4.60)
From the above equation, it is clear that the solvability condition gives rise to slow

variation of the mode distribution U with respect to w [61]. Now differentiation

of Eq.(1.4.41) with respect to Lu and evaluating the result at w = can yield the

relation [61]:

E
dw kmwn

Substitution of the above equation in Eq.(1.4.60) results in the relation 2

f. = (—if.2k(, + iig) U. (1.4.61)

/~ dU BAF1 — ZL E kmuo
Thus from Eqs.(1.4.56) and (1.4.62), the following relation is obtained :

. dU 8A
U1 —— I E kmwn

Thus upto 52 [61], . dU 3 .
E0 + 5E1 = 5 U (a:, y, wo) + 15 — — A (Z, T) exp (1 (1:02 - wot)) + c.c.

dw kmt-In 6T
(1.4.64)

in Eq.(1.4.52) once again with respect to Lu and evaluating
'60.!-In

it at w = mg, the following expression is obtained :

Differentiating %

dzf.
351; = ik{{I32 " /€62I:22 4' 2kt,]f*23 - £33. (1-4-55)
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where the operators E22, E23, E33 etc., are defined in Eq.( 1.4.48). Hence the inner
2

product between U and Q U is given by :dw2

(FE

<U= E

kmwn

. . . dD . . . .
Dlfierentiatmg E in Eq.(1.4.50) and equating it to zero yields :

d2D , ,A ,A dU
E)? 2 <U, (liq-JL2 — ZL3) dT1k

+214, (U, f.23U> - (U, f33U>

(1.4.66)

> + mg (U, f.2U> — kg,” (U, £22U>

= o. (1.457)
53 contribution from Eq.(1.4.40) results in the derivation of the scalar nonlinear

Schrodinger equation and is given by [61]:

_ A 0 0 , 6 2 6 , 6 2
F2 _ L(ax,ay,2k+e6Z1+e aZ2+..., u.u+eaT)eE2

162 +oo+oo+ao (3)
=  /‘ X ($1y1t—t1)t_t21t—t3)

(E0 (:57 yr za tl) ' E0 (2) yr Z:  E0 ($1 ya 21 t3) }

F2 contains the following terms. They are a.) the phase components of E2 which

are exp(:ti (kozq:u.2ot)) and exp (:I:3z' (koz =Fwot)). and which can be explicitly

represented as [61]:

E2 = EU: exp (i (kgz — wot)) + 53V-_; exp (3z' (koz — wot)) + c.c. (1.4.69)

and b) the nonlinear polarization term [61] proportional to exp (:l:z' (koz — wgt))

given by Eq.(1.4.34). Following a similar procedure used to determine the inner

product (U, F1) in Eq.(1.4.57), the inner product (U, F2) is determined likewise.

U> = mg (U, f2U>—Ic{,’ (U, f22U>+2k{, (U, f23U>—<U, f.33U>.kmwn



Before determining the inner product, the expression for F2 is given as follows

[61]:

A A A A »- 32A
F2 E —  + %L22U% + %L33Ua2 *1)022 azg 5?? +

. A dU
— 1 (L2 EL:

a’A +1: d_I2 224
3 cu ham 0T2030 2 ~(3) :

— (—) x (am, We, —wo> (U (z,y,wo> - U <z,y,wo>>U (Jay, —UJo)

kw" 6Z10T d

c

+ 553) ($1 ya “)0: —‘-‘JO: W0)  ($3 ya L‘-)0) ' U‘ (‘Ta ya W0» U ($3 ya _w0)

+ £63) (xiya “J07 _w0aw0) (U‘ (I: ya“-)0) ' U (:51 ya“-’0)) U (may: ’‘‘-’0) )A2A-*1

(1.4.70)

where the terms within the first parenthesis originate from the 5E0 and 52 con

tributions of the linear operator E, whereas those in the second parenthesis

originate from the 52E1 and 5 contributions of the linear operator E and those

in the third parenthesis originate from the nonlinear polarization term propor

tional to exp (ii (koz — wot)) given by Eq.(1.4.34). Fredholm alternative theorem

demands (U, F2) = 0, where [61]:

A 6A k” A a2AU F = —.L — ‘:0 _
( ’ 2) <U’ 2U> az2 + ‘2k;, <U’ L2U> azlacr1 A 6'-’A ,a2A
+ The <Ua _L33U>  +mg 
_   (at) y, L4.)0,UJ[), ’w0)  ($1 yawfl) ' U (1'>.7J.Wo)) U‘ ($13/a —'w0)

+  ($1 ya (‘J03 _w0au-)0)  (:3) ya U-)0) ' U*(Iayaw0))U(I1y1_w0)

(1! ya (‘J03 _‘-"-)0a‘-‘-)0) (UI. (1: ya W0) ' U (‘Ta y:w0)) U (‘Ta ya —‘‘'’0) )

(1.4.71)



Equation (1.4.71) is obtained by considering the following relation [61]:

kg A A _ 1 . ,»~ .~ dU
3 <U, L22U> — <U, L23U> — k—, <U, (1/€oL2 — 2L3) d— knM>A k" A

— (U, L3,-,U> — i—° <U, —L2U>(1.4.72)

0 U.’
I

‘:0

which in turn is obtained from Eq.(1.4.67). Substitution of Eq.(1.4.58) into

Eq.(l.4.71) further simplifies it to :- 2A 6A ,a=A ~
<U)   +  _j) =   ($1 ya wDaw0) —w0)
(U (53:11, W0) ' U ($1 y1w0)) U‘ (zuya _w0) + 113) (Ivy: W0) _wD)w0)

(U ($.y,wo) - U’ (L y.wo)) U (I, y, —wo) + SE“) (-‘B. y, we. —wo.wo)

(U‘ (:5, y, mo) - U (12, y, u.2g)) U (x, y, —u.:0) ) }>A2A‘. (1.4.73)

In the above equation due to symmetry [61],

$3) (139. 040.0-’o, ‘(#0) “ 97(3) (13:21. U0. -U-10.010) and

U (I: y1w0) ' U‘ (319,010) % U. (I: y: ' U (I: 1/:44-70) '

Thus Eq.(1.4.73) can be rewritten as 2

(E + £k”%) _
6Z2 2 0 3T2 02 <U, _i':2U'>

(14.74)

Now

-21% (U, U) .

= -2iko I |U|2dS, (1.4.75)
<v.—r:2v>

and

(U, (553) [(U-U)U'+2(U-U')U])) z 3i63)(U,1U[2U),

= 35z(‘”(wo) ./ |U|‘ds,(1.4.76)

(U, (553) [(U - U) U" + 2 (U - U‘)  A2/1’ = 0.
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where for simplicity, EC’) is assumed to have negligible dependence on the trans

verse coordinates m and y and hence is out of the surface integral [61]. Also

let

Cko710 E :,
W0

"’(3)

n2 E bx (W0) and
2no

_ |U|4 dS

Substitution of Eq.(1.4.77) into Eq.(l.4.74) yields [61, 30]

.   6244 gngwg 2

Therefore, from 1.4.37) [61, 30]

E _ 3_A + €5_ABZ - 3Z1 3Z2’
6A k” 32A gngwg 2= —k' — ' ——°— j A . .0aT+ze( 2aT,2+ C I IA), (1479)

which can be rewritten as [61, 30]:

.  ,  kg 8244 gTL2uJg 2
1  +  + E  + T IA] A) — 0. (14.30)

Let

“ ‘ Ml ’
g E €¥“2°'z ando

_ T — 16:627' = To ,
where 7 = 9"2“’° and To is the initial pulse width. On substituting Eq.(1.4.81)

into Eq.(1.4.80), the propagation equation governing pulse propagation in a single

mode optical fiber is obtained as [61, 30]:

.611 sgn Us”) 3211
t6—C — —T°¥ + |u|2u = 0, (1.4.82)
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where sgn(k,’3’) stands for the sign of the group velocity dispersion parameter kg.

When sgn(k3’)is negative (positive), Eq.(1.4.82) represents pulse propagation in

the anomalous (normal) dispersion regime for a single mode optical fiber [60]

and the governing equation is called the scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation

(NLSE) [60].

v) Correction factors

So far, the above equation has been derived by omitting some important physical

aspects. In order to bring the equation into closer contact with reality, the

following aspects have to be considered : a) attenuation, linear and nonlinear

[1, 4], b) higher-order linear dispersion [62] and nonlinear dispersion [63] and an

effective Raman scattering due to delay in 55(3) [64]. They are as follows :

a) Attenuation correction

One of the major corrections required is the effect of material absorption [60]

which originates from the imaginary part of the linear and nonlinear suscepti

bilities represented by Irn[x(1)] and Im[x(3)] respectively. Including the former

contribution in the linear polarization,

+oo

PL (Ivy: 27 t) = 50 f X“)  _ ti) ' E (I: yazatl) dtlv
‘:1,

2 50 [ (X2) (t — t’) + ix?’ (t - t’)) -E (x,y,z,t') dt’,

(14.33)

where the sufiix R stands for the real term while the suflix I stands for the imag

inary term of the linear susceptibility tensor. As a. result, the O (5) contribution
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in Eq.(1.4.20) has an additional term in the form given by [61]

-—uJ§)A[(,1) (:5, y, Lug) ;{(Z, w —- mo) U (:15, y,wo) exp (ilcoz) + c.c. (1.4.84)

Further, it is assumed that §f(,1)(:1:,y,wo) ~ O(5’) and hence Eq.(1.4.84) has

0 (E3) contribution as a result of the quasi monochromatic approximation [61].

By taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq.(1.4.84) and considering the quasi

monochromatic approximation, F2 in Eq.(1.4.70) has an additional term which

is given by [61]
2

-¢E“;—g,a'z<,1’<x,y,wo>A<z,T)U<z,y,wo). (14.85)

This results in an additional term in the solvability condition (U, F2) = 0 given

by Eq.(1.4.71) and which is of the form [61]:

.w§
-257?

Due to this additional term, the new modified nonlinear Sc.hr'cidinger equation

(z, T) I 35,” |U|2 dS. (1.4.86)

which includes the effect due to material absorption also, takes the form [60, 61]:

1' (95 + 1:’ 6A) + e (figfi + g":“’° |A|2A + €14) = 0, (1.437)az °fi 36:1"?
)n(‘(I1)L4Jo . .———. In the dimensionless form, the
eznoc

above equation can be written as [60, 61]:

where the absorption coefficient, a =

_6u sgn (kg) 6211 2 _—— — ———— = 1.4.264 2 674 + |u| u+ zfu 0, ( 88)
where I‘ = 022;“. In a similar way, the nonlinear attenuation correction can be0

calculated, but its contribution is found to be negligible in practice.

b)Higher order corrections

The linear part of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation is generated by expanding

the dispersion relation D  , k,uJ) E <U, fU> = 0 or the mode propagation
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constant k = k (cu) in a Taylor series as [61]:

2 II 2

lc<u.zo+iz-:i)A(Z,T)=k(wo)A+iek’%-Ek°2:l+.... (14.39)6T °6T 2 6T2
The next term in the series is [61]:

"E”’°6"§3fi
6 6T3’

and this gives rise to the higher order correction [61]:

_*'5’°«3"§:4_
6 ara’

in Eq.(1.4.87). As E = 5E0, this higher order dispersion term appears at the 6'‘

level.

To determine the effects of higher order nonlinear dispersion and of delay in

)((3), the following procedure is considered. 1.4.33) is obtained by considering

only the leading order terms. Now considering the next higher order terms also,

which are given by [61]:

-1 (2, W1 — W0) 2112. W2 — W0) A‘ (2, —w3 — W0) w;-;(%1 [rm (2. y, wo.wo,-010)]6 ._ 6
(W1 ‘ wo)+$2 [Xm (13:11, 010,010. -010)] (W2 — Wo)+E; [5‘(l3)(-'15, 11,010,010. ‘Well

(LL13 +LaJo) + . . .), (1.4.90)
and following the same steps used to obtain the nonlinear polarization terms in

Eq.(1.4.35), the resultant equation will contain one additional term proportionalA’ 6A
to A2667, and two additional terms proportional to |A|2

The additional terms mentioned in cases a) and b) are contained in the 5"

contribution from Eq.(1.4.40) given by :

A 6 6. 6 26 . 6 3 _
L(E,6y,zk+5aZ1+s 6Z2+..., u...2+saT)eE3—F3, (l.4.91)
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where F3 contains the nonlinear terms discussed earlier as well as the linear terms

discussed in cases a) and b). When the solvability condition [61]:

(U, F3) = 0, (1.4.92)
is applied to Eq.(1.4.92), the final form for the slowly varying envelope A (Z, T)

in 5‘ is given by [61]:

6A k”’63A aA2A 3A’

where F031,? results from including the cubic term in the expansion of the
A 2 A

mode propagation constant, B1 8 I 67', arises from including the first derivative

of the slowly varying part of the nonlinear polarization given by Eq.(1.4.90)the
2

correction due to nonlinear dispersion and the term 52A%;,|— has its origin in

the delayed Raman response [60, 61, 64]. Moreover :

/31 = 1 and
W0

[3, = z"yTR, (1.494)
97120-Jo

where 7 = and T3 is related to the slope of the Raman gain. Therefore

from Eq.(1.4.37) [61],

az _ 8Z1 3Z2 6Z3’BA 1:” A
= —k",fi+i.s (——;-%,2-+’}'IA|2A+‘igA

. .k”’6"A . aA*A aA’
+252 <—z—g-W+zg;  —7TRA  , (l.4.95)

The above equation can be rewritten as [61]:

,6A k{,’62A ._,, .0. 2 ,k{,"6-°'A ,»ya|A|*A
‘L6Z+€(  A+1.§A)+E —Z?fi+1‘TO 6T

6 A 2—7TRA &'n,' ) =0. (1.4.96)
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Let

kg’

1

32 _ U-’oTo and
T53 = 3 (1.497)
F0.

Considering Eqs.(1.4.81) and (1.4.97), Eq.(1.4.96) can be written in the dimen

sionless form as [60, 61, 63]:II 2 2 2
— sgnéko) % + |u|2u + 2'1"u +5 (—i,61%:% + ifi2 — B3ufla%|— = 0.

(1.4.98)

The term —i,61a3u includes the efiects of higher order dispersion that become67
important for ultra short pulses because of their wide bandwidth even when their

wavelength is relatively far off from the zero-dispersion wavelength [60, 61, 63].
a |u|2 u

07'
2

pulse edge [60]. The term —;33u 6 is responsible for self-frequency shift [60].

The term iflg is responsible for self-steepening and shock formation at a

1.5 Soliton solution for the nonlinear Schrodinger

equation

Solution for the NLSE given by Eq.(1.4.82) in the anomalous dispersion regime

can be obtained by using the auto-Backlund transformation technique [65].

\II

Let ‘II E 1 be a two-component wave function of the Za.kharov—Shabat
‘F2

Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur (ZS/AKNS) scattering problem for the nonlinear

Schrodinger equation. The space and time evolutions of the waveftmction \II are
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defined by the linear eigen value problem given by [65] :

‘I11’ = QIW1

‘PC = Q2\Il and

iv = (W1. 112)’, (1.54)
where:

, (1.5.2)
and

Q2 =73r\2 -10)

+A

(1.5.3)
|Q|-.0. I

such that the relation [65]:

QIC - Q21‘ + [(21, Q2] = 0, (1-5-4)

gives back the NLSE and where [Q,,Q2] = QIQ2 — Q2Q1. Thus in effect, the

NLSE is presented as a. linear eigen value problem with eigen value A [65]. The

above mentioned wave function and potential refer to the (n — 1)” —soliton prob

lem [65], i.e.,

5‘ III “P1(n'-1):

‘P2 ‘II2 (T1. —  and

u E u(n—1). (1.5.5)
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In a. similar way, the (n)”' -soliton problem can be represented in the form [65],

\I"1 5 \IJ1 (n) ,

u’ E u (17,). (1.5.6)
and have the same form as Eqs.(l.5.l) and (1.5.2) and where all the terms are

primed. Darboux’s method [65] is employed to expand the (n)"’-soliton. wave

function \I1'1 ‘I11
‘~11’ E in terms of the (n — 1)“-soliton solution ‘II E and is‘I1; ‘I12
given by [65]:

qr; = A all + B xxx, and

~11; = 0 in + D ‘I12, (1.57)
where A, B, C and D are functions of ( and 7'‘ having the form [65]:

A a0 + a1A,

B = bo+b1)\,

C = co+c1A and

D = do+d1A. (l.5.8)
where a,-, b.~, c,- and d,- (i = 0,1) are functions of C and 1' through u and 11.’.

Equation (l.5.8) suggests that \II’ and ‘II differ by a. linear function of the eigen

value »\. From Eqs.(l.5.l) and (1.5.7), A, B, C and D are found to satisfy the

differential equations [65]:

Ac

B4 = -uA + u’D -2113,

u'C+ u"B,
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C; = —u"‘A + u*D +17/\C and

D4 = -(uC+u"'B). (1.59)
Substitution of Eq.(1.5.8) in Eq.(1.5.9) yields partial solutions for a.,-, b,-, c,- and

cl.-g1'venbyag=i,u.’—% i/41/'—|u+u’|2, a1=—i, bo=§ (u+u’), bl =0,

co = —% (u‘+u"), cl = 0,d0 = —z' ,u’—§ 3/4:/’—]u+u’|2 and d1 = i,

where p’ and V’ are real denoting the soliton velocity and amplitude parameters

respectively and A E p’ +2’ 1/. Substituting these in Eq.(1.5.8) and hence in

Eq.(1.5.7) results in the recurrence relations connecting the (n)“' and (n - 1)":

soliton wave functions \II’ and ‘II respectively and are of the form [65], _ , 1 1
‘F1 = (—’LA-l"t[J/-5 41/'2-|’ll.'l"Ll/I2) lI’1"l'§('ll.+’l.l.’) ‘I’; and

‘II; = —% (u" +u") \II1 + (i z\ - 2' p’ —% 4 1/" — [u+u’|2) \II2.(1.5.10)

Let

\II

P 2 -1‘ and‘I’? ,\au'+w
‘I’!F’ E —,1 . (l.5.11)
‘D2 ,\Ep’+i:/

On integrating I‘ and 1"’ in Eq.(1.5.1l) withrespect to C, the Riccati equations

for F and F’ can be obtained which are of the form [65]

1} = —2iAF + u + u‘I"2, (1.5.12)

and

PC = —2z'AI" + u’ + u"1"’-’, (1.5.13)

From Eq.(1.5.12), an expression of the form

r21“; — 1} = 2z'1"(/\‘[1"|2 + A) — u (1 — W), (1.5.14)
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is obtained. Similarly, from Eq.(1.5.13), an expression of the form

r21“; — 1} = 21r (x + A|1"|2) + u’ (1 -111‘), (1.515)

is obtained. Substituting A E ,u’ +1’ 1/ in Eq.(1.5.14) results in the equation

211m’ (1 + M?) = r21‘; — PC + u (1 — lrr‘) + 2w (1 — |r|2). (1.5.16)

The pseudopotentials I" and F’ are related via the equation [65, 66] :

1
(1.5.l7)

Substitution of Eq.(1.5.17) into Eq.(1.5.15) results in an expression of the form

F21"; — 1} = 2iFp.' (1 + W) + u’ (1 -111“) + 2111/ (1 - |r|”). (1.513)

Substitution of Eq.(1.5.16) in Eq.(1.5.18) leads to the recurrence relation con

necting the (n)th and (n — 1)” soliton solutions of the form [65]:

—41"(n- 1) 1/(n).
u(n—1)+u(n)= 1+|r(n_1)l2 (1.5.19)

From the two recurrence relations given by Eqs.(1.5.10) and (1.5.19), the pro

cedure for determining the soliton wave functions and multi-soliton solutions

starting from the seed solution 11(0) = 0 is outlined below. Using 11(0) = 0 in

Eq.(1.5.l) and after some manipulations, the pseudo potential I‘ (0) is determined

which is of the form [65]:

1‘(0) = EXP (‘Zi (51 +1'V1A1+(#-1 +2’ 1/1) (C + 27 (#1 +i1/1)»): (1-5-20)

where 51a.nd A1 are two arbitrary phase constants. Also, pl 5 p(1) and 1/1 E

1/  Substituting the above expression for 1" (0) in the equation [65]

_ -4r(o) u(1).
u(1)— 1+lF(0)|2 , (1.5.21)
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Fig. 1.5: Surface plot of the intensity of the single soliton solution given by Eq.(1.5.22)

determines the fimdamental soliton solution for the NLSE in the anomalous dis

persion regime and is given by [65, 66]:

“(U E u1(C,7') = -2 V1SeCh(f1(C.T)) 6XP(-i f2 (67)) (1-53?)

where

f1(Ca7’) = 2V1(7'+2#1C+A1) and

f2 ((,7') = 2 (pl ‘r + (pi — 1/12) C + 51). (1.5.23)

The single soliton solution is plotted in F ig.(1.5). The figure depicts the undis

torted soliton propagation along the length of the fiber. This is ma.inly due to the

balancing between the group velocity dispersion and self-phase nodulation terms

in scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation given by Eq.(1.4.82).

Once again on using the recurrence relations given by Eqs.(1.5. 10) and (1.5.19),

the two soliton solution for the NLSE is obtained and is of the form [65]:

N(C,T)
u(2)Eu2((,'r)= D“ T), (1.524)



where [65]:

N(C.T)

where [65]:

E.

Xi

2 V: S6011 (61) exp(-1’ X1) (AM)2

+4; U1 sech(£1) exp(—i X1) 1/2 An ta.nh(£2)

+2 V1 Sech (£1) exp(-1' X1) (V? - V?)

+2 V2 se<=h(£2) exp (-1' X2) (Au)’

-424/2 se<=h(€-2) exp(-ixz) V1 Au tanh(£1)

V-3),

(Ap)2 + 1/12+ 123- 2 11, U2 tanh (£1) tanh (£2)

-2 V2 sech (£2) exp (-i X2) (uf — and

*2 V1 V2 sech  sech  COS (X2 — X1),

2u.-(r+2;1s'C+A.-) and

2 ([14 T + (pf — uf) c + 6.-) withi = 1, 2. (1.5.26)

Also An = M2 — #1. Figure (1.6) shows the various interaction scenarios. In

Fig.(1.6(a)), the off-phase injection of the two solitons with unequal amplitudes

is shown. In this case, the two solitons remain separated as they propagate along

the length of the fiber. Figure(1.6(b)) depicts the in-phase injection of the two

solitons with equal amplitudes. Here, the two solitons collide with each other at

C = 0. These plots point out the fact that even after interaction process, soliton

pulses propagate along the length of the fiber without any change in their shape.
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Fig. 1.6: Surface plots of the intensity of the two-soliton solution given by Eq.(1.5.24):
(a) OE-phase injection; (b) In-phase injection
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Chapter 2

Travelling wave method for
higher order cubic-quintic
nonlinear Schrodinger equation

2.1 Introduction

Nonlinear pulse propagation in optical fibers has been a subject of extensive re

search primarily because of the possibility of transmitting undistorted pulses of

high peak powers . In chapter one, the importance of nonlinear pulse propaga

tion through single mode optical fibers have been discussed. In nonnal cases,

the intensity dependent refractive index has the form n. = no (w) + 112 (|E|2),

[1] whereby pulse propagation in the fiber is described by the scalar nonlinear

Schrodinger equation having a cubic nonlinearity  However when the nonlin

ear term happens to be smaller than the dispersion term, the refractive index

coefficient takes the form n = no (cu) + 77.2  + 114 ([E|4) [3] as a rault of

which quintic nonlinearity should also be considered along with the cubic nonlin

earity. In this chapter, various types of solutions in the form of algebraic bright

and dark solitary wave solutions and periodic solutions are determined for the

cubic-quintic nonlinear Schrodinger equation using the travelling wave method.

46
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The chapter is arranged as follows : In Sec. 2.2, the basic equation is consid

ered and using a travelling wave anstatz, the basic equation is reduced to a form

which describes the dynamics of a particle moving in a potential well with a total

energy equal to zero and mass equal to 2. Section 2.3 presents the various results

obtained for the corresponding root distributions for the potential function and

conclusion is made in Sec. 2.4.

2.2 Basic equation and travelling wave method

Pulse propagation in a single mode optical fiber whose nonlinear term happens to

be smaller than the dispersion term is characterized by the cubic-quintic higher

order nonlinear Schrodinger equation which is of the form [4]:

flu n 621;1____ 6|u|2u=6( 267’ + M2 u + 112 M4 u +1151 6T 0, (2.2.1)

where n = :t1, q2—the coefficient of quintic term and r-:1-self-steepening coefficient.

Self-steepening results from the intensity dependence of the group velocity, af

fecting self—phase modulation and resulting in spectral broadening [69, 70]. When

(I2 = 51 = 0, Eq.(2.2.1) reduces to the scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation and

hence is completely integrable [66] and the corresponding multi solitons have been

studied extensively [66]. In the present work, other types of solutions in the form

of algebraic bright and dark solitary wave solutions and periodic solutions are

determined using the “travelling wave method” [71]. For this u (C, T) is assumed

to have the anstatz

‘U (C. T) = T (6) exp (19 (El). (2-2-2)

where 1'(§) and 0(§) are real and § = 7' — v(. On substituting Eq.(2.2.2) in

Eq.(2.2.1) and separating into real and imaginary parts, the following equations
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are obtained :

dr dr d0 d29 n 2dr
-'Ud—E + <  + Td—£§-) '5 + 2517‘ (T6 — 0,

and

as 11, air as’ 3 5 3d9
’U1'EE+-2"  j +1‘ +q2r -611‘ E£‘—0. (22.4)

On multiplying Eq.(2.2.3) throughout by 21', it can be written in the form:d d0
FE [—’UT2 + 'I7.T2aE + 517A] =

Equation (2.2.5) on integration, yields :

d0 1 A
d—£ = R (‘U + 3 - E172) ,

where A is an integration constant. Substituting Eq.(2.2.6) in Eq.(2.2.4) the

following expression is obtained which is of the form :

d2

T72. + a1r5 — a2r3 + a3r — $3 = 0, (2.2.7)

where :

2a1 = 51-2nq2,

a2 = 2 (511) — n) ,

a3 = 112 and

a5 = A2. (2.2.8)
Making the substitution,

5' (6) = 1'2 (E) , (2-2-9)
I

in Eq.(2.2.7), it reduces to the form 2

(gr, + V (3) = 0, (22.10)
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where the potential function V (S) has the following expression in the polynomial

form of order 4 :

_ 40.1ms) 3 S4 — 20,253 + 4a,3S2 — a,4S + a5, (22.11)

where a4 is another integration constant. Equation (2.2.10) is analogous to the

dynamics of a particle with a total energy equal to zero and mass equal to 2

in a potential well represented by V(S). Depending on the different kinds of

the potential function V (S), a family of analytical solutions are obtained for

Eq.(2.2.10) and hence Eq.(2.2.1) via the relation given by Eq.(2.2.2). As all the

coefficients of the potential function V (S) are assumed to be real, only those root

distributions for V (S) are considered for which V (S) is negative. The following

root distributions are as follows i) When V (S) has a triple root S = a and a

single root S = 6, ii) VVhen V (S) has a double root S = oz and two single roots

S = ,3 and S = 1', iii) When V (S) has a pair of equal and opposite roots S=:t;3

and a pair of complex conjugate roots S =:l:-ia and iv) When V (S) has a pair of

equal and opposite roots S=:l:a and two single roots S = 6,1.

2.3 Results and discussion

i) When V (S) has a triple root S = a and a single root

S = 6

In this case, the potential function V (S) can be written in the form :

V (S) = % (S — a)‘* (5 — 3). (23.1)
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a) Bright solitary wave (n = +1)

On equating the cocfiicicnts of like powers of S between Eqs.(2.2.11) and (2.3.1),

the following set of equations are obtained :

a2 = 3% (30: + /3) , (2.32)
(1.3 = a.1a (a + ,6), (2.3.3)

a4 = L?‘ (022 + 3fi) , (2.3.4)
md

(15 = %a3;3. (23.5)
From Eqs.(2.2.8) and (2.3.2), an expression for the dimensionless parameter 1),

which is the inverse of the soliton velocity, is obtained which is of the form :

v = T; <Z;—1(3a + ;3) + 2) . (2.3.6)
But from Eqs.(2.2.8) and (2.3.3),

122 = 0.10: (a + ;3). (2.3.7)
Substituting Eqs.(2.3.3) and (2.3.7) in the relation a3 = 122 and considering the

transformation:

.2 = sf, (2.33)
a quadratic equation in 5 is obtained which is of the form :

(,6 — 3a) .38 — 2 (3 (aq, - 1) (30: + 3) + 2,9292) 5 + ((6a + 2,3) qg — 3)’ = 0.

(2.3.9)

The roots of the above quadratic equation are of the form :

1

:i:3 \/30: (a + fl) (3aq§ (0: + ,3) - 2q2 (30: + 3) + 3)). (2.3.10)
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Therefore, from Eq.(2.3.8), the self-steepening coefficient, 51 can be obtained in

terms of the roots a and B and is given by 2

e, = :t\/———1——(3(3a+;0)(1 —aq2) —2,62q2 :l:3r1), (2.3.11)13 (30 - 3)

where

1'1: \/3oz(a+;6) (sag; (a+ 5) — 2q2 (3a+;6) +3) (23.12)

Only the positive root of Eq.(2.3.11) is taken into consideration and is given by :

1

E1 =   (30 ‘l’   — aqg) — 2fl2q2 + 371),
On substituting Eq.(2.3.13) into Eq.(2.2.8), a1 is determined and hence all the

other coefficients, which are given by Eqs.(2.3.2)—(2.3.5).

The potential function V (S) given by Eq.(2.3.1) has a minimum at

_a+3/3S 4 , (23.14)

which is clear from Fig.(2.1(a)) where the potential function V (S) is plotted

against S. The nonlinear system given by Eq.(2.2.10) can now be written in the

form

(:£—S)2 + flgl (S — a)" (S — pa) = 0. (2.3.15)
Since V(S) has a minimum at the point given by Eq.(2.3.l4), the nonlinear

system represented by Eq.(2.3.15) has a center at the same point and hence is

stable about that point. This is clearly represented in Fig.(2.1(b)) which portrays

the phase diagram of the nonlinear system given by Eq.(2.3.15) in the phase space

with coordinates (S,  . The phase diagram given by Fig.(2.1(b)) suggests a
solution as a homoclinic orbit. The corresponding explicit form is determined as

given below. Equation (2.3.15) can be written in the form :

E _ 401
d5 7 (s — (1)3 (5 — 3), (2.3.16)
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Fig. 2.1: (a)Plot of the potential function given by Eq.(2.3.1) with 0: = 1,fl = 2, a1 = 0.62, v =
1.36, qg = 0.8; (b) Phase portrait of the nonlinear system given by Eq.(2.3.15) having a stable
center at the point given by Eq.(2.3.14)

where fl > S 2 a. On taking the integral of Eq.(2.3.16) on both sides, it is

written in the form : d5 4
/ §“‘/-—3—— = V %/ d“$-a)W-3)

In order to simplify Eq.(2.3.17), the following substitution is considered :

t’ =  : . (2.3.18)

(23.17)

After taking the differential of Eq.(2.3.l8), it is Written in the form :

_ 2 (5 — a)’:as _ Wdt. (23.19)
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(b)

Fig. 2.2: (a) Plot of the bright solitary wave solution given by Eq.(2.3.21) for various values
of ,3 (B = 2.0(solid curve), 4.0(da.shed curve)and6.0(dotted curve)) for the inequality condition
,6 > S 2 a; (b) Surface plot for the intensity of the dark solitary wave solution given by
Eq.(2.3.21) for the inequality condition a > S 2 [3 where |u|2 = S(§)

On substituting Eqs.(2.3.18) and (2.3.l9) in Eq.(2.3.16) and on simplifying , a

relation for t is obtained which is of the form 2

t= \/%(o: — .3)§ + c, (2.320)
where c is an arbitrary integration constant. 5' (§) is retrieved from Eq.(2.3.20) via

the relation (2.3.18) which yields a stable algebraic bright solitary wave solution

for Eq.(2.3.15) and is given by :

,3+a-(\/§(a—,B)E+c)2
S(£)= 1+(\/§(a—+3)€+c)2‘

(2.321)
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For fl > S 2 a, Eq.(2.3.21)‘represents a. bright solitary wave solution with an

arbitrary background. For c = 0, S (5) is symmetrically oriented about the axis

origin and for c 76 0, S (5) is displaced from the ads origin. For various values of

)3 such that B > oz and fl yé 3 (for )3 = 3, a1 —> oo), it is observed that the full

width at half maximum (F WHM) of the pulse gradually decreases with increasing

)3, while its amplitude increases with increasing )3 and is depicted in Fig.(2.2(a)).

b)Dark solitary wave (17. = -1)

For the dark solitary wave case, the self-steepening term 61 has the form :

51 = \lF(§o‘1_—fi) (3 (3a + fl) (f1q2 — 1) + 23%;, + 3 1'1), (2.3.22)

where r1 is given by Eq.(2.3.l2). For n = -1, the dark solitary wave solution is

given by Eq.(2.3.21) where 02 > S 2 B and is plotted in Fig.(2.2(b)).

ii) When V (S) has a double root S = a and two single roots

S = B and S = 7

The corresponding potential function V (S) has the form :

401

vwy=3— (3 — a)’ (S — #3) (s - 7) . (2.3.23)

a) Bright solitary wave (77. = +1)

On comparing Eq.(2.2.11) and Eq.(2.3.23), the following set of equations are

obtained
2

a2 = % (2a + a + 7), (2.3.24)
a3 = % (a2 + 37 + 2a (,6 + 7)) , (2.3.25)
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4

a4 = %a (2,2) + a (2 + 7)), (2.326)
and

as = %a2m. (2.3.27)
Following a similar procedure in case i), 51 can be obtained in terms of the roots

cu, ii and '7 and is given by

_ \/(5a"’q2+2q2(”r’+B"’)+2a((3+7)q2—3)+fi'7q2—3(£3+'7)+3r2)_ ((0‘—»'3)2—')’(2a+5)+’72)
(2.3.28)

where

1'2 = x/((aq2 — 1) ((0 + W) <12 — 3) + 702 ((2a + ,3) <12 — 2)) (02 + £37 + 2a (.3 + 7))

(2.3.29)

The potential function V (3) given by Eq.(2.3.23) has a minimum at the points

given by :

s= § (2a+3(fi+7)i (2a+3(B+'r))2-16(a(fi+7)+2fi7)).
(23.30)

and a maximum at the point :

S = a. (2.3.31)
This scenario is depicted in Fig.(2.3(a)) where the potential function V(S) is

plotted against S. The nonlinear system given by Eq.(2.2.10) can now be written

in the form :

(g)2 + % (S — (1)2 (S — ,6) (S — 7) = 0. (2.3.32)

Since V (S) has a minimum at the points represented by Eq.(2.3.30), the above

nonlinear system has a stable center at those points. Also the nonlinear system

has a corresponding unstable saddle point at the point given by Eq.(2.3.31).
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This scenario is in the phase diagram given by Fig.(2.3(b)) in the phase space

with coordinates (S, %). The phase diagram given by Fig.(2.3(b)) suggests a.
localized solution as a homoclinic orbit for the condition E > S 2 a > 7. The

0.4

D

:
DOG DOD

(b)

Fig. 2.3: (a) Plot of the potential function given by Eq.(2.3.23) with a = 3.0,fi = 5.0,a1 =
0.053. v = 0.94412 = 0.8; (b) Phase portrait of the nonlinear system given by Eq.(2.3.32) having
two stable centers at the points given by Eq.(2.3.30) and an unstable saddle point at the point
given by Eq.(2.3.31)

corresponding explicit form is determined as follows : Eq.(2.3.32) can be written

in the form :

§ = %<s—a>’w—s)(s—v>, (2.333)
where B > S 2 a > 7. On taking the integral of Eq.(2.3.33) on both sides, it is

written  the form :

(2.334)
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Let :

2 _ (B-5)t _ (Sq). (23.35)
The differential of Eq.(2.3.35) is given by:

2 (S — ')')2 tdS = T
(7 - (3)

On substituting these in the integral equation given by Eq.(2.3.3-4), the corre

dt. (2.3.36)

sponding integral equation simplifies to the form :

El 1 + (\j:::%;t)2 =  a — 6) (a — 'y)d§. (2.3.37)
Let :

g = °‘ _ 7:. (23.33)
On taking the differential of the above equation and on substituting in Eq.(2.3.37),

the corresponding integral equation yields the solution given by :

C = tan ( % (oz — /3) (Q — *y)£ + c) , (2.3.39)

where c is an arbitrary integration constant. Hence from Eq.(2.3.38) and then

from Eq.(2.3.35), the analytical expression for the nonlinear system given by

Eq.(2.3.32) is given by 2

(0 - £5) 7a+——tan2 flux-a)< — >:+S“): (9-7) ( 3 a 7 C)
1+ tan2 (‘/%(a—[3)(oz—'y)§+c).

For c = 0 and since 5 > S 2 a > 7, the expression for S (§) given by Eq.(2.3.40)

(2.3.40)

simplifies to the form :

a+ita:m2( fl<a—a)<a—~ne)3.2: P 3
1+fit3-I1h2( %(3—0)(°‘7)€)

(2.3.41)
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(b)

Fig. 2.4: (a) Surface plot for the intensity of the bright wave solution given by Eq.(2.3.41) for
the inequality condition fl > S 2 '7 > C! where |u|2 = S (£); (b) Surface plot for the intensity of
the dark solitary wave solution given by Eq.(2.3.41) for the inequality condition '1 > S 2 cr > 3
where |u|2 = S'(£)

For 13 > S 2 a > '7, Eq.(2.3.41) represents a bright solitary wave solution with

an arbitrary background which is portrayed in Fig.(2.4(a)). Since the phase

diagram given by Fig.(2.3(b)) has closed paths, there is a possibility for finding

periodic solutions. This periodic solution is given by Eq.(2.3.40) for the condition

a>S2fl>7.
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b) Dark solitary wave (n = -1)

In this case, 51 has the following form :

E = -(5a2q2+2q2(72+/32)+20t((5+7)q2*3)+L37q2-3(fi+7)+3r2)1 ((a-fi)2 -7(2a-+fl) +7’) 3

(2.3.42)

where 1'2 is given by Eq.(2.3.29). The dark solitary wave solution is given by

Eq.(2.3.41) where 1' > S 2 a > ,3 and is plotted in Fig.(2.4(b)).

iii) When V(S) has a pair of equal and opposite roots

S = :l:,3 and a pair of complex conjugate roots 5' = iia

Here :

V (S) = 44:1 (32 + 0:2) (S2 — 52) . (2.3.43)

On comparing Eq.(2.3.43) with Eq.(2.2.11), the following set of equations are

obtained :

a2 = 0, (2.3.44)
0.3 = % (a2 — 52), (23.45)0.4 = 0,

and

a5 = —%a-2fi2. (23.47)
In a similar fashion as in case i), 51 can be obtained in terms of the roots a and

B and is given by :
1

51 = (q; +  Z. (2.3.48)
In this case, V (S) has a rninimurn at the critical point S = 0, which is a stable
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Fig. 2.5: (a) Plot of the potential function given by Eq.(2.3.43) with a = 3.0, 13 = 1.0,a1 =
0.173,v = 0.743,qg = 0.3; (b) Phase portrait of the nonlinear system given by Eq.(2.3.49)
having a stable center at the axis origin

center and is plotted in Fig.(2.5(a)). The corresponding phase diagram is plotted

in F ig.(2.5(b)). The nonlinear system can now be written in the form :

(Sid?) + % (52 + a2) (S2 — 32) = 0. (2.3.49)
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The above equation can be rewritten as :

ClS 4111— = — S2 2 2 — S2 , 2.3.50

where a > [9 > S. On taking the integral of Eq.(2.3.50) on both sides, it is

written in the form :

/ fifi = E/dg. (2.351)
Let

S211>? = —, (2.3.52)
/3’

and let the Jacobian parameter m be of the form :

[B2= :——. 2.3.53m 012 + 52 ( )
On substituting Eqs.(2.3.52) and (2.3.53) in Eq.(2.3.51), the following integral

takes the form :

/ \/ (1 — <I>’f)(I()1 — me?) = l 4a1(a=:+B2) /d5‘ (2354)

The left hand side of Eq.(2.3.54) is the normal elliptic integral of first kind and

the first form [72] and hence the solution of Eq.(2.3.54) can be readily obtained

from the table of elliptic integrals and is given by :

CD2 = cn2 (c+ 2 §, Tn) , (2.3.55)
where cn (u, m) is cosine amplitude Jacobian elliptic function [72]. Hence from

Eq.(2.3.52), the periodic solution to Eq.(2.3.52) is of the form :

S (g) = /3cn (c + 2‘/ m) . (2.3.56)
and is plotted in Fig.(2.6).
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Fig. 2.6: Surface plot for the intensity of the periodic solitary wave solution given by
Eq.(2.3.56) where |u|’ = 3(5)

iv) When V (S) has a pair of equal and opposite roots S =

:ta and two single roots 3 = 5,7

The potential function V (S) has the following expression given by:

431 2 2
V(S)= ?(s —a)(S—;3)(S—7). (2.3.57)

The following set of equations are obtained on comparing Eq.(2.3.57) with Eq.(2.2.l1)

a2 =  (/3 + 7), (23.58)
a3 = 331 (<12 — 37), (2.359)

a4 = —%a2 (13 + '7) , (2.3.60)
and

4a
a5 = —-3—1a2;3*y. (2.3.61)
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The extrema for the potential function V (S) given by Eq.(2.3.57) can be deter

mined from the cubic polynomial in S for various values of oz, fl and 'y and is

given by :

433 — 3 (H + 7) S’ — 2 (012 — 37) S + a’ (a + 7) = 0. (2.3.62)

For a = 5, [3 = 0.2 and '7 = 0.1, V (S) has a m.inimum at S = 0.149985 which

Fig. 2.7: (3) Plot of the potential function given by Eq.(2.3.57) with or = 5.0,fi = 0.2,a1 =
-0.077,v = 0.804,q2 = 0.8; (b) Phase portrait having a stable center at S = 0.149985 and two
unstable saddle points at S = :t3.4984

is a stable center and has two maxima at S = —3.4984 and S = 3.57342 which
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are the unstable saddle points and are portrayed in Figs.(2.7(a)) and (2.7(b)).

In order to obtain analytical expression for S (£), the following equations are

considered:

/\ = (fijw) (37 + 32 + ), (23.33)
L» = (B17) ([37 + a2 — <72 — an (32 - am) , (23.64)

bl = —G:a—f)(T_a—2) (57 + 0:2 — (72 — a2) (I32 ~ a2)) , (2.3.65)

c1 = 7—_—;—:)2E2—jz) (37 + a2 + ) , (2.3.66)

I»; = fi (x/GET?) + (L32 - a2))2, (2.3.67)

C2 = fitE ( - \/(737-?..T))2, (2.3.68)
and

:r(g) =  (2.3.69)
Expressing the potential function V (S) given by Eq.(2.3.57) in terms of T (§)

and z\, p, b1, c1, (32 and C2, it takes the form:

V (s) = "1535 (s — p)4 (T2 — a?) (T2 — 52) , (23.70)

h :W ere a2 — —fl_ b1,and (23.71)
b2 = -9.

52

It can be easily verified that on substituting Eqs.(2.3.63)-(2.3.69) and Eq.(2.3.71)

into Eq.(2.3.70), it gets simplified to Eq.(2.3.57). On differentiating Eq.(2.3.69)

with respect to S on both sides, it takes the form :

dT A—p
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For the potential function given by Eq.(2.3.57), the nonlinear system has the

form :

3

On substituting Eqs.(2.3.63)-(2.3.69) into Eq.(2.3.73), the following expression is

$3 = ‘/_4“1 (S2 — a2) (3 — £3) (S ~ 7). (2.3.73)

obtained :

ClT £1 a’1b1b2dé dS 12 (s - I04 (T2 — a?) (T2 — b2)

(2.3.74)

= (A-m\/$"’<T2-a*><T2—b=>,

where a1 = —a’1, a’1 being positive always and T2 > ((12, b2). The above inequality

is satisfied for the case a > B > '7. On taking the integral of Eq.(2.3.74) on both

sides, it is written in the form :

dT a’1b1b2
/ _ = a(/\ — /1) T / d§. (23.75)

Let
T2 _ 2

«I9 = ((—T2—_%;, (2.3.76)
and let the J acobian parameter m be of the form :

2

m = %. (2.3.77)
On substituting Eqs.(2.3.76) and (2.3.77) in Eq.(2.3.75), the following integral

equation takes the form :

The left hand side of Eq.(2.3.78) is the normal elliptic integral of first kind and

the first form [72] and hence its solution can be readily obtained from the table
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of elliptic integrals [72] and is given by :

I

<I>2 = sn2 (c+ a (A — M) alfgbzé, Tn) , (2.3.79)

where sn (u, m) is sine amplitude Jacobian elliptic function [72]. Thus from

Eqs.(2.3.76) and (2.3.69), the periodic solution has the form :

/\cn (kké, m) — apdn (lckfi, m)
S“): cn(k:k:§,m)-adn(lck§,m) ’ (2.3.so)

% Equation (2.330) is plotted in Fig.(2.8).where l::k=c+a (/\—u)

.   .uvr.lI/'
I .\\_A}' -' 1  M]',l”:‘lll'lflfl'llll!’/ll’! ill '1

W 1:W-ii<ii1:isll.ll:£«:l;”l:/,4€’¢a’%l 2‘ " I i Iim 'ilI‘A)V;l, 'l,'l' -5
ll ' l'l‘l'l';lll\(W,‘;"..:" l/ T-0.5 ,\   0.5

1 0

Fig. 2.8: Surface plot for the intensity of the periodic solitary wave solution given by
Eq.(2.3.80) with a = 5.15, L3 = 20.0, 7 = 15.0, v = 15.7, qg = 0.8 and where |u.|2 = S(§)

2.4 Conclusions

Various analytical expressions in the form of algebraic bright and dark solitary

wave solutions and periodic solutions are obtained for the higher order nonlinear

Schrodinger equation by considering various forms for the potential function given
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by Eq.(2.2.11). Moreover, as the total energy in this case is equal to zero, all the

solutions for the corresponding potentials represent closed contours around stable

centers and hence are stable.



Chapter 3

Cross-phase modulational
instability in an elliptical
birefringent fiber with higher
order nonlinearity and dispersion

3.1 Introduction

In chapters one and two, the derivation for the higher order nonlinear Schrodinger

equations were carried out by following a. perturbative approach under the as

sumption that the fiber has negligible birefringence, both linear and nonlinear.

However, small departures from cylindrical geometry or small fluctuations in ma

terial anisotropy compels the inclusion of the modal birefringence effect causing

the mixing up of the two orthogonal polarization states by breaking the mode

degeneracy , as a result of which the single mode fiber will support two different

modes in perpendicular directions. Such a fiber is called a birefringent optical

fiber [73]-[76].

Extensive research has been carried out in the field of soliton propagation in

birefringent optical fibers [77]-[84]. On par with the soliton propagation, contin

uous wave propagation in optical fibers have also demanded special attention

68
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A continuous wave with a cubic nonlinearity in an anomalous dispersion regime

is known to develop instability with respect to small modulations in amplitude

or in phase, called modulational instability (MI) [54]. The MI phenomenon was

discovered in fluids [85], in nonlinear optics [86] and in plasmas [87]. MI of a

light wave in an optical fiber was suggested by Hasegawa and Brinkman [88] as a

means to generate a far infrared light source and since then has attracted exten

sive attention for both its fundamental and applied interests [1]-[3]. As regards

applications, MI provides a natural means of generating ultra short pulses at

ultra-high repetition rates and is thus potentially useful for the development of

high speed optical communication systems in future and hence has been exploited

a great deal in many theoretical and experimental studies for the realization of

laser sources adapted to ultrahigh bit-rate optical transmissions [89]-[91]. MI

phenomenon is accompanied by sideband evolution at a frequency separation

from the carrier which is proportional to the optical pump power [92]. When

two or more optical waves copropagate through a birefringent optical fiber, they

interact with each other through the fiber nonlinearity in such a way that the

effective refractive index of a wave depends not only on the intensity of that wave

but also on the intensity of other copropagating waves, a phenomenon known as

cross-phase modulation (XPM) [1, 93]. MI in a birefringent optical fiber can

be experimentally observed via two techniques namely i) the single—frequency

copropagation where two pump waves of identical frequency copropagate with

orthogonal polarizations parallel to the two birefringence axes of the fiber [94]

and ii) the two-frequency copropagation, where the two polarized wave coprop

agate with different frequencies [95]. Drummond et al. have demonstrated ex

perimentally that MI can occur for the normal dispersion regime by using the
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single frequency copropagation technique [96] and have pointed out that the ap

pearance of MI in the normal dispersion regime for a highly birefringent fiber

is due to the group velocity mismatch (GVM) between the two copropagating

waves and termed the instability as cross-phase MI (XMI) [96] . When breakup

of continuous wave and quasi-continuous wave radiates into a train of picosec

ond and femto second pulses in the fiber, higher-order nonlinear effects such as

self-steepening, self-induced Raman scattering (SRS) and higher order dispersion

effects such as third and fourth order dispersion should also be taken into account

[1, 97]. The influence of cross-phase modulation (XPM), higher order nonlinear

effects such as self-steepening, self-induced Raman scattering (SRS) and higher

order dispersion effects such as third and fourth order dispersion on XMI for a

highly elliptical birefringent optical fiber is studied in this chapter and conditions

for the occurrence of XMI in the normal dispersion regime are obtained.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Sec.3.2, the basic equation is

presented. MI conditions for the basic equation are determined in Sec. 3.3.

In Sec. 3.4 the derivation of the coupled linearized equations for the four side

band amplitudes in the two orthogonal linear polarization components of the

pump wave is presented and the MI conditions corresponding to the same are

determined and are compared with those in Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 3.5, the conclusions

are presented.

3.2 Mathematical formulation of the problem

In this chapter, the case of XPM-induced coupling of two waves having the same

frequency but different polarizations is studied . In this regard, the basic equa

tion will have two orthogonal polarization modes say P, and Py and hence the
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nonlinea.r polarization vector P NL has the form [1]

1 A A .
PNL = 5 (e1P, + e2P,) exp (—7,wot) + c.c. (32.1)

where 31 and E2 denote the orthonormal polarization eigenvectors related to the

unit vectors 5 and 3,7 oriented along the major and minor axes of the birefringence

ellipse and are given by the expression [1] :

A :? +irfj

and

“ M’ ‘W (3.2.3)62: /f+T29
7' representing the extent of ellipticity. Considering the slowly varying envelope

approximation, the electric ficld has the form [1] 2

E = (EU + 52V) exp (—iwot) + c.c., (3.2.4)
NJ|I—A

where U and V are the slowly varying electric field envelopes.

Malomed and Tasgal have derived the equation for the elliptically birefringent

fiber pertaining to self-induced Raman scattering for arbitrary ellipticity angle

[98, 99]. In this chapter, the important steps leading to the derivation of the cou

pled higher order nonlinear Schrodinger equation (CHNSE) model are outlined

below from Refs. [98, 99]. Starting from the slowly varying envelope approx

imation, the final governing equations between the slowly varying electric field

envelopes U and V and the two orthogonal polarization modes P, and P, are

given by

- _ _%_ Raman non-Raman2U, _ C2 (P: + P, ) and
- _ _‘ili Haman non-Rarnan2V, — C2 (Pu +Py ) (32.5)



The equations for the Raman effect in an optical fiber in the case of arbitrary el

lipticity have been derived in Ref. [99] where casuality [99] and nonlinear isotropy

restrict the Raman contribution to the form [99]:

PR‘““"'“(z,T) = E(z,T)/F1(T—T')E(z,T')-E(z,T')dT'

E(z,T)- / E(z,T’)F2(T—T’)E(z,T’)dT, (32.6)

where E is the electric field and F1 and F2 are material functions. Under the

slowly varying envelope approximation, as the electric field envelopes U and

V and the polarization components P, and Py are assumed to vary slowly,

the rapidly oscillatory out-of—phase terms may be dropped, provided the Raman

time scales are much longer than the oscillation period of the electric field. The

polarization envelopes—the terms which remain after rapidly oscillating terms are

dropped from Eq.(3.2.6)-are thus given by [99] :
+cn

Pfman = U(z, T) / [2111 (T — T’) + (1 + cos? 0) F2(T — T’)] |U(z, T) Ear
—c-o

+U(z, T) I [2F1(T — T’) + (1 + sin” 9) F2(T — T’)] |V(z, T)|2dT’
—oo

+V(z,T) / (1+sin26)F2(T—T’)U(z,T’)V‘(z,T)dT'

P:“““‘"‘ = V(z, T) / [ZF1 (T — T’) + (1 + cos2 6) F2(T — T')] |V(z,T)|2dT’

+V(z,T) / [2F1(T — T’) + (1 + sin? 0) F,(T — T’)] |U(z, T)|’dT’
—oo

+U(z,T) / (1+sin20)F2(T—T)U'(z,T')V(z,T')dT', (32.7)
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where the ellipticity angle 0 defines the relations :

31-31 = E2-€2=cos0 and

31 ' [62 = sin9.
Then, making the connection to the evolution equations, the Raman contribution

to the evolution equations takes the form- Ra2Uz|RAmn = P, "’°‘“ and

wz|R_mm P;‘“"’" (3.2.9)
In the quasi-instantaneous limit, the functions F1 and F2 may be split into an

instantaneous part and a quasi-instantaneous part, i.e.

F (T) = (P‘a.m)<5(T) + (Fquasi-inst)6(TI)' (33-10)

The quasi-instantaneous part gives [99]

z'U,|mm = 7 (U [53 |U|2+ef, |V|2]T+.=:'5V [U v*]T),

2'1/,|Rmn = 7 (V [51, |U|2+e§ |V|2]T+ej.,U [U‘V]T), (3.2.11)

where '7 is the nonlinearity coeflicient. The Raman coefficients z:g,eQa.nd€g are

given by [99]:

53 = l:2(Fquasi-inst)1 +  + C052  (Fquasi-inst)2:| 1

5:4 = [2(Fquasi-inst)1 + SlI12 9(Fquasi-inst)2] and

5; = (1 + sin’ 0) (Fqu”i_inst)2- (32.12)

Hence the relation between the three Raman coefficients ca.n be written as :

2, , 2cos0,E3 — E4  E5.
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The contributions due to the non-Raman terms can be derived in the same way as

those due to the Raman terms [99] presented in this chapter and also by following

a similar procedure for both of the slowly varying electric field envelopa U and

V, as in the case for deriving the scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation in chapter

one. Ffiirthermore, Menyuk has devised an easy method for deriving the coupled

nonlinear Schrodinger equation [1]-[3]. Finally, the non-Raman contributions to

the evolution equations take the form [99]:

iUzI,,.,.,it.....n = - (7 (IUl”+B IvI"’)U+i fi [(sa |Ul’+e§ lVl2)UlT)’

n/zl.,.,..-n.m., = — (7 (B |Ul2+|V|2)V+i % [(53 |U|2+5’1 |V|2)V]T),
(32.14)

where the terms in the square parenthesis denote the effect due to self-steepening

[97]. 5'1 and 5’, are constants and are the coefiicients of the self-steepening

terms. The cross-phase modulation coeflicient B is a function of ellipticity and

is given by [78]

_ 12%B - 2 + C032 9 (32.15)
2

This gives B = E for linear ellipticity 0 = 0; B = 2 for circular ellipticity 0 = 90°
and B = 1 for ideal birefringence case, for which 9 2 35.3“. Finally, the linear

contributions to the evolution equations yield:_ .6 52 .5 [3
zU,|Linw = (-7.5 UT + 3 UTT +1 33 Urn‘ + i U1-I-1-T) ,

it/zlunw =  VT + % VTT +7;  V777‘ +f—: V7-1'7-T) , (32.16)

where 31,83 and [34 are the second, third and fourth order dispersion coeflicients

respectively. Considering both these higher order dispersion and nonlinear effects,

the coupled higher order nonlinear Schrodinger equation (CHNSE) model [97]

[99] with the addition of self-steepening, SRS, third and fourth order dispersion



effects is given by:5 .3i U;+—UT —g3U'_rT+’72 2 6 24
+1“  [(53 |U|’+e; |v|"’)U]T—~, (U [53 |U|"+e:, |V|’]T+e(., V

[UV.lT =0:

i(1é—%Vr)—%—Vn+7(BlUl2+lV|2)V—i%Vm-%Vnn

+z'(% [(53 |U|2+e'1 |V|2)V]T—'y (V [51, |U|’+eg |V|’]T+ef., U

[U" V]T) = 0, (3.2.17)
where z is the longitudinal distance, T = t — 3- is the retarded time.

“9

In the dimensionless form, the above equation becomes [97]I I I I 2 I 2 I I I
i(uC+Au,) —-S1u,.,+  +B ,1) I ]u -132 u,.,.,.—S3u,.,,.,

+2’ [(51 |u'|2+e2 |v'|2) 1/] — (u’ [53 |u’|2+E4 |v'|2] +6511’ [u'v"],,)T 7' ll 5:I I I I2 I2 I I I
i(v¢—Av,)—S1v,.,+[B  +lvMv —iS2 v,_,_,.—S3v,,.,_,.

+2’ [(52 |u'|2+E1 I1/I2) 12'] <1)’ [54 ]u'I2+£-:3 [1/I2] +55 u’ [u"‘ 1/L) = 0,7'

(3.2.18)

T T06 51 S2|fi3lh =1 B2; =—;A=—-—;S =—;S=—-—;‘“"e‘ T3‘ ‘T To 21:‘ 2 2 6Tol52|lfl4| lfi2| I lfizl I E’ 5S=i?;U= ;V= ;=—1;= 2;3   u  U E1 QJQTQ E2 UJQTQI I El
53:6?“ ; 54:57:‘ e5=—1%-,where Toisanarbitrary timescale and0 D 0
s,- = :t1 (i = 1, 2, 3). In this chapter, three different scenarios for generation of

ultra short pulses of various pulse widths, governed by the rapective MI con

ditions are considered, namely: (i) generation of ultra short pulses of the order
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of 500 fs and above [100] where all the higher order nonlinear terms can be ne

glected [101, 102] i.e., 51 = 52 = 53 = 54 = 55 = 0 with only the third and

fourth order dispersion terms remaining in Eq.(3.2.18), (ii) generation of ultra

short pulses in the femto second region below 500 fs where the influence of SRS

and self—steepening should be considered along with the higher order dispersion

terms [1, 2, 103], (iii) generation of ultra short pulses in the sub-pico femto second

region containing terms in Eq.(3.2.18) other than the self—steepening and fourth

order dispersion terms, which can be safely neglected [1, 3, 103].

3.3 Stability analysis and modulational instabil

ity conditions

In the case of continuous wave or quasi-continuous wave radiations, the orthogo

nally polarized amplitudes u’ and v’ are independent of T at the input end of the

fiber at C = 0. Considering the case for a linearly polarized pump oriented at an

arbitrary angle with respect to either the slow or the fast axis of the birefringent

fiber and assuming that both u’ (C, T) and v’ (C, 7') remain time independent dur

ing propagation inside the fiber, Eq.(3.2.18) admits steady—state solutions of the

form [1]:

u = \/E exp(i( (P1+BP2)),

v = \/E exp(i( (P2+B 131)), (3.3.1)

where P1; are proportional to input powers along the principal axes. These

steady-state solutions imply that light propagates through the birefringent fiber

unchanged except for acquiring a power-dependent phase shift. The stability of

the steady state solution is examined by looking into the system in the presence
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of small amplitude perturbations u ((, 7') and v ((, 7') given by:

I

‘U, = ( P1+u) exp(z'((P1+BP2)),
I

’U ( P2 +u) exp (1 g (P; + B 101)), (3.3.2)

On substituting Eq.(3.3.2) into Eq.(3.2.18) and on linearizing in u((,7') and

1) (C, 7'), the following linearized equations in u (C, 7') and 1) (C, 7') are obtained:

7'(u;+Au.,) -51 1147+ (P1 (u+u") +3 ,/P1 P2 (v+v')) -7 32 um

“ S3 ’Ua-r'r'r-r‘l'7: (51 P1 lit‘ +2U)T+€2 [P2 ’U.-+ V P1 P2 (’U‘l"’U*):|T)

—(€3P1[U+U*)T+€4\/P1P2[’U+’U*],r+E5 [P2U+\/P1P2U.:| )=0,

2' (v¢—Av,)—S1v,.,+ (B \/P1 P2 (u+u")+P2 ('u+v")) —z'S2 um

—S3v.,.,.,,+2' (61132 [v"+2v],+e2 [P1v+\/P1P; (u+u')L)

— (63 P2 ['0 +’U*].,+E4 V P1 P2 [U-l‘ ’U.*),.+E5 [V P1 P2 U. + P1 UL’) =

(3.3.3)

The Fourier tra.nsforms of u (C, 7') and v (C, 7') are:
+ oo

A1((,w) = \/%r /u((,'r)exp(z' w 7') d7,

1 + co '
A2 ((,w) — ‘/27 / 'u (C, 7') exp (1 Lu 7') d7', (3.3.4)

which yield the inverse Fourier transforms

1 + co

u((,7') = J? _/ A1(C,w)exp(—z'w7') dw

= «E / A1(C,—w)exp(7Lw7')dw, (3.35)



+00

v<<,r> J}; / A2<<,w>exp<—iw>dw
+00

1 / A2(C,—uJ)exp(2'w7') dw. (3.3.6)m_
On substituting Eqs.(3.3.5) and (3.3.6)into Eq.(3.3.3) and on considering the

relation given by

AI (4, as) = A: (c, —w), (3.3?)
where i = 1, 2, Eq.(3.3.5) gets transformed to the following set of equations [97]:

+00

\/%T. f  + N11A1 + N12A.g_ + N13A2 + N14A-E) exp (—’iuJT) dw = 0,

(3.3.s)

and
+ on1 3A

fl /.  + N21A1 + NQQAE + N23A2 + N24A;) exp (—iuJT) db) =

(33.9)

where [97]

N11 = A0) + 520.73 + P1 + S1Lu‘2 + 2E1P1uJ + 511320.} + iE3P1UJ + iE5P2w - S3uJ4,

N12 = P1 +E1P1uJ+i€3P1LU,

N13 = 3v P1132 + i€4v P1P2U-I + -52 P1P2¢-U,

N14 = BV P1P2+52\/ P1P2uJ+i€4\/ P1P2uJ+iE5 P1P2LU,

N21 = N13)

N22 = N14,

N23 = ‘A141 + SQLU3 + P1 + S1602 + 2E1P2£aJ + E2P1uJ + 1:531:20.) + 'iE,'5P1UJ — :5'3(-U4,

N24 = P2 + €1P2uJ +1-€3P2uJ.



On taking the complex conjugate of Eq.(3.3.3) and proceeding as above, one more

set of equations are obtained [97]

+ co
1

% I  + N31A1 + N32Al1 + N33A2 + N34A;) exp (—iw7') db.) = 0,‘ll’ °° (3.3.10)
and

+ one am‘ .
(‘J + N41A1 + N42A; + N43A2 + N44A£) exp (—ZUJ7') do.) = 0,

1

1/77 / ‘ ac_ °° (3.3.11)
where [97]

N31 = —P1 + E1P1uJ — iE3P1w,

N32 = Aw + SQUJ3 — P1 — S1w2 + 251P1uJ + €2P2w — 2'e3P1w + i€5P2w + S3w4,

N33 = —B\/@ + 52 1311921.; — 2'54 P1P2w -1'55 P1P2w,

N34 = —B\/@ — ’i€4\,/fiw + 52 P1P2w,

N41 = N33:

N42 = N34,

N43 = —P1 + 51P2uJ — i53P2w,

N44 = —Aw + 320.13 — P2 — S1uJ2 + 2e1P2w + E2P1w — 2'53P12w + i55P1w + S'3w“.

On considering the case when the linearly polarized pump is oriented at 45°

with respect to both the axes such that power is equally distributed along both

axes, i.e., P1 = P2 = P with the total input power being 2P and on equating

the integrands in Eqs.(3.3.8)- (3.3.11) equal to zero and after some manipulation,

four linearized equations in terms of A1 + Al, A1 — Al, A2 + A; and A2 — A; are



obtained wh

where

ich are of the form [97]:

- 6 (A1 + At‘) M 1 t
1. —-——-—-ac = 11 (A1 + A1) + M12 (A1 “ A1)

‘a (A3—A*3)
1 ———5f——— = M3, (A3 + A*,) + M33 (A, — A1)

-\-M23 (A2 +  + M24 (A2 -  ,

z = M33 (A3 + A1)+ M33 (A3 — A3)

3 (A3 — AL),;________3C

M11

M12

M13

M14

M21

M22

M24

+M13 (A2 + Ag) + M14 (A2 “ AD 1

+M33 (A3 + Ag) + M33 (A3 — Ag) ,

= M3, (A1 + A1) + M33 (A3 — A*,)

+M33 (A3 + Ag) + M33 (A3 — Ag) ,

Aw+S2w3+Pw (3:-21+E2),

= S1w2—S3w‘+ie5Pw,

2e2Pw,

~is5Pw,

S1w2-S3w4+2P+iPw (2e3+55),

Aw+S2w3+Pw (e1+s2),

2BP+iPw(e4+e5),

0,



M31

M32

M43

M44

2 52 P w,

-3‘ 55 Pm,

—AuJ+S2Ld3+PLd (3:-:1+€2),

M12,

2BP+z'Pw (2 54 +55),

0,

M21,

—AuJ+S2w3+Pw (€1+€2).

These equations can be brought into the following matrix form [97]

where:

M(w) =

1; $9 = —M (OJ) A (§,w) (33.12)

A1 + A;

A1 — A1A (c,w) = , (3.3.13)
A2 + A;

A2 — A;

M11 M12 M13 M14

M M M 021 22 23 (3314)
M31 M32 M33 M34

M41 0 M43 M4.

The eigen value equation is given by :

|M(w)—kI|=0, K.‘-15)
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where I is the identity matrix . From Eq.(3.3.15), a dispersion relation in k is

obtained which is a fourth order polynomial equation . As is well known, MI

occurs when there is an exponential growth in the amplitude of the perturbed

wave which implies the existence of a nonvanishing imaginary part in the complex

eigen value It  The M1 phenomenon is measured by a gain given by G =

|Im k| where Im 1: denotes the imaginary part of k. The gain parameter G throws

light on the MI conditions for the three different scenarios of pulse propagation

mentioned in Sec. 3.2. The results obtained for the three different cases are

discussed below [97]

(i) MI condition governing the generation of ultra short

pulses in the femto second region of the order of 500 fs and

above

This scenario has been experimentally studied by Cavalacanti et al. for the

scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation [I00]. The case when the linearly polarized

pump is oriented at 45° with respect to both the axes such that equal power is

distributed along each axis, i.e., P1 = P2 = P with the total input power being

2P is considered. From Eq.(3.3.15), the dispersion relation between k and w is

obtained which is of the form [97]

kt-4$w3E—2w2mk?+4$w5hk+w4h==0 (aam)

where

L1 = A2+w2(Sf—3S§uJ2+S'§w4)-S1(2S'3uJ4—P),

L2=AMwN$-$J+£¢—&m—a@&w—m,
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and

L3 = A4+.,,4 (-5; w2+(S1—S3 w2)2)2+(1—B2) (S1—S3u.:2)2 p2

+2 (4)2 (3, a 33 oz) (-3; 0.22 + (s, — 33 4.12)”) p

—2A2(w2(Sf+S§w2+S§w4—S3P)—S1(2S3w“—P))

S1 = —% portrays the case of MI in the anomalous dispersion regime which has

been discussed in detail in Ref.[1, 96]. The normal dispersion regime denoted by

S1 = § is now analyzed. In this case, the complex eigen value is: obtained from

the dispersion relation given by Eq.(3.3.16) has the form [97]

k = S, 0.13 :i: ca‘/L4 :i: 2 ,/L5, (3.3.17)

where

L4 = A2+(S1—S30J2) (S1w2—.S'3aJ4+2P),

L5 = (S1—S'3w2) (32 (S1 -S'3w2) P’+A2 (S1u.22—S3w4+2P))

Eq. (3.3.17) is found to possess a nonzero imaginary part only for the case given

by [97]

k = S2 w3 :l:w\/L4 — 2 \/L . (3.3.18)

Hence from the above equation, the condition for instability to occur is deter

mined which is given by L} < 4 L5 . From Eq. (3.3.18) it is clear that the

instability condition is not affected irrespective of the presence or absence of

S2, the dimensionless third order dispersion coefficient. Figure(3.1(a)) shows the

graphical relation between the frequency detuning cu, input power P and gain

G for B = g which depicts linear birefringence, A = 3.92512, S1 = 0.5, S2 =
2.6087 X 10‘6 and S3 = 1.69082 X 10‘‘‘. This corresponds to the case when

|;‘3;| = 69.0 ps2/Km, I33] = 0.54 x 10’3 ps3/Km and |,34| = 7.0 x 1O’4 ps4/Km.
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(a)

\\\\'~.\..
.-\\\\\\i if 1 

-\\‘

Fig. 3.2: Surface plots of the gain spectrum G‘ for case (i): (a) Gain spectrum as a function
of frequency detuning La} and ellipticity angle 0 for the same values as in Fig.(3.1) (b) Gain
spectrum as a function of frequency detuning u; and polarization angle d) for the same values
as in Fig.(3.1)
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From Fig.(3.1(a)), it is evident that as the pump power is increased, the

peaks of the gain curve move closer to the zero detuning frequency with the

peak position changing relatively slowly when compared to the increase in the

gain band width. This is the case of cross-phase MI (XMI) which occurs at a

finite detuning from the carrier frequency [96]. A marked difference of the present

results from the results obtained in Ref. [96] is that generation of ultra short pulses

of the order of 500 fs and above requires a comparatively much wider range of

input power and the region of MI spreads over a comparatively wider range of

the frequency detuning cu, where the fourth order dispersion plays a dominant

role. In Fig.(3.1(b)), which shows the graphical relation between gain G , group

velocity mismatch A and frequency detuning w for P = 5.0 and with the other

parameters having the sa.me values as in F ig.(3.1(a)), the instability occurs only

for finite values of group velocity mismatch. As is well known, the XPM coupling

factor B depends on the ellipticity angle 0 and can vary from g to 2 for values

of 0 in the range 0 to § [1]-[3]. 9 = 0 corresponds to linear birefringence for

which B = 3 and 0 = E corresponds to circular birefringence for which B = 2
[1]-[3]. For 9 9: 35°, B = 1.0 which corresponds to the ideal birefringence case

where the self and cross-phase coupling terms are identical [78]. Figure (3.2(a))

shows the variation of gain G with respect to the frequency detuning w and

the ellipticity angle 9 for P = 5.0. In this case, the peaks of the gain curve

increase with increasing 6. Furthermore it can be observed that as the pump

power is steadily increased, the gap between the two sidebands decreases and

finally approaches the zero detuning frequency. To study the effect of variations

in the pump polarization wherein the pump power is not distributed equally

along both the axes, the pump powers in terms of the polarization angle :15 can

be written in the form P1 = 2P cos2 (<15) and P2 = 2P sin? (4)) such that the total
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pump power is always equal to 2P. On substituting these into the eigen value

Eq.(3.3.l5), the MI condition is determined numerically (Mathematica source

code is given in Appendix A). Figure (3.2(b)) depicts the surface plot of the gain

spectrum as a. function of the frequency detuning Lu and the polarization angle

(13. As in Ref.[96], here too maximum gain occurs at qb = 45° and no XMI is

observed when the linearly polarized pump is polarized on either principal axis.

(ii)MI condition governing the generation of ultra short

pulses in the femto second region below 500 fs

It is not possible to neglect the influence of SRS and self-steepening on the MI in

this regime as it is typically larger than other perturbations and unlike dispersion,

the Raman effect is nonconservative and can thus cause a permanent redistribu

tion of the pulses’ internal energy [99]. For the same values of the dispersion

parameters as considered in Fig.(3.1(a)) and with A = 1.963, S1 = 0.5, S2 =

5.217 x 10-6, S3 = 6.763 x 10-6, :1 = 52 = 4.0 x 1'0-6, 53 = 0.03, 54 = 55 =

0.01, the XMI condition is determined by numerically evaluating the eigen value

Eq.(3.3.l5) when the linearly polarized pump is polarized equally with respect to

either axis. The corresponding gain spectrum as a function of frequency detun

ing Lu and input power P is portrayed in Fig.(3.3(a)). From F ig.(3.3(a)), it is

evident that for comparatively low values of w, the gain spectrum is dominated

more by XPM and GVD effects with the result that in that specific region, a gain

spectrum similar to the case depicted in Fig.(3.1(a)) is obtained. Here too, the

occurrence of MI requires a comparatively wider range of input power but lesser

than that in case
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Fig. 3.3: Surface plots of the gain spectrum G for case (ii) with S1 = 0.5, $2 = 5.217 X 10",
S3 = 6.763 x 10's, 51 = 52 = 4.0 x 104, E3 = 0.03, 54 = 55 = 0.01: (a) Gain spectrum as a
function of frequency detuning Lu and input power P for A = 1.963 (b) Gain spectrum as a
function of frequency detuning La} and group velocity mismatch A for P = 0.1



(b)

Fig. 3.4: Surface plots of the gain spectrum G for cwe (ii) with A = 1.963 and P = 0.1. The
rest of the parameters have the same values as in Fig.(3.3): (a) Gain spectrum as a function
of frequency detuning an and ellipticity angle 0 (b) Gain spectrum as a function of frequency
detuning w and polarization angle ¢
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By suitably adjusting the various parameters, it can be inferred from Figs. (3.3)

and (3.4) that while self-steepening reduces the maximum value of the gain spec

trum, SRS enhances the region of MI. One effect dominates over the other de

pending on the values of the various parameters considered in this chapter. In

most cases the SRS dominates over the self-steepening effect. Thus SRS has

a hand in reducing the range of input power required for the instability to oc

cur which nullifies to an extent the demand for a comparatively wider range of

input power by fourth order dispersion and self-steepening . As a result, for

comparatively higher values of w and with increasing power, SRS effect becomes

predominant with the result that the gain spectrum increases linearly with La. In

a nutshell, the effect of SRS widens the region of MI whereas the effect of self

steepening tries to reduce the maximum gain which is evident when one compares

Fig.(3.1(a)) and Fig.(3.3(a)). A marked difference between cases  and (ii) is

that in the latter case, the influence on MI due to the fourth order dispersion term

is much less when compared with the former case. F igures (3.3(b)), (3.4(a)) and

(3.4(b)) which portray the frequency dependent gain as functions of A, 0 and

¢ respectively for an input power P = 0.1, bring forth similar effects of SRS on

MI as portrayed in Fig.(3.3(a)) with the result that the gain parameter has non

zero values everywhere except for the zero detuning frequency where the gain

parameter vanishes.

(iii) MI condition governing the generation of ultrashort

pulses in the sub- pico- femto second region

The MI condition which governs the generation of ultrashort pulses in the sub

pico- femto second regime is only influenced by the effect due to SRS and as a
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rault, the effects due to self-steepening and fourth order dispersion can be safely

neglected.

Fig. 3.5: Surface plots of the gain spectrum G for case  with S1 = 0.5, S2 = 1.304 x 10‘3.
S3 = 0.0, 51 = 52 = 0.0, 53 = 0.075, 54 = 55 = 0.025: (a) Gain spectrum as a function of
frequency detuning w and input power P for A = 0.785; (b) Gain spectrum as a function of
frequency detuning w and group velocity mismatch A for P = 0.1
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Fig. 3.6: Surface plots of the gain spectrum G for case (iii) with A = 0.785 and P = 0.1. The
rest of the parameters have the same values as in Fig.(3.5): (a) Gain spectrum as a function
of frequency detuning w and ellipticity angle 0; (b) Gain spectrum as a function of frequency
detuning w and polarization angle :25
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The gain parameter is plotted in F ig.(3.5(a)) as a function of frequency detun

ing and input power. A marked difference in this case from that in  and  is

that the instability condition is achieved for a comparatively shorter range of in

put power. Moreover, SRS enhancw the region of MI. These are clearly depicted

in Figs. (3.5(b)), (3.6(a)) and (3.6(b)) which portray the frequency dependent

gain as functions of A, 0 and (1) respectively for an input power P = 0.1.

3.4 MI phenomenon in terms of Stokes and an

tiStokes side band amplitudes

The regions of instability may also be understood as arising from a process in

which the group-velocity dispersion of the down shifted sideband polarized on

the slow axis and the up-shifted sideband on the fast axis, is balanced by the

group velocity mismatch. This can be verified by assuming for perturbation, a

modulation ansatz with wave number k and frequency w of the form:

u(<.T) = us(<) exp(iwT)+Ua(<) e><p(-WT).

v (<,'r) = v, (c) ecp(z' w T) + v., (C) exp(—z'w 7'), (3.4.1)

where u, and u., can be regarded respectively, as the measures of the amplitudes of

the Stokes and antiStokes sidebands for the slow aids whereas L‘, and 12., represent

those for the fast axis. On substituting the above expressions into Eq.(3.2.l8)

and on linearizing with respect to u,, u;, v, and 12;, a set of coupled linear

ordinary differential equations in terms of the perturbing fields u_,, u,‘,, ‘U, and 12;

are obtained which can be written in the form of a. matrix equation given by [97]

dX(<)
dc-1 = L x (g) (3.4.2)



Us

where the column matrix X (c) = z and
Us

'03

L11 L12 L13 L14

L: L21 L22 L23 L24 , (343)
L31 L32 L33 L34

L41 L42 L43 L44

where the elements of L take the form : L11 = P1 — A w + S1 («.12 — S3 (.24 —

S2w3—w (251 P1 +52 P2) -iw (53 P1+€5 P2);

L12=P1(1—51w—ie3u.2);L13=\/Ifi(B—e2w—ie4u.2);

L14=1,/TE (B—52w—z'e4w—2'55w);L21 =P1(—1—51uJ+ie3w);

L22 = —P1—A w—S1 w2+S3 u.2“—S2 w3—w (2 51 P1 + 62 P2)+i w (2 53 P1 + 55 P2);

L23=\/W (—B—s2w+z'54w+i€5u.2); L24: 1/W (—B—e2w+i54w);

La1=x./W (B—e2w); La2=x/TE (B-iew-iesw);
L33 = P2+A w+S1w2—S'3 w“—S2 w3—w (2 51 P2 + 52 P1)—i w (53 P2 + 55 P1);

L34=P2 (1—e1w—i€3w); L41: \/P1?132 (—B-s2w+i54w+is5w);

L42 = \/W (‘B-52 00); L43=-P2 (‘1—€10J+1-€301);

L44 = —P2+A w—S1 UJ2-1'-S3 w4—S2 w3—w (2 51 P2 + 52 P1)+i cu (53 P2 + 55 P1);

where P1 = 2P cos” (45) and P2 = 2P sin? (45), qb being the polarization angle.

Now for achieving the MI condition required for the generation of ultra short

pulses of the order of 500 fs and above, a similar procedure is followed as in case

(i) of Sec. 3.3 to arrive at the dispersion relation from Eq.(3.3.15) which is of the

If = -32 (J3 Zl: LUV L4 — 2 V L5,
form [97]
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where L4 and L5 have the same form as obtained in Sec. 3.3. Here too, the

condition for instability to occur is L2 < 4 L5 as is clear from Eq.(3.4.4) and

hence we obtain the same gain parameter as in case (i) of Sec. 3.3 even though

the eigen values are different in both cases. Hence all the results considered in

case  of Sec. 3.3 can be arrived at.

lus (W = 21 CW
1.05

Fig. 3.7: Intensity of the Stokes side band amplitude for the slow axis for w = 2.0.

Iufls (0') =  .1.05 V

Fig. 3.8: Intensity of the a.ntiStokes side band amplitude for the slow axis for w = 8.0.

Likewise, the remaining two cases present in Sec. 3.3 are analyzed and arrive

numerically at the same results as obtained in Sec. 3.3. Thus the modulational
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ansatz given by Eq.(3.4.l) can also effectively portray the MI phenomenon in

the single-frequency propagation regime. Eq.(3.4.2), being a linear homogenous

ordinary differential equation, has a solution of the form:

X (g) = exp (13 L 9‘) C, (3.4.5)

where the constant column matrix C depends on the initial conditions of the four

linearized side band amplitudes. Figures (3.7) and (3.8) show the graphical rela

tion for the Stokes and antiStokes side band amplitudes respectively for the slow

axis with respect to q . For the Stokes case, an = 2.0 whereas for the antiStokes

case, w = 8.0. Similar graphs can be obtained for the fast axis also.

3.5 Conclusions

The conditions for the occurrence of cross phase MI in the normal dispersion

regime which occurs as a result of a group velocity mismatch between the lin

early polarized eigen states when the linearly polarized pump is oriented at 45°

with respect to the slow or fast axis are obtained. The instability conditions that

govern the generation of ultra short pulses for the three cases mentioned in Sec.

3.3 are not affected irrespective of the presence or absence of S2-the dimensionless

third order dispersion coefiicient. For variations in the pump polarization, maxi

mum gain occurs for 45° polarization for all the cases considered in this chapter.

The effect of SRS on MI is such that for comparative small values of the per

turbation frequency, group velocity dispersion and cross-phase modulation terms

dominate whereas for oomparatively large values the perturbation frequency, the

gain spectrum increases linearly with the result that the region of MI is widened

due to SRS. Moreover the self-steepening effect reduce the maximum gain and
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bandwidth. As one slowly approaches towards the zero group velocity dispersion

regime, the condition for the cross phase MI requires sufiiciently large values of

the total input power over a. wide range of frequency detuning w. At the zero

group velocity dispersion regime, one obtains only the original MI. Furthermore,

a modulational anstatz given by Eq.(3.4.1) for the perturbation amplitudes is

considered and have been able to retrieve all the results considered in Sec. 3.3

and thus the two methods discussed in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4 give the same values

for the gain parameter.



Chapter 4

Polarization modulational
instability in a birefringent
optical fiber with fourth order
dispersion

4. 1 Introduction

The cross-phase modulational instability conditions pertaining to the generation

of ultrashort pulses have been discussed in detail in chapter three. In this chap

ter, another modulational instability phenomenon known as polarization modu

lational instability (PMI) is dealt with. In polarization preserving birefringent

optical fibers, MI may involve a change of the polarization state of an incident

pump wave [104] as it traverses the fiber. This phenomenon is known as po

larization MI (PMI) which is sensitive to the relative phase of the orthogonally

polarized waves. Due to PMI, the incident pump wave which is polarized on one

axis of the fiber, would generate orthogonally polarized Stokes and anti-Stokes

sidebands. Trillo and Wabnitz, in their work, have analyzed the role of nonlinear

polarization of the pump on parametric amplification [105]. They have shown

that PMI manifests as large changes in the output state of polarization when the

98
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input power or the polarization state is changed slightly. They attributed this

phenomenon to the case when the linear beat length of the optical fiber becomes

comparable to its nonlinear beat length for a specific input power. As the nonlin

ear polarization response of the birefringent optical fibers play a very crucial role

in ultrashort pulse generation through pulse reshaping, a detailed analysis about

PMI phenomenon is very much needed. MI phenomena in presence of higher or

der dispersion effects results in ultrashort pulses with very high repetition rates

which find applications in ultrafast all-optical switches [106]. In this chapter,

considering the single-frequency copropagation regime, the influence of fourth or

der dispersion effects on PMI gain spectra of a linearly polarized intense pump

wave which experiences periodic nonlinear polarization rotation in a birefringent

optical fiber in the normal dispersion regime is considered [107].

The remainder of the chapter is arranged as follows. In Sec. 4.2, the basic

equation is discussed. The linear stability of a linearly polarized pump wave

oriented at arbitrary angles with respect to the principal axes is carried out in

Sec. 4.3. In Sec. 4.4, the conclusions are discussed. .- .03’/"

4.2 Basic Equation
the addition of self-steepening, SRS, third and fourth order dispersion effects

has been studied in the context of cross-phase modulational instability. In this

chapter, the instability condition required for the generation of ultrashort pulses

of the order of 500 fs and above is considered. As a result, other than the fourth

order dispersion term present in Eq.(3.2.18), the rest of the terms present in

the same equation, that account for third order dispersion and all higher order
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nonlinear effects, are equated to zero. Also, the group velocity mismatch between

the two modes is neglected. Then the residual equation resulting from Eq.(3.2.18)

takes the form :

z'U,—%Un+7(|U|”+B|v|2)U—%UmT = o,. ' B
zV,—%V7-7+7(B|U|2+|V|2)V—fiVTg~;r-p = o. (42.1)

For obtaining Eq.(4.2.l), the carrier frequency of the propagation modes is chosen

to be at the extremum of the group velocity dispersion as a result of which the

third order dispersion vanishes. This can be achieved in a dispersion-flattened

fiber  Cavalcanti et. al. have demonstrated experimentally the MI phenomena

for the scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation [100] where they have considered the

effect due to fourth order dispersion with the second and fourth order dispersion

coefiicients at -0.1 ps2/Km and -7.0 ps‘ / Km respectively at the wavelength

A = 1.32 pm. Equation (4.2.1) is an extension to the case for a birefringent

medium. In chapter 3, the effect due to four-wave mixing [1, 3, 110] and that due

to linear birefringence [1, 98] had been neglected. Considering these two effects

for the low birefringence case, Eq.(4.2.1) takes the form :. A .
zU,—92’—U7-,~+~y (|U[2+B |V[2)U+—§§U+'y(1—B)V’U —@Um~T = 0,24A6 .54. 6 _
zV,—§vTT+7 (B |U|2+|V|2)V——2—V+7(1-B)U’V -1-VTTTT = 0,

(4.22)

where the coefficient A6 accounts for the linear birefringence [110] and the terms

'y(l — B) V2U‘ and 'y(1 — B) U2V" account for the four-wave mixing [3, 111].

For B = g, Eq.(4.2.2) represents the case for light propagation in a. linearly
birefringent fiber with U and V being the slowly varying electric field envelopes

pertaining to linear polarization components. Hence Eq.(4.2.2) can be rewritten
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intheform:

. 32 2 2 2 A5 7 2 ._E _
’LUz'-?U'1'1"+’)’  +§|V| U+ 2 U+3VU 24UT1TT — 0,. fiz 2 2 2 A5 '7 2 . 54 _
’lV,—?V1-1'-+’)’    V— 2 V+3UV 24 V7-1'77‘ — 0.

(4.23)

An optically active medium such as a twisted birefringent optical fiber sup

ports circularly polarized waves [105] and its circular polarization components

U’ and V’ can be related to the linear polarization components U and V by the

relation [1, 3]:

U + VU’ = d‘/5 3.1]
-"(U - V)V’ = -3? 4.2.4‘/5 ( )

On substituting Eq.(4.2.4) in Eq.(4.2.3) and after some simplifications, Eq.(4.2.3)

takes the form [107]:

- I ‘B2 I 2 I I I  I 5 I
zU,—3U,.T+§ (|U|2+2!V|2)U+—2—V—fiU,-n-,- = 0,. ;  /  I2 /2 ;  ; .64 I _iv, 21/,.T+3 (2|U|+|V|)V+2U 24x/m, _o.

(42.5)

where U’ and V’ correspond to the representation of the field in terms of its right

and left circular polarization components. In this context, Afi is a measure of

the periodic twist present in the birefringent fiber [98]. The total input power

P for the system is given by P = |U’|2 + IV’ |2. On considering the following

transformations given by U’ (z,T) = x/I-31; (c, T); V’ (z,T) = x/?v(q,1’);

g = Afi z ;7- = ml T; S1 = fé; S3 = as‘? '34] A’3- — LP and substituting24 |fl2| "”“3A3
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in Eq.(4.2.5), the corresponding equation in the dimensionless form becomes [107]

iuc-S1“-r-1-+2?  lvl2]u'—S3 uTTTT+§ = 0)_ ’U.
w.—s1v..+2p [IvI"+2 l“l2l”‘S3vnn+-2- = 0. (42.6)

where u and v are the normalized circular polarization components of the in

tensely polarized pump wave. c is the dimensionless longitudinal distance and T

is the dimensionless retarded time. u, refers to partial derivative with respect to

q and so on. S1 and S3 denote group velocity dispersion and fourth order dis

persion coefficients respectively. Since the single—frequency copropagation regime

is considered, S1 and S3 are considered to have the same value on both the slow

and fast axes [1-3]. Equation (4.2.6) represents the propagation in an optically

active medium such as a twisted birefringent optical fiber which supports circu

1a.rly polarized waves. In this chapter, the case where the carrier frequency of

continuous wave is at the extremum of the group velocity dispersion as a result

of which the third order dispersion vanishes, is considered. Furthermore, other

nonlinear effects such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), self steepening, etc.

have also been neglected as generation of ultrashort pulses of the order of 500

femto seconds and above as at this range, only the effects due to fourth order

dispersion become high enough to influence the modulational instability (MI)

phenomena [100]. The parameter p refers to normalized power.

4.3 Stability analysis and PMI phenomena

In this chapter, the case for a linearly polarized pump oriented at an arbitrary

angle 0, known as the orientation angle, with respect to either the slow or the

fast axis of the birefringent fiber is considered. In order to obtain the instability
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conditions, as in chapter three, it is assumed for the case of continuous wave

or quasi-continuous wave radiations that the orthogonally polarized amplitudes

u (C, 7') and v (c, 1') remain time independent during propagation inside the fiber.

Hence, the steady state solutions for Eq.(4.2.6) are of the form:

u(<) = |U(<)| exp(id>1(<)),

v(<) = |V(<)| exp(i¢2(<))- (4-3-1)

Let the nonlinear phase shift q’) = 451 — 4'32. The nonlinear phase shift is responsi

ble for the power dependent ellipse rotation of the pump wave. On substituting

Eq.(4.3.1) in Eq.(4.2.6) and separating into real and imaginary parts, the follow

ing expressions are obtained [107]:

_d|U' =Mdc 2 sin ¢, (4.32)
%:/I = J21’ sin ¢, (4.3.3)

ddi? = 21) (|U|"’ + 2 M’) + 21% cos 45, (4.3.4)
and

ddi: = 2p (2|U|’ + M’) + 2—'|U1l/—l cos 45. (43.5)

From Eqs.(4.3.4) and (4.3.5), the variation of the nonlinear phase shift 45 with

respect to the nondimensional longitudinal distance c is obtained as

y = (M2 — IUI’)
dc

2 V’— U’ os ¢. (4.3.6)

As the state of polarization of a pump wave can be changed by introducing a

phase shift between the two orthogonal polarization components of the pump

wave [127], Eq.(4.3.6) throws light on the local state of polarization. The local

state of polarization of the pump is duly represented by the normalized Stokes
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parameters [1, 3, 105] (Details about the Stokes parameters is given in Appendix

B) which are of the form:

50 (c) = IUI” + M’, (4.31)
S1(c) = 2 |U| |V| cos as, (4.3.8)
S2(<) = 2 |U| |V| sin 45, (4.3.9)

and

83 (c) = IV!” — IUI2, (43.10)
such that Sf(§) + SE (c) + .93 (g) = 1. On differentiating Eqs.(4.3.8), (4.3.9)

and (4.3.9) throughout with respect to 4; and by using Eqs.(4.3.2)-(4.3.5), the

corresponding equations to the Stokes parameters are obtained which are of the

form [107]:

%<(€) = -2 p 32 (C) 53 (C) , (11.3.11)

%;“’ = 33 (c) <1 + 2 p 31 <<», (43.12)
and

$50 = -32 (C) . (41.3.13)
From Eqs.(4.3.11) and (43.13), a relation of the form:

f; [81 (c) — psi «)1 = 0. (43.14)
is obtained. The above equation results in the expression,

S1(<)— p S§ (C) = C, (4.3.15)

where the integration constant, C = S10 — 12 S30. S10 and S30 can be determined

from the initial conditions. Making use of the relation,

33 (C) 1 - (S? (c) + 33 (<))

= 1- C’ — (1 + 2Cp) S§ (c) — p’S§ (c), (43.16)
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Eq.(4.3.13) can be written of the form

2

=p2 (a,—s§(<)) (a2+s§<<)). (43.17)C

where

a = i(—(1+2pS )+ (1+2 3 )’+4p2S'2) and1 2P2 10 P 10 20
0'2 = fl‘: ((1+2!-7S1o)+\/(1+2PS1o)2+4P253o)- (4-3-18)

S20 can also be obtained from the initial conditions. Equation (4.3.17) can be

solved using Jacobian elliptical functions of the first kind [72] to obtain [107]:

53 (c) = —% sd (f cm), (4.319)where 1
f: (1+4p’ +4pSm)3 (4.320)

and the J acobian parameter m takes the form

011n =
(11 + CV2

= 0.5 (1 — ——1 + 2:’ 31°). (4.3.21)f
Therefore,

32 (C) = %C(<)
= S20 cd (f q;m) nd (f gm) , (41.3.22)

and

310?) = 310 ‘P 530+!’ 3:? (9')
2

= $10 + p(-€133) sd (f 9; m). (4.3.23)
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sd, nd and cd are the Jacobian elliptic functions of first kind [72]. Thus Eqs.

(4.3.19), (4.3.22) and (41.3.23) represent the pump wave evolution [I07]. For a

linearly polarized pump wave,

S10 = cos(2 9),

520 = sin(2 0),

330 = 0, (4.3.24)
where 0 is the angle of orientation of the pump wave with respect to the slow

axis.

So far only the steady state solutions pertaining to the linearly polarized

pump waves are considered. Now a perturbation procedure is followed where the

steady state solutions are slightly perturbed first by considering only the spa

tial evolution (ie. at 'r = 0) of the perturbing amplitudes and then including the

temporal evolution of the perturbing amplitudes as well which are in the form

of Stokes and anti—Stokes side-band amplitudes [105]. Also, the approximation

that higher harmonics do not significantly influence the system dynamics is con

sidered. Now, at 7' = 0, the amplitudes of the two polarization components are

perturbed slightly to obtain:

U(<) = (|U(<)| + U6 (<)) exp(i¢>1(<))» (43-25)

and

v (C) = (IV (<)| + U6 (<)) exp (1 9152 (<))- (43-25)

On substituting Eqs.(4.3.25) and (4.326) into Eq.(4.2.6), the coupled equations
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to the spatial dependance of the perturbed pump fields are of the form [107]:

_1.3u6(<)
T = (p <1 — s3 <<>> -  us (<)+p (1 - 33 <<» us‘ to

+(o.5 +2p,/1—sg(c)) u;,(<)+2p,/1—s§(c)v;,-(c),

_im=(0_5mi+2,, 1_S§(§)),,W(9 C 1 — 5;? (C)

+21» ‘/1 —s§<<) ua'<<>+ (p <1+s3(<>> —  vs(c>

+1» <1 + sa<<>> vs‘ (c). (43.27)
where ufi and U6 denote the spatial evolution of the perturbing amplitudes at

'r = 0. In order to study the temporal evolution of the perturbing amplitudes

as well, the full fledged spatio-temporal evolution of the perturbing amplitudes

uo (c, 7') and ‘U0 (c, 7') are considered which are given by

U0 (g, T) = um (g) exp (i Q 7') + U20 (c) exp (—z' 9 7),

210 (c, 7') = ’U1o(C) exp (i Q 7') + 1120 (c) exp (—i Q 7') . (4.3.28)

where (um, U10) and (U20, U20) are the amplitudes of Stokes and anti-Stokes side

bands respectively. Throughout, it is assumed that |uo| << IU I and lvol <<

The perturbed equation is given by:

(W (<)| + no (<1 Tl) exP(2' <I51(<))

(|V (<)| +vo (<:1')) eXD(i 452 (<)) (4-3-29)

u (g, 7')

v (C. 7')

Now on replacing u{, and vf, with U0 (C, 7') and U0 (c,'r) in Eq.(4.3.27) and substi

tuting this along with Eqs. (41.3.28) and (4.329) into Eq.(4.2.6) and on linea.rizing
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with respect to um, ugo, U10 and 1230 , the following set of coupled linear differen

tial equations in terms of the perturbing fields u1o(c) ,u;o (c) ,1)“, (c) and vgo (c)

are finally obtained which are of the form [107]:

_i d U10 (C)
d C

d U30 (C)

d C

d U10 (C)

d C

_Z- d "50 (C)
d C

where

777-11 (C)

77112 (C)

77113 (C)

77114 (C)

77121 (C)

77122 (C)

"123 (C)

77124 (C)

mar (C)

"132 (C)

777-11 (C) U10 (C) + 77112 (C) “So (C) + 77113 (C) 1/10 (C) + 77114 (C) “$0 (C) a

"121 (C) U10 (C) + 77122 (C) U30 (C) + 17123 (C) ‘U10 (C) + 77124 (C) "50 (C) »

77131 (C) U10 (C) +m32 (C) U30 (C) +m33 (C) 1110 (C) +m34 (C) 1230 (C),

"141 (C) u1o(C) +m42(C) U§o(C)+m43(C) v1o(C)+m44(C) “§o(C)»

(4.3.30)

S1(C)

G1Q2"G3 94+? (1‘S3(C))- ;
P (1-Sa(<)),

+2p,/1_(53(C))2,
(/1 - (33 (<))'‘’

2 m/1—(Sa(<))’.

-P (1—S3(C)).

— (G1Q2—G3Q“+p (1—s3(g))— ),— 3

-2 p 1 — (83 (<))’,

_ (0.5  +21,‘/1_(53(§))2),(/1 — (S3 <0)’

+2 ,/1_(33( ))2
\/1- (Sa(<))” P c

2p 1- (Sa<<))’,
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51 (C)

m33(c) = G1Q2—G3Q4+p (1+S3(C))* ,
m34(C) ‘—' P(1+5'3(C)).

77141 (C) = ‘2 P V1 ‘ (33 (0)2:

77142 (c) = - (0.5  +21» 1 — (s3<<>>’),1- (53 (CD2

m4a(<) = -P (1+Sa(<)).

m44(§) = -(G11 Q2—G'3Q4+p (1+S3(C))— )

All these can be represented in the matrix form as [107]:

dX(c)= M X , 4.3.31d C (c) (C) ( )
where X (c) = (um,u;0,v1o,v§o)T and the superscript Tdenotes transpose. M

4 K
a. complex periodic matrix with period given by g, = Jgm) where K (m) is
a complete elliptic integral of the first kind [72]. 9, is defined as the normalized

nonlinear beat length of the optical fiber.

Equation (4.3.31) is a linea.r homogenous (LH) system with periodic coef

ficients. The LH system is solved using Floquet theorem [109]. The periodic

matrix M (c) has distinct eigenvalues for all values of c and frequency detuning

parameter 9. Hence the corresponding eigenvectors would be linearly indepen

dent. Let P (c) denote a periodic matrix with the linearly independent eigen

vectors written side by side. Then the solution to Eq.(4.3.31) is given by Floquet

theorem as [109]:

-1>(<) = P (c) exp (B c) , (4.3.32)

where B is a nonsingular matrix. <I> (g) is known as the fundamenta.l matrix
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with the property that

Q (C + C?) = ‘P (C) exp (B C) . (4.3.33)

The normalized form of the above equation is known as the state transition matrix

L (() which is given by

L (() = Q (() @‘1(( = 0). (4.3.34)

Therefore

L (( = (P) = exp (B (P) . (4.3.35)

In order to obtain L (( = (P) numerically, L (( = 0) is chosen to be the unit matrix

of order 4, such that each column vector of L (C = 0) depicts linearly independent

initial conditions for Eq.(4.3.31). With this set of initial conditions, Eq.(4.3.31) is

solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method [108] to obtain L (( = (P)

. As the next procedure, the eigen values A of L (( = (P) known as Floquet

multipliers are determined which are distinct. The instability condition is satisfied

only if {Al > 1 [105]. The eigen values a of the nonsingular matrix B are known

as Floquet exponents. F1oquet’s theorem connects a and A via the relation

A = exp (0 (P) [109] which is clear from Eq.(4.3.31). Thus the unstable sideband

power gain G is given by the relation [105, 107]

G = 3 In W (4.3.36)
99

Using the above relation, one can draw parametric gain curves as functions of

finite fiequency detuning Q as is clear from the linear homogeneous system

given by Eq.(4.3.31). Figures (4.1(a)) and (4.l(b)) show the growth rate curves

as functions of 9 when the linearly polarized pump wave is oriented at 6 = 1°

from the slow axis of the birefringent fiber.
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G(D.:)s
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Fig. 4.1: The graphical relation between the parametric gain curve and the frequency detuning
for p = 0.7 (dotted curve), 1.0 (dashed curve) and 1.2 (solid curve) and G3 = 0.005. (a) The
pump is oriented at an angle of 1° from the slow axis for the anomalous dispersion regime;
(b) The pump is oriented at an angle of 1° from the slow axis for the normal dispersion regime;
(c) The pump is oriented at an angle of 1° from the fast ands for the anomalous dispersion
regime.
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l.nI-'£nNl.n(au

G(0) 1.5 -----

(b)

Fig. 4.2: The graphical relation between the parametric gain curve and the frequency detuning
for various p values when the pump is oriented at an angle of 1° from the fast axis for the
normal dispersion regime with G3 = 0.005.
(a) p = 0.7 (dotted curve), 1.0 (dashed curve) and 1.2 (solid curve);
(b) p = 0.6 (dotted curve), 0.9 (dashed curve) and 1.3 (solid curve)

Figure (4.l(c)) is a. repetition of Fig.(4.1(a.)) for various values of p when the

pump is oriented at an angle of 1° from the fast axis for the anomalous dispersion

regime. It is observed that the parametric gain curve virtually remains the same

whenever the pump is rotated from the slow axis by a. few degrees for both the

regimes. Also, when the linearly polarized pump wave is oriented close to the
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fast axis, below p = 0.5 no MI is observed. As the value of p is steadily

increased thereafter, the parametric gain curve is found to vary considerably

for various values of 13 thereby confirming the fact that the slow and the fast

axes of a polarization preserving fiber are not equivalent when one considers the

influence of the fourth order dispersion effects also. Figures (4.2(a)) and (4.2(b))

depict this property of the parametric gain curve for various values of p when

the linearly polarized pump wave is oriented at 1° from the fast axis for the

normal dispersion regime. From the above plots it can be inferred that even for

a polarization preserving fiber, large asymmetry exists between the slow and the

fast axes for continuous wave evolutions in the case of both the anomalous and

normal dispersion regimes.

4.4 Conclusions

Using Floquet theory, the unstable power gain is obtained as function of fine

frequency sideband detuning when a linearly polarized pump wave is oriented at

arbitrary angles with respect to the slow and fast axes for the anomalous and

normal dispersion regimes on considering fourth order dispersion effects. It is

observed that the parametric gain curve remains the same whenever the pump is

rotated from the slow axis by a few degrees for both the regimes. Also, when the

linearly polarized pump wave is oriented close to the fast axis, below p = 0.5 no

MI is observed. As the value of p is steadily increased thereafter, the parametric

gain curve is found to vary considerably for various values of p thereby confirming

the fact that the slow and the fast axes of a polarization preserving fiber are not

equivalent when one considers the influence of fourth order dispersion effects.



Chapter 5

Soliton propagation in a fiber
with varying dispersion and
having effective gain and effective
phase modulation

5. 1 Introduction

In the first four chapters, the group velocity dispersion coefficient is taken to be

a constant under the assumption that the fiber is uniform in the sense that there

are no variations in the lattice parameters of the fiber medium as well as those

of the fiber geometry. But in real world, this may not be the case. So the study

of pulse propagation through nonuniform media demands special attention as it

pertains to real physical systems. The presence of nonuniformity can very much

influence the dynamics of soliton pulse propagation resulting in the distortion of

the pulse tail as well as causing damping to the soliton amplitude [112]. With the

entry of nonuniformity in the fiber medium, the GVD coefficient can no longer

be considered as constant, but as a function of the longitudinal distance [112].

It is a well known fact that when the group velocity dispersion (GVD) is varied

even slightly, the behavior of the soliton pulse changes drastically from its regular

114
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one where for example, when the GVD decreases (increases), the soliton pulse

gets compressed (broadened) as it propagates along the length of the fiber [113].

By exploiting this property of the GVD of the fiber medium to good use, it will

be possible to control optical solitons in soliton communication systems wherein

high-quality, stable, polarization-insensitive soliton pulse compression and soliton

train generation can be effectively realized [1 14].

An optical fiber possessing the property where its GVD monotonically and

smoothly decreases from an initial value to a smaller value at the end of its length

according to some specified dispersion profile is known as a dispersion decreasing

fiber (DDF) [112]-[116]. Also by employing a DDF of a suitable profile, the

distortion in the pulse tail can be removed as a result of the effective tailored gain

which arises as a result of decreasing dispersion [113]. In this chapter, various

dispersion decreasing profiles with both the fiber loss and phase modulation terms

included, are discussed for both the scalar [116] and elliptically birefringent [119]

cases. It is thereby shown that the the effect due to fiber loss can be nullified

by employing optimum dispersion decreasing profiles which in turn produce an

effective gain as a function of distance [116, 119]. In this regard the interplay

between the effective gain and phase modulation which results in the compression

of the pulse along the length of the fiber is shown [116, 119].

The remainder of the chapter is arranged as follows. In Sec.5.2 the model

equations for both the scalar and elliptically birefringent case are presented.

The modified scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation is solved using the Backlund

transformation technique in Sec.5.3 where the two soliton interaction scenario

is analyzed in detail. Section 5.4 describes the single soliton solutions for the

modified coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equation. Conclusions are presented in

Sec.5.5.
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5.2 Basic equations

In a dispersion decreasing fiber (DDF), as the waveguide contribution to the

group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter depends on the core size, its value

decreases along the fiber length [112]-[I16]. Hence, using a similar procedure as

outlined in chapter one, pulse propagation i.n a dispersion decreasing single mode

optical fiber is found to be characterized by a generalized normalized nonlinear

Schrodinger equation (GNNSE) of the form [1, 113]:

z'U,+'6gz)U,.,+|U|2U+iI‘U=0, (52.1)
= lk”(z)l

|k”(0)|
fiber length. k”(z) and k”(0) are the GVD parameters at z and zero respectively.

where the parameter ,3 (z) governs the dispersion variations along the

U is the slowly varying complex pulse envelope; 7' is the normalized retarded time

in the non-dimensional form and :: is the normalized propagation distance also

in the non-dirnensional form. Extensive research centered around Eq.(5.2.1) has

been carried out regarding soliton pu.lse compression [112]—[116]. On making the

transformation [112]

U = [3 (z) u,

C = /fl (2') :5’, (5.22)
0

Eq.(5.2.1) reducs to the form of the scalar nonlinear Schrodinger equation given

by [112]

iu;+%u,,+|u|2u—-i#u=0 (5.2.3)
where

1

0 (C) = --— (54 (C) + 2T)- (5-2-4)
.z3(C)
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Equation(5.2.3) shows that the effect of decreasing dispersion is mathematically

equivalent to adding a gain term to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation [112].

Use of inline electro—optic phase modulators is known as a rather simple way

to control soliton transmission [117, 118]. An advantage of this control scheme is

that no net gain has to be introduced into the transmission system to maintain the

soliton power [117, 118]. Therefore, in this approach, it is not necessary to intro

duce an additional excess gain balancing the average energy flow into the system

but resulting into growth of the continuous wave and noise [117, 118]. Solitons

are stably guided at their temporal positions by the effective potential created

due to phase modulation. Insertion of modulators with properly designed filters

result in substantial suppression of the Gordon-Haus timing jitter [117, 118]. This

is desirable for increasing the transmission capacity of a communication system

placing carrier pulses close to each other. Mezentsev and Turitsyn have modelled

a system which describes pulse propagation with inline phase-modulators, which

is of the form [118] . 1
2 u; + 5 21,, + |u|2 u — M'r2u = 0, (5.2.5)

where the constant parameter M is positive or negative corresponding to the

trapping or non trapping effective potential. In this chapter, soliton propagation

in a dispersion decreasing fiber with the above mentioned inline-phase modulator

is studied, represented by the equation [I16]:

.13 (Z)

22'U,+ Lr1r+|U|2U+‘iF U—M’(z) T2 U =0, (5.2.6)

where the term M’(;:) 7'2 U accounts for electro optic phase modulation [117].

The coefficient of phase modulation M’ (2) , in the quadratic approximation for

lumped sinusoidal modulation, is the ratio of the product of the depth of modu

lation, square of the modulation frequency and the characteristic distance to the
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modulator spacing [117]. F is the fiber loss coefficient [117]. Equation (5.2.6) sug

gests that the shape and the cross-section of the fiber mode are changed along the

fiber length. When M’ (.2) = O, Eq.(5.2.6) reduces to the form given in Refs.[117]

where it has been studied in detail.

In a similar way, pulse propagation in an elliptically birefringent dispersion

decreasing optical fiber is found to be characterized by a generalized normalized

coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equation (GNCNSE) of the form [119]:

11U,+6gz) U,,+(|U|2+B|V|2)U+iI‘U—M’(z) 'r2U = O,

2’V,+’—3%2V,,+(B|U|’+|V|’)V+iI‘V—M’(z)r2V = 0,
(5.2.7)

where U and V are the orthogonally polarized slowly varying electric field en

velopes. The parameter B is the cross-phase modulation coupling factor which

depends on the ellipticity angle. The same variation of the second order disper

sion along the two orthogonal polarization eigen modes is considered as both the

modes have the same central frequency as a result of which there exists only slight

difference between the forms of the second-order dispersion coefficients which can

be neglected for the case of a fiber having strong birefringence [119].

5.3 Multi soliton solutions for the generalized

normalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation

The following transformations are considered for Eq.(5.2.6) [116]:

\/5 (2) U.

C = [L3 (3') dz’, (5.3.l)
0

U
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whereby Eq.(5.2.6) gets transformed into the form [116]:

2'u;+%u,,+|u|2u—i#-u—M(() 7'2u=0 (5.32)

where

am = -% <a¢<<)+2r>,
M’ (C)M (C) ——fl (O . (5.3.3)

Thus the problem of pulse propagation through the DDF reduces to the problem

of pulse propagation through a uniform fiber with an effective amplification [112].

Solutions are obtained for Eq.(5.3.2) and thereby the solutions for Eq.(5.2.6) are

retrieved on employing Eq.(5.3.1). From Eq.(5.3.2) it is clear that by proper

selection of the slowly decreasing second-order dispersion coefficient ,6 (C) which

is required for pulse amplification and for the negation of effective fiber loss,

the form for the effective gain coeflicient 0: (C) and that for the effective phase

modulation coefficient M (C) can be fixed [116]. 01 (C) is instrumental in resulting

optical pulse compression.

The case for which Eq.(5.3.2) is completely integrable is considered and hence

admits Lax pair such that the effective gain term and the effective phase mod

ulation term exactly balance each other [116]. Equation (5.32) is completely

integrable only for the case [116]

(ac (0 - of (0) - (53.4)
t~D|r—

MCC) =

Equation (5.3.2) now takes the form [116]:

“)0 cu — § (ac (0 — of (0) T” u = 0 (53.5)
. 1 2 .
zu¢+§u,,+|u| u--L
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The linear eigen value problem for Eq.(5.3.5) is of the form [116]

10¢ = Q1 $7

ilk = Q2 '11’,

ex» (w1,wp)T. (53.6)
where [116]:

—e' A (0 e exp (e e (4) e)

Q1: -er exp (-e a(<) é) mo
, (5.3.7)

and

-1 0
Q2 = i A2 (C) 0 1

+)\  —i a(() 1’ u exp  a(()
—e' exp (—e' e<c) %) ee<c) r

'2 (U1--1-a(C)7-U’)
exp (i a (()

Iu+% (5.3.8)
(u; +2" a-(() T u‘) 2

exp (-2' 0(6) §) — M
such that Qlg — Q2, + [Q1, Q2] = 0 gives back Eq.(5.3.5) only when the eigenvalue

A (() = 6 exp j(' as (C) dd which is nonisospectral and c is a hidden spectral pa.

rameter [116]. l\c/loreover, the nonisospectral eigen value A (Q) is an exponentially

increasing fimction resulting in the exponential increase of the maximum inten

sity of the pulse. From the linear eigen value problem given by Eq.(5.3.6), soliton
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solutions are generated for Eq.(5.3.5) using autoBiicklund transformation tech

nique [65, 66] and thereby the recurrence relations connecting the n"‘ (primed)

and (n — 1)"’ (unprimed) soliton wave functions are obtained which are of the

form [1l6]: 2 2
w; = -é(u‘+u"’)1/21+(iA(C)-in’-5\/4v”-|u+u’l2)$2

(5.39)

1;); = (—ix\(()+i;z'—l 41/"—|u+u’|2) 7,b1+l(u+u') 1122,

where p’ (Q and 1/’ (C) are real denoting the soliton velocity and amplitude param

eters respectively and /\ (() E p’ (C) +1 1/’ (Q . The recurrence relation connecting

the n"‘ (primed) and (n — 1)” (unprimed) soliton solutions is of the form [116]:

(5.3.10)

where I‘ =  From the recurrence relation given by Eqs.(5.3.9) and (5.3.10),

the fundamental soliton solution is obtained for Eq.(5.3.5) given by [116]:

u(c,1') = -2 1/1 (<)sech(f1(c,7')) exp(—2' f2 (<;,T) ) (5.3.11)

where

f1(<,T) = 2 (I/1(<) T+2 [u1(<’) V1(§l) dc’+v1(<) A1) ,

f2(<,T) = 2 (-(“(4) T2 +u1(<) T+[(u§(<’) -I/f(<’))d<’+61)0 (5.3.12)
Here pl (c) and 1/1 (()denote the respective soliton velocity and amplitude of the

fundamental soliton with pl (C) = kn exp (f a (<’) dc’); [/1 (q) = [621 exp (ji oz (~:’) dog’).0 o
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kn and kn are arbitrary constants and 61 and Alare integration phase constants.

Finally, the single soliton solution for pulse propagation in a dispersion decreas

ing fiber with 3. suitable profile can be retrieved from Eq.(5.3.1) which is of the

form [116]:

C/(2,7) = -2 £3(<) V1(<)Se<1h(f1(<»T)) €XP(‘if2(¢s7')) (5-3-13)

where c (z) = [Z fl (2') dz’. The following dispersion decreasing profiles (DDP) are
0

considered: i)hyperbolic, ii)1inear, iii) exponential, iv)logarith1nic and v) gaus

sian. Figure (5.1) gives the plots of the various dispersion profiles.

0.5

0.4

0.3-:
LC

02 I I *lO 10 20 30 40

Fig. 5.1: The dispersion decreasing profiles given by Eqs.(5.3.14)-(5.3.18) are plotted

i) The hyperbolic DDP which is of the form:

L

fi(‘)=wTFfi' (53.14)
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On substituting Eq.(5.3.14) in Eq.(5.3.13), the compressed soliton solution after

traversing the length L of the DDF having hyperbolic profile and having a loss

rate I‘ = 0.0035 is obtained. Figure (5.2(a)) depicts the surface plot for the

fundamental soliton solution having the hyperbolic DDP. From Fig.(5.2(a)) it

is clear that the soliton pulse gets compressed to the maximum with minimum

compression ratio C for a given L and I‘ . Thus a fiber having the hyperbolic

DDP is found to achieve a fairly good compression even after compensating for

the fiber loss and that too for a short fiber length L. This property can be verified

by examining the fundamental soliton solution given by Eq.(5.3.13) by varying

1" for fixed C and L. Likewise, the other four profiles are examined: ii)linea.r

profile, given by:
(1 — C) 9/3(§) = C L + 1, (5.3.15)

iii) exponential profile, given by:

L? (c) = exp (—% ln (0)) , (5.3.16)

iv) logarithmic profile, given by:

1'3 (c) = ln (.2 + % (exp  — e)) , (53.17)
and v) gaussian profile, given by:

3 (c) = exp (—  111(0)) . (5.3.18)
Figures (5.2(b))-(5.4(a)) show the surface plots of the respective profiles. All these

surface plots corroborate that the hyperbolic profile is indeed the best suitable

choice for DDP which is clear from Fig.(5.4(b)). Also, the following conclusions

are made. The pulse amplitude increases exponentially due to the exponentially

increasing nature of V1 (c) . Moreover, the pulse gets compressed proportionally
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at each stage of propagation which is in a way similar to adiabatic process due

to the presence of the term f1 (C,‘r) in Eq.(5.3.13). The form for f1 (C, T) is given

in Eq.(5.3.12).

_:\\s‘\\\\\~\\\

Fig. 5.2: Surface plots of the intensity of the soliton solution given by Eq.(5.3.13) for (a)
hyperbolic DDP given by Eq.(5.3.14) and (b) linear DDP given by Eq.(5.3.15). Fiber loss rate
T = 0.0035
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Fig. 5.3: Surface plots of the intensity of the soliton solution given by Eq.(5.3.13) for (3)
exponential DDP given by Eq.(5.3.16) and (b) logarithmic DDP given by Eq.(5.3.17). Fiber
loss rate 1" = 0.0035
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Fig. 5.4: (a)Su.rfaJ:e plot of the intensity of the soliton solution given by Eq.(5.3.13) for gaussian
DDP given by Eq.(5.3.18); (b) Comparison of the intensity plots for the various DDPs. Fiber
loss rate F = 0.0035
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Once again on using the recurrence relations given by Eqs.(5.3.9) and (53.10),

the two soliton solution for the dispersion decreasing profile given by [116]:

N(z,T)
U<z,r)= mo mm) (5.3.19)

where [116]:

N (2,7) = 21/1(<) sech(E1) exp (-1' xi (<))(Au (0)2

+4iv1(<) sech (£1) exp(-ix’1(<)) V2 (<) Au(<) ta-nh(£2)

+2 V1(<) Sech (£1) exp(-ix’1(<)) (Vi“’(<) - V3 (<))

+2 I/2(<) Sech(€2) exp(-2' x’2 (<)) (A#(<))2

-41'!/2(<) Se<=h(€2) exp(-i x§(<)) I/1(<) Auk) tanh(E1)

-2 V2 (0 sech(€2) exp(-2' x§(<)) (1/§(<) - V3 (<))

(5.3.20)

D(z.T) = (Au(<))2 +1’? (C) + I/§(<)

-2 1/1 (C) 1/2 (C) tanh  tanh

-3 I/1(<) V2 (<) Sech (E1) SeCh(£1) cos (X2 (c) —x1 (<))

(5.321)

where

&- = 2 (I4 (<)r+2 f /1:‘ (<’) 1/5 (<’) dc’ +k2,- A.) ,0

xi = 2 <m(<)T+2 [ (u?(<’)-v?(<’))d<’+6.~).0

I _ _ T2xi — x,+a(c)—2-, (5.3.22)
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C

kn exp / a(§') d§' and
0

192,- exp (/oz(c') dc’) , (5.323)0

E /\ -/‘I gz
II

S /\D g/
II

where 13 = 1,2. Also A,u(q) = p2(c) — ,u1(C). From the solution given by

Eqs.(5.3.19)-(5.322), it can be observed that here also the two soliton pulses

get compressed as they propagate along the length of the fiber. This behavior is

clearly depicted in the surface plots given by Figs.(5.5) and (5.6(a)).

Fig. 5.5: Surface plot of the ofi-phase injection of the two soliton interaction given by
Eq.(5.3.19) for the hyperbolic DDP. Fiber loss rate I‘ = 0.0035

Figure(5.5) shows the off-phase injection of the two solitons with unequal

amplitudes. In this case, the two solitons remain separated as they propagate

along the length of the fiber.
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Fig. 5.6: (a) Surface plot of the in-phase injection of the two soliton interaction given by
Eq.(5.3.19) for the hyperbolic DDP. Fiber loss rate F = 0.0035; (b) and (b) Comparison be
tween the interaction scenarios before (dashed curve) and after (dotted curve) collision. Soliton
interaction takes place at z = 0

Figure (5.6(a)) depicts the in-phase injection of the two solitons with unequal

amplitudes. Here, the two solitons collide with each other at z = 0 where the

two soliton pulses undergo maximum compression and have maximum intensity.

After interaction, they traverse the length of the fiber with comparatively high
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compression when compared with the scenario before collision. Figure (5.6(b))

brings out this nature of the two soliton pulses before and after collision where

the dashed curve represents the scenario before collision and the dotted curve

represents the scenario after collision. The solid curve represents the interaction

scenario at 2 = 0.

5.4 Single soliton solutions for the generalized

normalized coupled nonlinear Schrodinger

equation

Proceeding in a similar way as in Sec.5.3, the fundamental soliton solution for

the generalized normalized coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equation is determined

as follows. The following transformations given by [119]

= V  U‘:

V = \/..H (2) vs

C = //3(z') dz’, (5.4.1)
transform Eq.(5.2.7) to the problem of pulse propagation through a uniform fiber

with an effective amplification having the form [119]:

1

iug+§Urr+(|u|2+B|v|2)u—ia§Ou—1\I(()72u = 0,_ 1
zv(+§v.,..,+(B |u|2+[v|2)v—z'a;C)v——M(()T27.) = 0, (5.4.2)

where a(() and 1lI(() are given by Eq.(5.3.3). Equation (5.42) is completely

integrable only for the case B = 1 and M(() = % (ac (C) — a2  Equation
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(5.42) now takes the form [119]:

2"u¢+2

iv+1‘ 2

which now

u.,...-+ (|ul2+|v|2)u—2'% u—% (a¢(()—a2(C)) flu = 0,

11,, + (M2 + |v|2) v -2" ago 12 —% (ac (C) — 0:2 (O) 7'2 v = 0,

(5.43)

models a physical situation where pulse propagation is through an ideal

elliptical birefringent fiber where the self and cross-coupling terms are identical.

For oz(C) = 0, the Manakov model [78, 120] is obtained which characterizes

optical switching achieved without any shadow. The linear eigen value problem

for Eq.(5.4.3) is of the form [119]:

where [119]:

Q1

and

+/\ (C)

1111' = Q1 1!’:

'¢( = Q2 15.

'¢) = (¢1aw21w3)T1

—z'A(() u exp (io:(()  v exp (ioz(()
—u‘ exp (-1 a (g)  M (C) 0 ,
—v' exp (—2' Q'(()  0 z"/\ (C)

(5.4.5)

-1 0 0
Q2 = i A2 (C) 0 1 O

0 O 1

—z'a~(() 7' u exp (z'oz(()  v exp (z'o:(()
0

ioz(() T

ia(()7'
0

-11“ exp (-27 a(()

—v* exp (—i a'(()
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K M, + W (U7 — e e <4) x ex) (ex — 2' e <0 x v)
exp (e a (0 §) exp (e a <4) %)

+1 (u; +1" (1 (C) 7' u‘) _ M2 _v u_
2 exp (-i a(C) '72)

(U; +i a (C) 'r U‘) _u 1)‘ _ M2
\ exp (—2' a(<) *7’

(5.4.6)

such that Q1; — Q27 + [Q1, Q2] = 0 gives back Eq.(5.4.3) only when the eigenvalue

/\ has the form A (C) = ,u exp fCa(§’) dc’ which is nonisospectral and ,u is a

hidden spectral parameter [l19[? As in Sec.5.3, the nonisospectral eigen value

A (C) is an exponentially increasing function resulting in the exponential increase

of the maximum intensity of the pulse. From the linear eigen value problem

given by Eq.(5.4.4), soliton solutions for Eq.(5.4.3) can be generated using Back

lund transformation technique and obtain the recurrence relation connecting the

n"' (primed) and (n — 1)” (unprirned) soliton solutions [I19]:

2 e In I‘; (A (4) — x' (0) exp (-e em 3-’)
1+|I‘1|2+|I‘2|2 .

U(C,T) - 1/(CM)
”(C»7')‘U'(CaT) = fi“—‘» (5-4-7)

e<<.r>—u'(c.e> =

-:%:and
where Fland F2 are the two pseudo potentials given by P1 =

P2 =  From the recurrence relation given by Eq.(5.4.7), the fundamental3

soliton solutions for Eq.(5.2.3) given by [I19]:

u (C,7') = |F2|3 C1 C2‘ a2(<;)sech(f1(c,T)+ 61) exp (—-i f2 ((,'r) ),

v(C,'r) = i2 C1 Q2(C)S€Ch(f1(C,T)+ 62) exp (—i f2 (gr) ), (5.4.8)
lC'1|
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where /\(§) a1(§) +11 (12 (9), with f1(c,¢) and f2 (§,7-)given by Eq.(5.3.12).
C

Also, oz1(§) = kl exp (ja(c’) dc’); a2 (c) = kg exp (fa(c') dc’), such thato o
p, = kl +i kg; /4:1, [C2 being soliton velocity and amplitude parameters respectively.

Moreover, |C’f| E 1 + |C§|. C1, C2, 61 and 62 are integration phase constants.

T 100

Fig. 5.7: Surface plot of the intensity of the soliton solution given by Eq.(5.4.9) for the hyper
bolic DDP. Fiber loss rate I‘ = 0.0035

Finally, the single soliton solution for pulse propagation in a. decreasing dispersion

fiber can be retrieved from Eq.(5.4.3) which is of the form [119]:

2

U(z,T) = W \/fi(<) C1 C5 a2(c)sech(f1(<,T) +61) eXP(-i f2(<,T) ),

vow) =  \/5(<)C10l2(€)SeCh(f1(<a"')+<52l exp<-2' f2 (9.7) >,
(5.49)

where §(z) =  dz’. From the solution given by Eq.(5.4.9), the same

conclusions in S(ec.5.3 can be arrived at. Figure (5.7) portrays the surface plot of

the intensity IU |2 for the hyperbolic DDP. Similar plots can be obtained for the

other DDPs both |Ul2 and IVI2.
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5.5 Conclusions
For the case of a GNNSE, the interaction scenario of the soliton pulses in a dis

persion decreasing single mode fiber is arrived at. The pulse amplitudes increase

exponentially and get compressed proportionally at each stage of propagation

which is in a way similar to adiabatic process such that the soliton area is always

conserved which is the property of soliton. Even after collision, the pulses propa

gate with increasing amplitudes paving way for effective pulse compression even

after compensating for the fiber loss. Another important factor is that no fiber

amplifiers have been considered. The pulse gets compressed solely as a result of

the inherent gain of the dispersion decreasing profile of the fiber. This is mainly

due to the interplay between the effective gain resulting in due to the dispersion

decreasing profile and the effective phase modulation. Also the single soliton so

lution for the GNCNSE is determined from which the same conclusions can be

arrived at.



Chapter 6

Soliton propagation in an erbium
doped fiber amplifier

6.1 Introduction

Optical fibers attenuate like any other material. In the case of silica fibers, losses

are relatively small, especially in the wavelength region near 1.55 pm. For this

reason, losses can simply be ignored if the fiber length is lkrn or 1ess.In the

case of long-haul fiber optic communication systems, transmission distances may

exceed thousands of kilometers. Fiber amplifiers are commonly used to overcome

transmission losses and restore optical signals in such systems. This chapter

deals with the soliton pulse propagation in an erbium doped fiber amplifier which

utilizes the self induced transparency (SIT) phenomenon [1, 2, 120, 122]. The

SIT phenomenon pertains to the lossless pulse propagation in a resonant two

level media such that when the energy difference between the two levels of the

media coincide with the optical wavelength, then coherent absorption takes place

and the media becomes optically transparent to that particular wavelength. As

the energy difference between erbium atoms is found to equal the soliton pulse

wavelength, the fibers are generally doped with the erbium atoms in order to

135
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induce SIT phenomenon [122].

The chapter is outlined as follows. In Sec.6.2 the mathematical formulation

of the problem is presented. In Sec.6.3, single and two soliton solutions for the

vacuum soliton case as well as that for the constant pumping source case are

presented. In Sec.6.4, the conclusions are made.

6.2 Mathematical formulation of the problem

Rare earth ions in doped fibers can be modelled as a two level system by consid

ering only the two energy levels that participate in light induced transitions. The

dynamic response of a two level system is governed by the well known Maxwell

Bloch (MB) equations [120, 122]. These can be extended to the case of fiber

amplifiers. So the fiber systems doped with erbium atoms is described by the

coupled system of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation derived in chapter one

along with the MB equations. Together they are known as the NLS-MB equa

tions in which extensive research has been conducted [120]-[I29]. When higher

order effects such as higher order dispersion and the self steepening effects are

included the coupled equation is known as the Hirota—Maxwell-Bloch equation

(H-MB) [l.24, 126] given by. 1 .
mg + —u..—, + [u|2u+z (uw-, +6 lulzuf) + (p) = 02 7
pr - 22' (wp + nu) = 0,
17., — i (pu‘ — up’) = 0, (6.2.l)

where (. .  is the averaging function over the entire frequency range. For exam
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plel +0-o
<p<c, r;w)) = [ p(<,r;w)g(w)dw, (622)

such that
+oo

/ g(w)dw = 1. (6.2.3)
g(w) is the distribution function which represents the uncertainty in the energy

level of the resonant atoms. u denotes the normalized slowly varying complex

pulse envelope; 1' is the normalized retarded time in the non-dimensional form

and z is the normalized propagation distance also in the non-dimensional form. p

is a measure of the polarization of the resonant medium and 77 denotes the extent

of population inversion.

6.3 Soliton solutions

The linear eigen value problem for Eq.(6.2.1) is of the form 2

1:01’ = Q1191

wC = Q2¢»

w = <w1,¢2)T (6.31)
where:

-1"). uQ1: , (6.3.2)
-14’ iA

and

A BQ2: , (6.3.3)
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where

_ _. 2  2_ -3 - 2 -_ a _ 1.77
A — 1A +2Iu| 41)‘ +22/\|uI +uu, uu, <?/\+w)>,_ 3 2 - _ 2 _ ___1’
B — Au+2u.r+4/\u+2z)\u., 2|u[u u,-¢+<2(/\+w)> and

C = —I\u" +  — 4;\2u" + 21'/\u:'.+ 2 |u[2 u’ + u:..,. —  , (6.3.4)

such that Q1( ‘ Q2-r + [Q1, Q2] = 0 gives back Eq.(6.2.1). From the linear eigen

value problem given by Eq.(6.3.1), soliton solutions are generated for Eq.(6.2.1)

using autoBacklund transformation technique and thereby the recurrence rela

tions connecting the n"' (primed) and (n— 1)"‘ (unprimed) soliton wave functions

are obtained which are of the form :

I - - I 1 2 ,2 1 I
1,b1 = —zI\+zu—§ 41/ —|u+u| 1p1+§(u+u)¢v2,I 1 1- It - - 1
¢2 = —-E (u +u )1,l11+<z/\—z,u’—§ 41/’°—|u+u’]2)1b2(6.3.5)

where p’ and 1/’ are real denoting the soliton velocity and amplitude parameters

respectively and A E p.’ +1‘ 1/ . The recurrence relation connecting the nth (primed)

and (n — 1)"' (unprimed) soliton solutions is of the form :

,_—4I‘z/’+ ——, 6.3.6U u 1+|l‘|2 ( )
where F =  Moreover, u’ E u(n) and u E u(n— 1), n = 1,2,... such that

2

u(l) refers to the single soliton solution and so on. Hence Eq.(6.3.6) can be

rewritten as 2

_ —4F(n— 1) 1/(n)
1 + |P(n — 1)|’

Now two different cases are considered i) vacuum soliton case for which u (0) = 0

u (n — 1) + u (n) (6.3.7)

is taken as the seed solution and ii) u(O) = is, which repraents a constant

pumping source. It is complex.
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i) vacuum soliton case

Here u(0) = 0. Hence from Eqs.(6.3.1) and (6.3.2), and with the condition for

the pure state given by p = 0 [126] and n = 1, the relation between the wave

ftmctions is given by :

¢1r(0) = *1./\¢1(0) 3-Dd

1921(0) = ir\1ZI2(0)- (5-3-3)

Hence from Eq.(6.3.8),

¢1(0) = C1(C)eXP(—i/)7’):

192(0) = C2 (C) exp (i/\7'). (6.3.9)

where c.- (C) (i = 1,2) are integration constants. But again :

7.01: (0) = A101 (0) ,

where A is given by Eq.(6.3.4). Here B = C = 0 as u(O) = p = 0. Hence

on substituting Eq.(6.3.9) into Eq.(6.3.10), the corresponding wave functions are

obtained as :

1,01  = C1  EXP  — ,
102 (0) C2 (0)exp(— (AC — iA7')), (6.3.1l)

where c.- (0) (i = 1, 2) are integration constants. Hence the pseudo-spectral func

tion I" (0) is given by :

= 0(0) exp(2 (AC — i/\'r)), (53.12)
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where C (0) E  On substituting these in Eq.(6.3.7), the single soliton2

solution is obtained as :

u (C, 7') E u (1) = -211 (1) sech (2 ((A1; + A111) C + 1/ (1) T + u (1) A1))

exp (—2i((A12 + Av2)(+,u.(1)1'+61)), (6.3.13)

where 61 and A1 are integration phase constants and

A11 = 2u<1)v(1) +4 (3u”(1)v(1) — 123(1)),

A12 = 4 (nu) ()3 <1) — 31/2 (1))) + (#2 (1) — V” (1)),

AU1 =  >2 (())(1) +t))" + u2(1))

A112 =  (6.3.14)2((u(1)+w) +v’(1))

Figure (6.1) shows the surface plot of |u ((,7')|2 when g(w) given by Eq.(6.2.3)

takes the form of a. Dirac-delta function 6(uJ — tug) at the resonant frequency wg.

Hence from Eq.(6.2.2), (p((,7';w)) =p((,7';w).

Fig. 6.1: Surface plot of the intensity of the soliton solution given by Eq.(6.3.13) when g(w) =
6(w — (do), where the resonant frequency can = 0.5
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On substituting Eq.(6.3.7) into Eq.(6.2.2), the corresponding measure of the

polarization of the resonant medium denoted by p and the extent of population

inversion denoted by 77 can be readily obtained having the respective expressions

p<c.r> = u<1>sech(a< +bv+ c) (212 - r:(1 +212) — 2z'<a - bml +3r2>>

ta.nh(a.(+b7'+c)+b2(1+6fg)ta.nh2(aC+b'r+c) —2z'b3ta.nh3(aC+b7'+c)

+ sechz (aC + br + c) (— ((1 + Gfz) (b2 - 81/2(1))) + 22b (51)? — 242/2(1))

ta.nh (a( + br + c)  exp (fig + f2T + fa) (6.3.15)
and

1; (C, 7') = i[2b2(241/2(1) — 51:2) sech‘ (a( + Irr + c) + sech2 (aC + lrr + c)

<2ab — 3b2f2 (1 + 4f2) + (1 + 613) (8f2u2(1)+16w0u2(1) — 2b*wo)

+ ib (1 + 8f; + 40:0) (5122 — 24u"(1))tanh(a(+ b¢ + c) + 36b’ (b2 — 4:/2(1))

tanh2(a,C+b'r+c)) +(f2+2wo—z'bta.n.h(a(+l7r+c)) (213 —f§(1+2f2)

—2z'(a—bf-_»(1+3f2))tanh(a(+br+c)+b2(l+6f2)ta.nh2(aC+b'r+c)

— 2z‘b3 ta.nh3 (a.C + b7" + c) , (6.3.16)
where

0. = 2(A11+/191),

b = 2;/(1),

c = 21/(1)A1,

fl = 2(A12+/Lxz).

f2 = 2u(1).
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Once again on using the recurrence relations given by Eq.(6.3.5), the two

soliton solution for Eq.(6.2.2) is obtained and is of the form 2

_ _ N(C.T)
'U.(2) = H2 (C,'T) — D(C,T),

where :

N (cm) = 2 um sech (:1) exp<—z‘ x1) (Au>"’

+4i V(1) Se<1h(€1) E‘-XP(—i X1) V(2) AM ta-11h(§2)

+2 u<1>sech<:1> exP(-ix1)(1/2(1) -122(2))

+2 11(2) sech (62) exp (-2‘ X2) (Au)?

"41 V(2) S9Ch(§2) eXP(‘i X2) V(1) All t3-Dh(§1)

-2 u<2> sech (:2) exp(-ix2)(I/2(1) — »/2(2)) . and

mm) = (Au)2+V2(1)+I/2(2)-21/(1) u(2) tanh (:1) tanh(§2)

-2 11(1) 11(2) sech(f1) sech (£2) cos (X2 — X1) , (6.3.18)

where 2

E. u(I)l/(1) -j—-—2 ((#0) H10); +V2(z.)) + ( u (2)!/(1) V (1)) C
+2 (1/(2')? + I/(i)A.') and

X4 = 2 (#2(i)‘ 2() +4(#3(i)V(i)“3#(i)V2(i)))C
+2 (;i(z')r + 6.-) with 1' = 1,2. (6.3.19)

Also A}; = pg — pl. Fig'ure(6.2) depicts the in-phase injection of the two solitons

with equal amplitudes. Here, the two solitons collide with each other at ( = 0.
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Fig. 6.2: In-phase injection of the two solitons with equal amplitudes given by Eqs.(6.3.17),
(6.3.18) and (6.3.19) when g(u.z) = 6(w — we), where the resonant frequency (.10 = 0.5

ii)constant pumping source case

For the constant pumping source case, u(0) = it, which is taken as the seed

solution. Hence :

1.011 (0) = ‘M1./)1 (0) + R102 (0) ,

‘P21 (0) = 51111 (0) +1./V/J2 (0) - (6-3-20)

Hence from Eq.(6.3.20),

1&1 (O) = c1(C)exp (—i\/X” + ]rs|2*r) ,

1bg(0) = C2 (()exp (21/A2 + ln|2r) , (6.3.21)

where c,- (() (i = 1, 2) are integration constants. But again :

'P1c(0) = A1l’1(0)+B¢2(0)»

¢2c(0) = ClD1(0)“A¢2(0)- (5-3-22)
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where A, B and C’ are given by Eq.(6.3.4). Thus from Eqs.(6.3.20) and (6.322),

the corresponding wave functions are obtained as :

¢'1(0) c1(0)exp (x/A2+BC(—z'\/)\2+|rc|21'),

102(0) = c2(0)exp (— ( (—i\/A2+|n|2r)),
(6.323)

where c,- (0) (i = 1, 2) are integration constants. Hence the pseudo-spectral func

tion I‘ (0) is given by :

_ 1/21 (0)
P (0) = 102(0)

= C(0) exp (2 (VA? + BC'( —i\/A2 + |rc|2 7)), (6.324)

where C(0) E  On substituting these in Eq.(6.3.7), the single soliton
solution is obtained as :

'u(C,7') E u(1) = —(h:+2u(1)sech(2(SRC + Mn‘ + 1/(1) A1))

exp (21 (SIC — MR7 — 61 )) ), (6.325)

where 61 and Alare integration phase constants and1 I
53 = §<DR+ Di;-f-D%>,

D1

51 — E.
1

MR = §(LR+\/L§+L§)aM, = A (6.326)



where

AR

A1

31

CR

01
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Ln = (#2(1)- V2(1) + llilz),

LI = 2/“(1)l/(1):

DR A%—A§+BRCR—B[C1

D1 = 2ARA[ + B103 - BRCI,

z/(1)

2/4‘(1)1/(1)— <2((#(1)+w)2 + I/2(1))>
+4 (3p.2(1)1/(1) — 1/3(1)) — 2|rc|21/(1),

2 2 1 2 #(1)+W
— (u (1) -u (1)) +§I«+ - <———————2 (W) +w)2+V2(1))>

+4(3u(1)u”(1)- u3(1)) + 2!~I’u(1),

u(1)~+ - I/(l)n— + 4 (M (#20) - I/2(1)) - 2u(1)V(1)~—) - 2l~|’n+.

,u(1)rc_ + 1/(1)r:+ + 4(n_(p2(1)- 1/2(1)) — 2/.l.(1)l/(1)K+) — 2|».-.|”n_,

—u(1)~+ — I/(1)r~:— - 4 (n+ (u2(1) - 19(1)) + 2u(1)v(1)n—) + 2Irc|’n+,

-u(1)n— - I/(1)n+ + 4 (rs- 03(1) - I/2(1)) - 2n(1)v(1)~+) — 2|nl"n_.

(6.327)It... + in_.

Figure (6.3) shows the surface plot for the intensity |u (C, 7')|2 when g(w) = 6(w —

mo). From the figure, it is clear that }u((,1')|2 has a. constant value equal to IKI2

instead of zero when 1' —> too. It can also be seen that when It —> 0, Eq.(6.3.25)

reduces to Eq.(6.3. 13). Following a. similar procedure as in case(i), the expressions

for p((, T) and 1;(( , T) pertaining to the soliton solution given by Eq.(6.3.25) can

be readily obtained from the master equation (6.2.2).
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Fig. 6.3: Surface plot of the intensity of the soliton solution given by Eq.(6.3.25) when g(u.:) =
6(u.z - am), where the resonant frequency we = 0.9

Once again on using the recurrence relations given by Eq.(6.3.5), the two

soliton solution for Eq.(6.2.2) is obtained and is of the form :

ND ((,1') +N(C,7')
D(CaT) ’

where N((,7') and D ((,7') have the same form as Eq.(6.3.18). In this case, {.

u (2) E 11.2 ((,7') = (6.3.28)

and X; (i = 1,2) have the following expressions:

£1 = 2(SRC+M;*r+u(1)A1),

£2 = 2(S2RC+M2[T+V(2)A2),

X1 2(—S1C+MR7'+61),

X2 = 2 (—S21C + M237 + 62) , (6.329)

where 33, S1, MR and M; are given by Eq.(6.3.26).



Now

where

L23 =

L21 =

D2}: =

D21:

B23 =

321 =

0212 =

C2: =
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[1
323 = 5 (D2R+‘/D§R+D§I),

D21

1 /
M23 = 5 (L23 + Lg}; + Lgf),

_ L21M21 2M2R (6.330)
(#2(2) ‘ V29) + N2) 2

2#(2)V(2)a

A33 - A3, + B23023 - B21021.

2A2RA21 + B2IC2R - B23021.

1/(2)2“‘2""2’ ‘
+4 (3p2(2)1/(2) — 1/3(2)) — 2|rc|21/(2),

12 2 2_ #(2)+°-’
‘U’ (2) ‘U (2)) + 5”‘ <2((#(2)+w)2 +u=(2>)>‘
+4 (3u(2)I/2(2) - u3(2)) + 2|rsi’u(2),

u(2)n+ - V(2)*€- + 4 5+ (#29) — 19(2)) - 2I4(2)V(2)'$—) - 2|Nl2K+,

u’(

(

p(2)n_ + I/(2)n+ + 4 (Is- ( 2) — I/2(2)) — 2p.(2)z/(2)n+) — 2|rc|2rc_,

-u(2)K+ - V(2)I€— - (M 012(2) - 112(2)) + 1’u(2)V(3)K-) + 2|Ni2H+.

-#(2)H— - I/(2) ( 2(2) - 112(2)5+ + 4 n_ (,u ) — 2[.L(2)l/(2)K.+) — 2|n|2n_.

Fig'ure(6.4) portrays the in-phase injection of the two solitons with equal ampli

tudes. From the figure, it is clear that |u ((, 7')|2 has a constant value equal to |n|2

instead of zero when 1' —> :too. It can also be seen that when K. —> 0, Eq.(6.3.28)

reduces to Eq.(6.3.17).
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Fig. 6.4: In-phase injection of the two solitons with equal amplitudes given by Eqs.(6.3.28),
(6.3.29)a.nd (6.3.30) when g(w) = 6(w - 4.20), where the resonant frequency can = 0.5

6.4 Conclusions

This chapter concerns the coherent soliton pulse propagation in an erbium doped

fiber system associated with the higher order dispersion, self-steepening and self

induced transparency effects. As usual, it is observed that there is exact balancing

between higher order dispersion, self-steepening and self-induced transparency

effects. Next the soliton solution when the erbium doped fiber system is driven

by a constant pumping source is considered. In this case, the soliton solution

will have a constant value equal to that of pumping source even at infinity, a.

phenomenon which differs from the case where the soliton solution asymptotically

decreases to zero at infinity. This is depicted as the soliton in a continuous wave

background. The interaction scenario is also studied in detail for both the cases.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The major results and conclusions of the thesis work are summarised below:

i Extensive research has been carried out in the study of nonlinear pulse propa

gation in single mode optical fibers. Some of the nonlinear evolution equations

describing pulse propagation in optical fibers yield exact soliton solutions while

others yield either solitary wave solutions or periodic solutions in the form of

cnoidal waves. Hence an in depth knowledge about the various types of solutions

will lead much closer to the realistic world. In chapter two, employing the trav

elling wave method, various analytic expressions in the form of algebraic bright

and dark solitary wave solutions and periodic solutions are obtained for for the

higher order nonlinear Schrodinger equation by considering various forms for the

given potential function. Moreover, as the total energy in this case is equal to

zero, all the solutions for the corresponding potentials represent closed contours

around stable centers and hence are stable.

ii Ultra-short optical pulses play a very crucial role in long haul optical com

munication systems as a result of which the demand for the generation of ultra

short optical pulses using various techniques is immense. One such technique
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employs the generation of ultra-short pulses from continuous wave and quasi

continuous wave radiations using modulational instability phenomenon. Chapter

three throws light on the conditions required for the generation of ultra-short

pulses from continuous waves, using cross-phase modulational instability, as they

traverse along a birefringent optical fiber. The conclusions in this are summarized

as follows. The conditions for the occurrence of cross phase MI in the normal

dispersion regime which occurs as a result of a group velocity mismatch between

the linearly polarized eigen states when the linearly polarized pump is oriented at

45° with respect to the slow or fast a.xis are obtained. The instability conditions

that govern the generation of ultrashort pulses are not affected irrespective of the

presence or absence of S2-the dimensionless third order dispersion coefficient. For

variations in the pump polarization, maximum gain occurs for 45° polarization

for all the cases considered in the chapter. The effect of SRS on MI is such that

for comparative small values of the perturbation frequency, group velocity disper

sion and cross-phase modulation terms dominate whereas for comparatively large

values the perturbation frequency, the gain spectrum increases linearly with the

result that the region of MI is widened due to SRS. Moreover the self-steepening

effect reduce the maximum gain and bandwidth. As one slowly approaches to

wards the zero group velocity dispersion regime, the condition for the cross phase

MI requires sufficiently large values of the total input power over a wide range

of frequency detuning cu. At the zero group velocity dispersion regime, one ob

tains only the original MI. Furthermore, a modulational anstatz represented by

Eq.(3.4.1) for the perturbation amplitudes is considered and have been able to

retrieve all the results mentioned earlier in the chapter.

iii Even for a polarization preserving fiber, the slow and the fast axes may not be

equivalent. Polarization modulational instability is a phenomenon phenomenon
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which throws light into the above mentioned case. A knowledge about the PMI

phenomenon will help to choose the range of parameter values that must be main

tained in order to prevent chaotic switching if the fiber were to be used as an

optical switch. Using Floquet theory in Chapter four, the unstable power gain

is obtained as function of fine frequency sideband detuning when a linearly po

la.rized pump wave is oriented at arbitrary angles with respect to the slow and

fast axes for the anomalous and normal dispersion regimes on considering fourth

order dispersion effects. It is observed that the parametric gain curve virtually

remains the same whenever the pump is rotated from the slow axis by a few

degrees for both the regimes. Also, when the linearly polarized pump wave is

oriented close to the fast aids, below p = 0.5 no MI is observed. As the value

of p is steadily increased thereafter, the parametric gain curve is found to vary

considerably for various values of p thereby confirming the fact that the slow

and the fast axes of a polarization preserving fiber are not equivalent when one

considers the influence of the fourth order dispersion effects also.

iv In lossy optical fibers, the balance between group velocity dispersion and self

phase modulation is lost as a result of which pulses traversing along the length

of the fibers get attenuated. In order to overcome this, dispersion decreasing

fibers are employed in order to restore the balance between GVD and SPM. As

their name suggest, the GVD of the fibers decrease in such a way that they

compensate for the the reduced SPM experienced by the pulses as their energy

is reduced by fiber loss. In chapter five, the interaction scenario of the soliton

pulses in a dispersion decreasing single mode fiber is arrived at. The pulse ampli

tudes increase exponentially and get compressed proportionally at each stage of

propagation which is in a way similar to adiabatic process such that the soliton

area is always conserved which is the property of soliton. Even after collision,
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conserved which is the property of soliton. Even after collision, the pulses propa

gate with increasing amplitudes paving way for effective pulse compression even

after compensating for the fiber loss. Another important factor is that no fiber

amplifiers have been considered. The pulse gets compressed solely as a result of

the inherent gain of the dispersion decreasing profile of the fiber. This is mainly

due to the interplay between the effective gain resulting in due to the dispersion

decreasing profile and the effective phase modulation. Also the single soliton so

lution for the dispersion decreasing birefringent optical fiber is determined from

which the same conclusions can be arrived at.

v Chapter six concerns with the coherent soliton pulse propagation in an erbium

doped fiber system associated with the higher order dispersion, self-steepening

and self—induced transparency effects. As usual, it is observed that there is ex

act balancing between higher order dispersion, self-steepening and self—induced

transparency effects for only certain values of their corresponding coefficients.

Next the soliton solution when the erbium doped fiber system is driven by a con

stant pumping source is considered. In this case, the soliton solution will have a

constant value equal to that of pumping source even at infinity, a phenomenon

which differs from the case where the soliton solution asymptotically decreases

to zero at infinity. This phenomenon is depicted as the soliton in a continuous

wave background The interaction scenario is also studied in detail for both the

Cases.



Appendix A

Mathematica source codes for
determining the modulational
instability conditions

A.1 Cross phase modulational instability stud

ied in chapter three

Clear[ma,d,x,e1,e2,e3,e4,e5,s1,s2,s3,p,b,e11,e12,e13,e14,

e15,b1,b2,b3,cf,t0,dn,c,th,p1]

b=2/3;

th=45 Degree;

e11=O;

e12=0;

e14=0;

e15=O;

cf=100 10‘(-6);

e13=N[ (e14+2 Cos[O Degree]‘2/(1+Sin[0 Degree]‘2) e15) ];

b2=69;
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b3=.54 10’(-3);

b4=7 10‘(-4);

=3.25 10‘('4);

c=3 10”(-7);

d=N[t0 dn/(2 c b2)]

s1=.5;

s2=N [b3/ (6 b2 1:o)]

s3=N[b4/(24 b2 t0“2)]

e1=N[e11/(cf t0)]

e2=N[e12/(cf t0)]

e3=N[e13/t0]

e4=N[e14/t0]

e5=N[e15/t0]

ma[x_,p_]={{d x+6 e1 p x Cos[th]‘2+2 e2 p x Sin[th]“2+s2 x‘3,

s1 x‘2+2 I e5 p x Sin[th]‘2-s3 x‘4,2 e2 p x Sin[2 th],

-I e5 p x Sin[2 th]},{s1 x‘2+4 p Cos[th]‘2+4 I e3 p x Cos[th]‘2

+2 I e5 p x Sin[th]‘2-s3 x“4,d x+2 91 p x Cos[th]'2

+2 e2 p x Sin[th]‘2+s2 x‘3,2 b p Sin[2 th]

+2 I 94 p x Sin[2 th]+I 95 p x Sin[2 th],O},

{2 a2 p x Sin[2 th].- I e5 p x Sin[2 th].

-d x+6 e1 p x Sin[th]‘2+2 e2 p x Cos[th]‘2+s2 x“3,

s1 x‘2+2 I e5 p x Cos[th]'2-s3 x‘4},{2 b p

Sin[2 th]+2 I e4 p x Sin[2 th]+I e5 p x Sin[2 th],

0,s1 x‘2+4 p Sin[th]‘2+4 I e3 x Sin[th]‘2

+2 I 95 p x Cos[th]‘2-s3 x‘4,-d x+2 31 p x Sin[th]‘2
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+2 e2 p x Cos[th]‘2+s2 x'3}};

Plot3D[N[Abs[Im[EigenvaluesDma[x,p]][[4]]]]],

{x,-10,10},{p,O,50},Shading->Fa1se,P1otPoints->50,

AxesLabe1 -> {"x", " y", “z "},

Textstyle->{FontS1ant->"Italic", Fontsize->

15}]

A.2 Polarizational modulational instability stud

ied in chapter four

NeedS["UDE‘"]

C1ear[ma,p,an,th,s10,s20,s30,f,m,s1,s2,s3,sp,dd,g1,g3,

x,y,mp,h1,h2,n,mb,h,hh,hh1,y11,y21.y31,y41,y12,y22,y32,

y42,y13,y23,y33,y43,y14,y24,y34,y44,fmn,funm,

eig,gain,t1,t2,t3,t4,t5]

p=.75;

an=1;

th=N[an Pi/90];

s10=N[Cos[th]];

s20=N[Sin[th]];

s30=0;

f=N[((1+2 p s10)‘2+(2 p s20)‘2)‘(.25)];

m=N[.5 (1-(1+2 p S10)/f‘2)];

s3[x_]=N[-s20/f JacobiSD[f x,m]];

s1[x_]=N[s10+p (s3[x])‘2];



s2[x_]=N[-s3’[x]];

sp=N[4 EllipticK[m]/f];

dd=0;

g1=.5;

g3=0.0005;

h1=0;

h2=4;

h=.4;

n=N[Round[(h2-h1)/h]]:

xn=N[sp];

hh=N[sp/50]:

n1=N[Round[xn/hh+1]]:

hh1=0;

i=0;

Whi1e[i<=n,(

y=N[h.h1] ;

t1=N[Ch0p[UDE[{y11’==I ((g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1-s3[x])

-s1[x]/(2 (1—s3[x]))) y11+p (1-s3[x]) y21+(1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2]

(.5-dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2]) y31

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])“2] y41),y21’==-I (p (1-s3[x]) y11

+(g1 y“2-g3 y‘4+p (1—s3[x])—s1[x]/(2 (1—s3[x]))) y21

+2 p Sqrt [1-(s3 Ex] 5 “2] y31+(1/Sqrt [1-(s3 [x] ) ‘2] (.5+dd y)

(s1[x]+I 32 Ex] )+2 p Sqrt [1-(s3 Ex] 3 ‘2]) y41) .y31 ’=I

((1/Sqr1:[1-(s3[x] )“2] (.5-dd y) (s1[x]+I s2 [1:])

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2]) y11+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])‘2]

y21+ (g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1+s3 [x] )-s1 [1] / (2 (1+s3 [X] ) )) y31
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+(p (1+s3[x])) y41),y41’==-I (2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] y11

+(1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] (.5+dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])'2]) y21+p (1+s3[x]) y31+(g1 y‘2

g3 y‘4+p (1+s3[x])-s1[x]/(2 (1+s3[x]))) y41).y11[o]==1.

y21[o]==o,y31[o]==o,y41[o]==o},{y11,y21,y31,y41},{x,o,N[sp]}.

Method->RungeKutta4 , St epSize->N [hh] J] , 10] E [111 ,2] J ;

t2=N[Chop[0DE[{y12’==I ((g1 y“2-g3 y‘4+p (1—s3[x])

-s1[x]/(2 (1—s3[x]))) y12+p (1—s3[x]) y22+(1/sqrt[1—(s3[x])‘2]

(.5-dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])*2]) y32

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x]3'2] y42),y2 ’==-I (p (1-s3[x]) y12

+(g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1-s3[x])—s1[x]/(2 (1-s3[x]))) y22

+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x]>*2] y32+(1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] (.5+dd y)

(s1[x]+I s2[x])+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])‘2]> y42).y32’==I

((1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] ( 5-dd y) (s1[x]+I s2[x])

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2]) y12+ 2 p sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] y22

+(g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1+s3[x])-s1[x]/(2 (1+s3 [X] ) )) y32

+(p (1+s3[x])) y42),y42’==-I (2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] y12

+(1/sqrt[1—(s3[x])“2] (.5+dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])

+2 p sqrt[1-(s3[x])*2]) y22+p (1+s3[x]) y32+(g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4

+p (1+s3[x])-s1[x]/(2 (1+s3 [x] > >) y42> ,y12 [0] ==O,y22 [0] =1,

y32[o]==o,y42[o]==o},{y12,y22,y32,y42},{x,o,N[sp]}.

Method->RungeKutta4,StepSize->N[hh]]],1o][[n1,2]];

t3=N[Chop[0DE[{y13’==I ((g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1-s3[x])

-s1 [x] / (2 (1-s3 Ex] ) )) y13+p (1-53 [x]) y23+(1/Sqrt [1-(s3 [x] ) ‘2]

(.5-dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])+2 p sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2]) y33

+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])‘2] y43),y23’==-I (p (1-s3[x]) y13
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+(g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1—s3[x])-s1[x]/(2 (1—s3[x]))) y23

+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])‘2] y33+(1/sqrt[1—(s3[x])*2] (.5+dd y)

(s1[x]+I s2[x])+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])‘2]) y43),y33’==I

((1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] (.5-dd y) (s1[x]+I s2[x])

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2]) y13+ 2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] y23

+(g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1+s3[x]3-s1[x]/(2 (1+s3[x]))) y33

+(p (1+s3[x])) y43),y43’==-I (2 p sqrt[1-(s3[x])*2] y13

+(1/sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] (.5+dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])

+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])“2]) y23+p (1+s3[x]) y33+(g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4

+p (1+s3[x]3-s1[x]/(2 (1+s3[x]))) y43).y13[0]==0,y23[0]==0,

yes[o]==1,y43[o]==o},{y13,y23.y33,y43},{x,o,N[sp]}.

Method->RungeKutta4,StepSize->N[hh]]],10][[n1,2]];

t4=N[Chop[0DE[{y14’==I ((g1 y‘2-g3 y“4+p (1—s3[x])

—s1[x1/<2 (1-s3[x]))) y14+p (1-s3[x]) y24+(1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])"2]

( 5—dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])‘2]) y34

+2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])'2] y44),y24’==-I (p (1-s3[x]) y14

+(g1 y‘2-g3 y‘4+p (1—s3[x])-s1[x]/(2 (1—s3[x]))) y24

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])“2] y34+(1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] (.5+dd y)

(s1[x]+I s2[x])+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])“2]) y44).y34’==I

((1/sqrt[1-(s3[x])“2] (.5-dd y) (s1[x]+I s2[x])

+2 p sqrt[1-(s3[x])“2]) y14+ 2 p sqrt[1—(s3[x])*2] y24

+(g1 y“2-g3 y‘4+p (1+s3[x])-s1[x]/(2 (1+s3[x]))) y34

+(p (1+s3[x])) y44),y44’==-I (2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x]3‘2] y14

+(1/Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2] (.5+dd y) (s1[x]-I s2[x])

+2 p Sqrt[1-(s3[x])‘2]) y24+p (1+s3[x]) y34

+(g1 y‘2-g3 y“4+p (1+s3[x])—s1[x]/(2 (1+s3[x]))) y44).
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y14 [0] =0 ,y24 [o] ==o , y34 [0] =0 , y44 [0] ==1} , {y14,y24 , y34,y44}.

{x , o ,N [sp] } ,Method->RungeKut1:a4 , Stepsize->N um] 11 .10] [[n1 , 2]] ;

fmn={N [Chop [1:11] , N [Chop [122]] ,N [Chop [123]] , N [Chop [t4] ] };

fu.mn=N [Chop [Transpose [fmn] ]] :

eig=N [Chop [Abs [Eigenvalues [funm] [ [1] 1 J ] J ;

gain [y] =N [Chap [2/ Sp Log [eig] J] ;

hh1=N [hh1+h] ;

Print [Table [[1 , y , N [Chop [gain [y] 1 J H]

i+—+)] ;

t5=Table [{y,N [Chop [gain [y] 1]} . {y,h1 ,n2 ,h}] ;

Plot [Evaluate [Interpolation [135] J [y] ,{y.h1,h2}]



Appendix B

Stokes polarization parameters

B.1 The instantaneous optical field and the po

larization ellipse

The electric field of a monochromatic plane wave can be described by two complex

transverse components E, and E, such that

E(z, t) = (E,E, + €yEy), (B.1.1)

where the complex amplitudes can be written in the form:

E, = E0, exp(i6,) exp (i (kz — wt)),

Ey = Eoy exp(z'6,) exp (i (kz — wt)), (B.1.2)

where E0, and E0, are real. Let

E, = E? + z‘E§,

E, = 135* + z'E§, (B.1.3)

where Ef, E{, E5‘ and E; are real. After separating Eq.(B.1.2) into real and

imaginary parts and after some manipulations, the following set of equations can
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be obtained:

E: . E5 . .
F; s1n(6,) — E s1n(6,) = s1n(6) cos (kz - wt), (B.1.4)E: E5 . .
E0 cos(6y) — E: cos(6,) = s1n(6) S111 (kz — wt) , (B.1.5)I yE’ E’
E’ sin(6,,) — Fifi sin(6,) = sin(6) cos (kz - wt), (B.1.6)0:: Dy

and I E! _
E0: cos(6,,) — fl cos(6,,) = — sin(6)s1n (kz — wt) , (B.1.7)V

where the phase difference between the two amplitudes, 6 = 6, — 6,. On squaring

Eqs.(B.1.4) and (B.1.5) separately and then adding, the “polarization ellipse”

describing the state of polarization of the electric field can be arrived at and is

given by [47,48]:

Ef 2 EfEf E5 2 . 2
(E03) — 2% cos(6) + Q — sin  (B.1.8)

On squaring Eqs.(B.1.6) and (B.1.7) separately and then adding, an equation

similar to Eq.(B.1.8) is obtained and is given by:

E; 2 E‘§E’ E’ 2 _
(E03) -2130 E:ycos(6)+ i =s1n2(6). (B.1.9)

Equations (B.1.8) and (B.1.9) are recognized as the equations of an ellipse and

show that at any instant of time, the locus of points described by the optical field

as it propagates is an ellipse. This behavior is known as “optical polarization"

and hence the name polarization ellipse for Eq.(B.1.8). The elliptical parameters

E0, E0, and 6 of the polarization ellipse are related to the orientation angle ‘II

and ellipticity angle x by the following equations [130]:

2-E0:r.'E0y

E3, - 53:.
= tan(2a) oos(6),

tan(2\P) =

sin(2x) = sin(2a) sin(5), (B.1.10)
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where0$\I/<7r,—§<x$§a.ndOSoz<g. Figure(B.1)showsthe
polarization ellipse.

Fig. B.l: The rotated polarization ellipse. ‘~11 is the orientation angle

B.2 Derivation of Stokes polarization parame

ters

The Stokes polarization parameters can be derived from the Polarization ellipse

given by Eq.(B.1.8). VVhile the elliptical parameters E03, E0, and 6 are oonstants,

Ef and E5 are functions of distance 2 and time t. For convenience, the derivation

is carried out for the case 2 = 0 and finally generalized for arbitrary 2. In order to

represent the polarization ellipse in terms of the observables of the optical field,

time average of the polarization ellipse must be considered. The time averaged
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polarization ellipse for the case 2 = 0 has the form [130] :

<@3&=flJD§ JEflz=&flEflz=Qfi) (®+«EflZ=QflV> _,w)— cos ———2——-: = sin ,E3: EWIEOU Eoy
(B.2.1)

where

T

(E,.H(z = o,t)E;*(z = o, t)) = T1130; / E,.R(z = 0,t)EJ’-‘(z = 0,t)dt (i, j = :r:,y)
U

(B.2.2)

Multiplying Eq.(B.2.1) by 4E3,Egy, it takes the form:

4E[’,y <(Ef(z = o, 0)’) — 3130,30,, (Ef(z = o, t)Ef(z = o, t)) cos(6)

+ 4133, <(E;*(z = o, t))"’> = (213o,1::o,, sin(6))2. (13.2.3)

On substituting the expressions for E, and E, given by Eq.(B.1.2) into Eq.(B.2.3),

it gets reduced to the form:

(E3, + E§y)2 = (133, — E§y)2 + (2Eo,Eoy cos(a))’ + (2E0,Eo,, sin(6))2. (3.24)

Let

so = (133, + E39) ,

S1 =  —  ,
S2 = 2Eo;Eov  and
S3 = 2Eo,Eoy sin(6). (B.2.5)

Equation (B.2.5) represents the Stokes polarization parameters. On substituting

Eq.(B.2.5) into Eq.(B.2.4), the relation between the Stokes polarization parame

ters is given as

%=£+£+$. mam
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In terms of the complex components E, and Ey, the Stokes polarization param

eters are written as

So |E=|’ + lEyl”.

51 = lE:l2“lEyl2a

S2 E,E; + E;Ey and

S3 = i (E,E; — E;E,,) . (B.2.7)

In terms of the orientation angle III and ellipticity angle X, the Stokes polarization

parameters are written as

S1 = Sgcos(2X)cos(2\II),

S2 = So cos(2x)sin(2\I!) and

S3 = $0 sin(2x). (B.2.8)
Generally So E 1. Let

1r0 —
¢ = 2x11. (B.2.9)

On substituting Eq.(B.2.9) into Eq.(B.2.8), the Stokes parameters can be written

as

S1 = Sosin(20)cos(¢),

S2 = Sos'Ln(o9)sin(¢) and

Equation (B.2.10) is the well known equation relating cartesian coordinates to

spherical coordinates. Thus the Stokes parameters can be represented in a sphere
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whose center is also the center of the cartesian coordinate system. This sphere is

known as the Poincare sphere. Figure (B.2) depicts the Poincare representation

of the polarized light on a sphere.

Fig. B2: Poincaré reprsentation of polarized light on a. sphere

(S'1,S2,S3) can be viewed as the components of a Stokes vector S, having

modulus So E 1. They define, on the Poincaré sphere, a certain point which

identifies the polarization ellipse uniquely. From Eq.(B.2.8), it can be inferred

that the state of polarization can be extracted from the location of the Stokes

vector. The points on the Poincaré sphere corresponding to linearly polarized

light are located along the equatorial line, with an azimuthal angle equal to twice

the angle of orientation in the plane of polarization. The north and the south

poles of the Poincaré sphere depict right circularly polarized and left circularly

polarized light respectively. The upper hemisphere of the Poincaré sphere depicts
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right elliptically polarized light while the lower hemisphere of the Poincaré sphere

depicts left elliptically pola.rized light. Thus the Stokes parameters can be used

as an effective tool to determine the given state of polarization. The Stokes

representation can be effectively employed when considering soliton propagation

in birefringent optical fibers.
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